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what a napkin is, don’t you?*' “Oh, yes,” said
Johnny, his face brightening up, “That’s something we use when we have company.*’
A lew days ago, as a team was coining out of
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Maine Matters.
N1CWS

THE MONSON SHOUT

LINE.

When the Canadian Pacific Railroad is coma Monson correspondent of the
Portland Press, it will l»c the shortest all railroad line between the Atlantic and Pacific
and County, oceans. One hundred and twenty-five miles of
Largest Circulation in
this railway will he within the state of Maine
in the counties of Piscataquis. Somerset and Pe>i itx'UUTloN Tkicms. In advance. 22 (hi a
year;
nobseot. In Piscataquis it touches at the foot
within the sear. 22..'»<»; at the expiration .•( (he
of
Moosehcad lake, which is the largest inland
ear, $3.00.
\ l»v i.in i-1 sa, Ti.ums. For one square, (one inch
body of water in New England, it being fort;
•I length in column
mile- in length, a fainou- summer resort, and
21 no for one week, and 2u
it-for eaeh subsequent insertion. A fraction of
an important highway for the transportation of
a -qiiare charged a- a full one.
merchandise connected with the Kennebec and
Penobscot lumbering lmsip.es-.
The Canadian Pacific will also connect with
Tim following are authorized agents for the
Journal.
two other roads in Piscataquis county, tin- RanII. Mi.t:s. No. 2.V. \Va>hingt<>n St.. Boston.
gor A Piscataqui- and the Katahdin Iron Works
I t
I.\ \\s. J'.d and 2l*tl W a>hingt.on st.. Bo>t"ii. ! Road.
In Penobscot count; tip* Canadian Pa!’l II I no I l.l ,V ( <»., in State st.. Bo-ton.
cific will make a junction at Mattawamkcag
11«* it \« I I »< mm*. 2(id Washington st
Boston.
with
tlic
European and North American, now
'«!<>. I’. I{«>\\ i.i i. A < o., in spruce st., New York,
a part of the Maine Centra!
II. IIvi ms. 41 Bark Bow. New York.
system.
'l'lie Canadian Pacific will penetrate the heart
of the great spruce and pine forests of Maine,
si list IflllKBs remitting money or desiring to
where is carried on tin bulk of her great lum.i
the add res.- of paper.- changed, must state the
ber industry. It taps her most popular intel’"-t oilier
w 1:i*• 11 the paper has heen sent, as
rior
summer resorts, and enters a
new an 1
well as tin- oilier low liieh if is to go.
primitive country, \ast in domain and rich in
latent resources.
suh-eriher-s are requested to take notice of the
It i- very doubtful if Hie im>-t sanguine perdali- on the colored >iip attached to the paper, it
son can now anticipate tin* revolution that this
the onl form ot receipt now u-rd For instance,
railroad system w ill make in the business of the
h‘» 'la; -7. in* .ms that the -uhsrriptioti i~ paid to
\\ han a new payment i~ made, tliedate
that dale.
State of Maine.
It will change the geography
w:’l !*.• changed to cm-pond, and s| list Kill
• 1 more than om- of it- eounth
and will ha\e
ii- \i;i; iiFori.-i i.i> -<> ski-: that thfiii
: n important influence upon it- future Iran—
I * \T1MJK < illlll
T
subscriber.-in arrears
l-ortation system-.
are reqiie-trd to lorwanl the sums due.
Many railroad men in Ww England, and
nearly all in Maim have realized this fact for
Local Agents lor the Journal.
yar>, and ha\e hastened to plan* their roadThe
llowmg aiv authorized to receive-uli>rripin an attitude to connect w ith. <>r derive benetion- and ad' ert.-einents for the Journal
fit- from tnis line.
-t
>i v
-i:
I-:. Adams.
Far seeing railroad men have for a long
-w \\ v it.mi
Hon. A. F. Nicker-on.
while understood that among the successful
.M< >x u« »l-:. Franklin < ha-e.
Wiv 11 itpot; r.- F. M. llall.
railroad- of the near future would be a short
connecting line between the Canadian Pacific
and I he Maine ( mitral system and the seaboard
Fiiigte Copies o; the Journal.
he
of Maine.
Several companies have already
had
at
the
may
following places:
Fill \-i
Journal oilier. J. s.Caldwell .V Co.,
been organized for this purpose. No road can
Mail!-,
\ VNoodeo.-k A son. .Mai.M
h. \\
ever he built which will l»c -o short and direct
I’a'.u.er, Ma-on
Temple, High -t.
between tin-.- two gnat system- as tin- pro-I. VUsI'«»KT
\l the T.-i Oilier.
posed road from Pittsfield to till foot of MooseIF < iv-1■< »i: I
Fmeiw A < o.
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am> steamboats.

Trains i.MvcT.njii. m. :Lla ami 7. I*> p. m. Freight
" ♦.**<»1. in.
an ami In.-in a. in., 7.«K» p. m.
Arrive
!'night at *;.!«* a. m. .vamlanl time.
It- .i'- leave l*.r I*>--t*m Momlav- ami ThursLays
at I-J :b» 1*. m.. local time, or on arrival from ltanP»r.
I»oai- leave for Itangor ami iuterineLiate laml'Ve'Ine.-iiav-- ami Sat anlavs at about *.» oVI .«-k
A. ,\1.
st a

i;

i.s.

I tel fast to Free*lom, 1»> miles, through Morrill,
K‘i"\ ami La-i 1\m>\. lailv. I.cave- ltlfa>t ai s
in., -tamlani time. Detuniing, arrives in Itellast
at l.i.'i p. m.
1 11a -1 t
Itangor, :>n mile.-, tin oiigh the towns of
S -ar-jit.rt, Moekloii,
I’ro-peet. Frankfort. Winterpoi. Hampieii ami I tan a'or. I»a:l\ except >un•1 i>
Leave Leiia-t e\cry <lay at a a. m. iCeturn
i m _r. leave Itangor «i. i 1; at 7 a. in., arriving in I tel
fa-t at
j». m.
Itellast t" Augusta. 4o miles, through the towns
<-f liclmont. '-• arsntoiii. Liberty, Montville, I’alerhina. ’-o. \'as-allioro ami Augusta. Daily exnio,
Leave Itellast every <lay at
eept Siimlav
p. m.,
arm ing at Itelfasi at 11 a
m.
I’.- Ifa.-i \- North '-ear.-port. In miles, via Swanvine. lailv.
1 cave- Itellast at :J p. in.
lCcturning,
an-.ves ii
lteifa.-t ..I 1J 111.
I te I fa -i to |,*o. u: a 11 L :a> mile.-. through the t«.vv ns
ot Norlhpo' t. Lineoiiiv ille, ( aimh-a ami Iforklami.
Dailv except >umla\-. Arrive at Itelfasi at LJ in.
Lea' e iicila.-l at
p. m.
If L'a-t to < cut re Liaeolnville, LJ miles, t wire a
Week. Leave licitast Momlav s ami Thur-Lays at
Leave ( enlre same Lay.-, arriving at
p.
Ih lfa-t at J in p. m.
1 tel fa -l to '-ear-port. 7 miles, twice Lailv except
'* u m In v
Leave lteifa.-t at
a. in. ami 7.:io p. in.,
or oh arrival of the Itellast train.
Leave m ar-porl
at
a. in. ami
lain p. m.. arriving at Itellast in
season to connect with the trains.
a.
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start- at one of tile mo-t
the Maine < entral. Pitt
Burnham Junction, the ter-
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minus of the Belfast railroad. Thus it will hi;
in direct and short communication with the
If runs through twelve manp at ol Bclfa-t.
ulaeturin<r and rich fanning towns, and is in
close proximity to as many more, it passes
through Mon-on where are six slate quarries,
which manufacture about one thousand ear
loads of roebimr -late each year.
-Moult it- line are live woolen factories and
lift} "fher important manufactories, including
I Ik Willimantie Linen (
otnpany in the town of
W iilitnantie. six miles from Munson, which
makes all of the spools used by that
company at
Wiilimantic, < 'onn.
In the year lsst; Hun. Tlmma- Temple. M.
P.. of Frcdcrickton. N. B.. b<*e*ame interested
in thi- project, and ho became satisfied that it
wa- destined t<> become one of the most important railroad- in New Knirlanel. and with
what aid was furnished by the town <*f Ilaiiiand he furnished the money to build ‘lie lirst
link in tin* system. huriiiLT the year jsst; the
tir-t rails wm* laid from Pittsiield to Hartland. This j> known a- the Seliastieook ,v
Moo.-e head railroad, and i- now in op ration
for a distance of eiirht mites.
In ]ns;} th« owners of the siate quarries at
Moiison organized unde r the general railroad
laws of Maine what i- kn •wa as th* Moiison
railroad, and built a line- -ix miles in length,
extendimr from Monsou Junction on th• Bana'"i* A Pi-cataqui-. in tlic town of Abbot to
Monsou village.
in 1SST) the L'ui-lattna of Maine iraw this
e'ompany a charte r to xtend their tine- from
Monsou village* to Greenville*. and from Moti-"ii Junction into and throuirh t!u- town e>f

Wellington.
During the present session of the Maim*
Legislature an attempt wa- made by lh« Bauu"r tV Piscataquis railroad to repeal thi- char-

but it failed.
Since the' >e*basticook ,V .Moosehead railroad
built to Hartland the owners ha\c or,LTaii/e'd another company from Hartland to \\YiliiiLTioit. known a- tie- Harmony \ Wellington
railroael company. The* money i- :*!{, -ulv-cribed for !his link, which perfects the* sv-tem, ami
will be-built duriii”-the comini: summer.
The*
liijrh
distance of this link i- twelve miles.
I’iie Monsou company ha\e do miles t" !mil.I
to complete* their pari of the system from
Wcllin'Ttem to Greenville. They have raised
their capital -lock and have i--ued sTbujiuu
worth of bonds, which are* now be-in;: -"Id for
thi- purpose*. It is now cjuite* e*ertain thi- road
will be built within tine next \e*ar. It will In
a r»*ad which mu.-t
prow e>f urcat importam-e
I t*» Portland. Le-wi-ton. Bath, and other parts
of wt -tern Main**, for ii will brim.: these*
places
aioout 7«» mile*- t.carer Moosehead Lake and the*
< aua lian Pacific railroad, ami that
irre*a? reifie.ni whie li it will open up and de*veiop. Now
ail of the* busim >-of wc-tern Piscataquis am!
tin* Moorhead Lake* region xroi 1 i^r to Portland
ami Boston ha- to lt»> by way of the* Bainror
Piscataquis railroail by way of Bangor,
w hieli i> about as far from Boston as Greenville ami Moiison would be* if thi-. -hurt line
was built.
Winn this distane*e of from (*ti to
To mile s is -ave*d. w'hem the* country which the
builelinir e>f the* Ganaelian Pmitie* is de*vc!e>pei|,
l:m ■th\ Cha-e I.od.u<
No. 12i>. Beuular nieita bu-ine-ss will be furnished whieli cannot fail
i-: Thur-ta;
in e.,ch month, •specials
•ei
uivatly be ne titiiiif the; whole-sale* trade of
at call.
Port lam!.
1 Mii.riis I'l.v r iiitpii: oi>i» Fia.uiws. ISodienmi-t at «»dd Fellow
-Mole; than ‘Jo.'Mm) people from the* New KultHali. corner Main and lliirh
hui'l. \<*w ^ ork. ami tin* Southern State's now
streets.
annu d!\ \ i-.:t th>* Moo-ehead Lake r«*u.ie^n and
autoi; Pallas, p
M.. \... j, I.O. (». F.. meets of
0 M Follow
the Mount Kim-o resort. to say nothing of the
Hall
the 2d Thursday evening at
ea* ii month.
thousands who \ isit the* M.mson lake*- and
"*'• n l-2ii
P.
•auipment. \ .. 2n. Bcuul.ir meetpond-, >i;1h*c Lake* ami other small resorts in
inu--ni the
and ml Tue-lav ew'.unrs in each
ild- part of Maim*. Now all of these people
month.
at'* coiupe lied to -pi ml erne; and a half
Waldo I.
re.
No. 12. Be.uular ineetiujr every
elays, or
one w hole* ni- lit
and nearly a w hole day in
Friday c\ .in.u.
m tkiiiLT the e*lo-«-st connectiem- betwee n Bo.-ton
\urora I>< uree l.odire 1>. of B.
Be«rular meet
iiiir-on the 2d and 4ih Tum-dav evening.- of each
ami these resorts.
When this ne*w roael imonth.
built the journey earn be* made from Boston to
< on m 'i'l MPLAKs.
Belfast Lodue.No.au. Be^rKine.e) in one ela\. This will increase the sum1 '.a
in etinu even Monday evening at the Cnivermer travel into Maine* ve
ry lmndi.
-i ■•hur. ii vestn
The followim: table will’ show t|ie short line*
W.
I
l
Business meetin.ir every Saturday
tterm..>n at tar Pnitarian f lain h pallor.
system, the; parts built and what r* main to he
'<■
A. B.
I n una.- II
construct e«l:
Marshall I*o-t, tLA.lt.,

Bi-.umimi s. The following is the programme for
•sunda\ -er\ me- in the di lie rent ehurehe.Bapti-t * hur !.. IIpuli street, Bev.tico. F. Tufts,
Saliiiatii >ehool. 1 p. in.: preaching, 2.1a p.
l'-t
in
prayer meeting, 7p. in.
•nureuaii-uiali-t Church, corner of Market ami
II.-Ii -!reets. Preachin.u at |u.;Jo a. in. suhiiaih
"'•!;■»■ 1. 12 in., prayer meeting or lecture, 7N p. in.
< atli-.lie Church, over
school Imihliiijr,
Church street. Supplied hy Bcv. Father l’helan,
>ervi«v
lourtii
Wiiiterport
"imday in » v cry month.
M 1.
ii
an
Miller street, Bcv. IP ( \\ entworth
Pra w r meeting at
p -!■>!
p. in.. sahhath School,
l*'-ia a. in.: preachinjr 2.1a p. m.: younjr peoples’
ni'
t.iiu. i> p. in.: ueiural pi■aver meeting. 7 p. m.
I nitariun Church, • hnreh street, liev. .1. \.Sa
a.U '. pa-tor. i’rea*-|;inu hour !<).4a a.m.; Sunday
.School 12 in.
I niver alist Church. ( ourt street. B
(•
W.
.Jenkins. p.i-tot. Pre.mhin^' !<i.4.» a. in.; >t;:;ba\
Seliooi, 12 m.
Ma-iim<
Tin- iiodie-meet at Masonn Temple,
at the < oilier of .Main and Hiirh streets.
Pale-tine < omnia:ider\. K. I
No. 14. iie^ular
m
tmu- 2d V.'edne.-ila\ «. fiiinyr in each month.
S| eeial uieetiiiu- at call*.
1 v i n u > 1 o ii -»11 < h 111 i. B. A. *- M
\o. 1. Beuular meeting i-t Tue- l.w evening in eaeli montii.
^i11 meeting.- at ■•.ill.’
>
-riutiiian Boyal Arch < hapter. No. 7
Be.uular
a
ctiiur- 1st .Momlav evening follow in.u full moon.
Specials at call.
PJi'i-nix l.od-re. \.. 24. Beu-iiar meetings M«mcvi iiinu ..ii or
d
lic'oie full moon, Specials at
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at
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11 month,

and third Thursday
A. B. Ha!). Placaix

Bow, ll uii
P
mi
H
-seaside urah.ue, No. 24->. Be.uular
•.m-etii.u ever. Saturday evening at Penoiiseol
Ii m-e. Brown'-Corner, Northporl.
L-juity i.raaue. No. I7u, meets every Saturday
cvciiinu at the new huiidiii^ on the Au’uusta road,
near Bamiall Kllis’.
Baa cn v Cmim'I!.. \m :;i;2. \mi uk an Li:i;im\
"i
Il'iXMi;. Meet- at •.<■■•. L. .Jolinson’s olJiee,
II a. lord Block, oil the l.-t and.1<1 Mondays of each
in mill.
Ill 1.1 as! > mi si ii. N<>. 7'.i:t, Boa \i. Am am m.
M'-et.- at Kniuht- of Labor room, .lohnson Hall,
on the 2d
and Ith Thur.-day evening?* of each
im >nth.
Kmi.hts mi Pa Tin vs, >d\ei Cross Lodge, No
Beguiar meeting even. Tuc.sdir. evening, tit
loioison ll,ill, Hiirh -tree!.
Kmoiiis mp Lvp.mu.
M« et in .John-on’.- Hall,
H uh -treet.
I uriuo A--cuddy. No. :>4 |:i.regular meeting every
Mondav e\ eaiau
•si-ters ol
\s>emhly, No. .'»2ul. regular

meeting

Imiustry

r\ er\

\V

edne-day evening.
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( *inai"!i-imu <»'t. 2n. Western mails close at 7.2u
in. and
p. ill. La-tern closes 4 p. ill. Loeal
time.
I rains leave Belfa.-t, standard, at T.Ooa. ni.. :».4."»
7.to p. m. local. 7.2s a. in.. I us p. m., .-.os
p. m
a. in., In.2o a. in.. 7 (Ml
\rrive, standard,
p ni
p. m.; local..v; .<. m.. in.s:} a. in., 7.225 p. m.

IMrcclory

of

Agrh uilural Organizations in Maine.

M uni. ,'ate <iuan*.,:. I*, of II
lion. Fred’k
A. Allen, Secretary,
1.1'i Auburn.
Maim: math a«.uici lti kal society: lion.
If•«111- Prince. Prc-odenl, ><mih Turner, A. L.
I>-unison, secretary, Portlamt.
Maim: Boaui* oi Aoint
i.TiitK
.1. M. I Jeering, President, Saco; X. A. Gilbert, Secretary,
North Greene.
Fa.mekn Maine F.vnt Association: Hon..I. P.
Ikt'S President, Bangor; F/ra F. steams, Secretary, Bangor.
Maim; s-, \te .Ieicsey < vttee \ssociation.
lion./. A Gilbert, President; N. W. Pike, Secre-

U"l»ic, Master, Gorham: F.

tary, Winthmp.
Muni:

state

Pomolooicae

Society:

<J. S.

Pope, President, .Manchester; Samuel L. Hoardman, Secretary. Augusta.

Maine Bke Keepeus' Association J. It. MaPresident, Mechanic Falls; Isaac Hutchins,

son.

Secretary, Wellington.

Westeun Maim; IIei.-Keepeiis’ Association.
I Jr. .1. A. Morton. President, Itethel; F. IJ. Wellcome, Secretary Poland.
Maine Meijino sheep Breeders' Association Col. s. W. Tinkhain, President, Anson; Geo.
F Moore, Secret-ary, North Anson.
Maine Appu eti uae Society:
Ib v. c. M.
Herring, President, Brunswick; Mrs. M. W. Ilinck
ey, seeretarv, Bowdoinhain.

Brighton (’aide Market.
Boston, Tcksdav, March 22.
A mount of live stock at market
Cattle, UTS;
Sheep and Lambs, 5450; Swine, lil.SJK); Horses,
•Jos ; number ol Western Cattle, *14 ; Northern < attic, 104.
Trices of Beef Cattle? loo tl» live weigh tr- Lx
tra quality, £55og555; lirst quality,$4 S7.'»g5 50;
second quality, £4 50 g 4 57; third quality, #3 75a
4 37'4 ; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, Ac.,
$3 OOiUOi.^.
Brighton Hides, Gtfc. S' &; Brighton Tallow, 3c.
IP lb; Country Hides, Or ? 2>; Country Tallow, I
*.*'c ? W>; Calf Skins, XgOc ? lb; Lamb Skins, 85c
«#l 75 each; Dairy skins, 25g50c each.
—

The supply of Western Cattle brought into
market the past week was larger than that of any
one week for some time past, quite a numl*er of
the best lots nf Cattle being for the export trade.
The demands for hub-,hers’ Cattle have been moderate at an advance in prices of *,.<•. per lb. over
prices obtained one week ago for the same grade
of beeves, butchers’ Cattle selling at #5§5 75 per
loo lbs., live weight. The quarantine put upon
Milch Cows and store Cattle still remains in force,
but unless some new developments are discovered
in regard to the plcuro-pneumonia by the Cattle
Commissioners, more than lias been to the present
time, trade will probably be resumed in all its
branches the coming week.
Sheep and Lambs—Those from the West were
all owned by butchers, Lambs costing from «30%c,
and mixed lots from 5J»g5%c per lb., live
weight, landed at the yards.
Swine—Western Fat Hogs are costing butchers
from 5%gtic per lb. live weight landed at the
slaughter houses. We include in our number all
the Western Fat Hogs brought In over the several
railroads for the past week. Store Pigs are in
light demand at gif $6 per head, or from 5310c.
l»er lb. live waight for small Pigs.

Sheep

She was decorating her room with pictures, aud
she lurched her husband’s photo on the
topmast
nail. Then she sat down to admire her work, and
remarked quietly: “Now everything Is lovely, and
the goose hangs high.”

Allies.

1‘itMhdd to llartland (built).
II m iau l to Wellington (t»» be built). |;;
\\ rllingtun t-» Mons*m .lunrtioii to lie
built;_ |
Munson .Function t
Munson (built).. r,
Mouson to tiivenvillc (to be built;. j;,
»

Total.
y;
Total- From Pittsfield to tb-ccnvillc bv
present mute.\ij.j
Total: IT*mi PittslleM to (.tvenviJIe via.
short line.

Lll'l

The regular life iii'iirancc companies issued
in Maine last year P22s policies, amounting to
sl,!K».7*7. This increased the total number of
policies in force Dec. 31. issti. toiJ,ONf, amounting to s>2o,:jsj*,.Vjg, and making a net gain over
Is**') of .TO policies, amounting to £.‘M .*>,()(>:!. The
amount of business see tin ■.I In carli company
in l*s<; was as follows:
New England Mutual.
$*27.V2ti5
Mutual Benefit... 24*2,OSS
Etna. *207.7*0
New York I.iIV.
].sf>,.vr>
r.mnceticut Mutual. 1.1*,.'too
Penn. ir»0.'>00
fnion Mutual. 1I.V2S0
Travellers
100,000
\\ a'hiiigton.
00,*20S
Mutual Life.

01,700

Equitable.

*0,*2*2J
0*,*00

»rili western..
Pn \ident Life Ac Tru-t.
National.
I lilted State'
Ma"im Iiu'< ti> Mutual.
l*lueiii\.
N

Metropolitan.
Till*!

00.‘tt*2
">o,Ooo

4.*»,f>00
40,700
.‘>.714

1,000

Sllll*

KATK SWKUT'LAND.

Rockland gentlemen were talking of
ohl Knox county vessels the other day. and
among others the Kate Sweetland was mentioned. 'This vessel was built in South Thomaston
in 1N52, 'lames Sweetland. Charles Me Loon,
de^se Sleeper. Larkin Snow, Richard Keating
and John T. White, a New York gentleman,
being the ow juts. She was a ship of 527 tons,
and was commanded by Kiehard Keating.
M hat finally beeame of the Kate Sweetland no
one kin w.
It was known that sin* was sold to
Pnglish parties, and her name changed to .Man
Blade-.
Past week, while Captain Otis Ingraham was
overhauling some of his old papers, lie found a
doenmeut, dated :.! Savannah. Jan.
discolored'
lb. lsr.ii. signed by the Pnglish consul, thanking
Capt. Ingraham for his gallant and kindly eonduet in reselling and earing for the destitute
crew of tin* wrecked ship Mary Blades,
originally the Kate Sweetland. Capt. Ingraham
was at that time in command of the steamer
11 * ’eii Hetty.
With the letter is a Hipping
from a Savannah paper, extolling Capt. Ingraham's coiutuet in the highest terms.
Sewrai

RAILROAD MATTKIJS.

The Megantie
railroad from Moosehend
Lake to Mattawainkeag will pass near the
mirth towns of Uowcrbank, Barnard and
Williamsburg and about 7 miles north of
Sebcc village ami three miles from Brownville. The building of this roa l will give a
great impetus to business and open up the
northern wilderness to permanent settlement
and improvement in many kinds of manufacture.
Pastern railroad stock was steady at lJ‘Jal2:>
!-- Tuesday, in Boston.
Maine Central people
expeel to derive an income equal to three per
cent. on tlp*ir >t*»ek from tie- a.Yaiigements
made with the Canadian Pacific road covering
l!i«* haul from .Mattawainkeag to Vassalhoro.
Worth remarking is the fact that Pastern railload stock now selH at a higher price than
Chicago. Burlington A (Juim-y.
liA.Mu»u i:r.MSi:i.i.i;i:s alakmkd.

Bangor rumsellers are said to be in a state of
consternation over the new temperance law.
Aeeording to a correspondent then* are 100
places in the city paving the I’nited States tax.
Nearly all of these have open bars employing
two to liw persons each, so that about 000 people are iin «• 11 y engaged in the liquor trade in
tie most public manner.
It is estimated that
the money invented in the business is at least
s5u.o!ip and probably mueii more. Tiie saloonkeepers can s -e no loophole of escape for them
in tin new law. and the prospect is that armed
with the new weapon the Prohibitionists will
be able, for a time at least, to drive tin; business
to cover.
It will be a novel experience for
Baiig<»r.

MoDF.L

A

MoDKL.

Tin* elegant model of the ship L. J. Morse,
le by Capt. Pierce, of Hampden, and on exhibition in the window of Tea White's store,
continues to attract a good deal of attention.
It is a most perfectly constructed little vessel.
very attention having been paid to detail in
l he rigging and general lit tings.
Nearly every
piece of wood in it has some historical* signiticance.
>ome pieces are from famous old frigate' and other vessels, some from old block
house.', and still others from the first bridge
n-ro"
the Penobscot, and other structures
which haw uiorc than a local significance. It
required a great amount of time and patience
to build such a vessel.
[Bangor Commercial.
ma

ASSK.XMi:XT OF .11 DDKS.

The follow ing assignments of Judges of the
Supreme Judicial Court for the law terms have

been made: Wotern District—Chief Justice
Peters. Ju'tice.' Walton, Virgin, Libber, Poster and Haskell.
Middle District.—Chief Justice Peters. Justices Walton, Danforth. Virgin,
and
Poster.
Pastern Distriet—Chief
Pinery
Justice Peters. Justices Walton, Danforth,
Libbey. Pinery and Masked.
A
i- that of

Sad

Past* of Poisoning

filleted with disease
derangement of tin* liver, resulting in poisonous
accumulation.- in the hlo.xl, scrofulous affections,
-irk headache-. and diseases of the kidneys, lungs
or heart.
The.-e troubles c.an be cured only by going to the primary cause, and putting the liver in a
health v condition'. I'm accomplish this result speedily and effectually nothing has proved itself so efli.•acinus a- l>:\ Pierce’s "Holden Medical discovery," which lias never failed to do the work claimed for it. and never will.
ai:\ man or woman a

or

small I Joy pointing
them angels, Ma?"
Small Hoy—“How do
on over their wings?’

picture of angels)-—“Is
Mother—“Yes, my child.”
angels get their night shirts

to a

What can be more disagreeable, more disgusting,
than to .-it in a loom with a person who is troubled
w ith catarrh, and has to keep
coughing and clearing hi- or her throat of the mucus w hieh drops into
it ? Such persons are always to be pitied if
they
ti'!/ to cure themselves and’ fail. Hut if they get
dr. Sage Catarrh ltemedy there need be no failure.
A fellow who can hold a girl on his lap for three
hours at a stretch w ithout tiring w ill, perhai s, find
it ditli. ult to cominee her in later years of his inability to hold the ietant an hour or so.
*

-o

imprisonment.

Sw. 11. Selectmen of towns and mayor and
aldermen of cities on the first Monday in May,
may appoint a person (not one of the municipal otlicers) to sell liquors for medical, sacramental and manufacturing purposes.
Su- li
agent shall receive a salary and have no interest
in profits or sales.
The law goes into effect April lsth, hut the
payment of a special tax, in order to he prima
facie evidence, must he subsequent to that
date.
SIIOKT STOHIKS.

A

belonging to Mr. Isaiah Young of
J.amoiue, gave birth to a calf, on Tuesday of
last week, which was well formed in every resjiect, except that it had no eyes or tail. 'Mr.
Young says that he shall not keep the calf witli
a view of improving his stock, but if an
eyeless and tailcss calf, which is a great curiosity,
is wanted, the “bossy” can be seen by any one
who will take the trouble to call. [Kllsworth
American.
The Biddcford Journal savs that there is a
Portland barber, who, if lie happens to cut his
strop the least bit in the world, will quit work
for the rest of the day, even if there is a customer iu his chair, leaving the man for one of
his assistants to shave. He savs that if lie
should continue to work after cutting the strop,
he knows that some serious accident would liefall him lie fore night.
A small boy in one of the public schools of
Bangor was reading and came to the word
“napkin” and he hesitated.
Why do you stop
there, Johnny,” said the teacher, “You know
cow

a saving I have made during the last
year by
own doctor.
Last year 1 paid out $bb.2.j
for doctors and their medicine; this year 1 paid
-s.i.bo for six bottles of
Sulphur Hitters, and they
have kept health in
my whole family. They are
the best and purest medicine ever made.—Charles
Fin i/, 00 Temple street, Host on, Mass.
2wl3

what

being my

A Pittsburg woman has four diamonds set in her
teeth, she ought to add one more, and then she
would have a lovely “llush” to her cheek.

Ai
Can any

An surer

Wanted.

bring us a case of Kidney or Liver
that Electric Bitters will not speedily
cure ?
We say they can not, as thousands of cases
cured and who are daily recalready
ommending Electric Bitters, will prove. Bright’s
Disease, Diaoetos, Weak Back, or any urinary
complaint quickly cured. They purify ‘the blood,
regulate the bowels, and act directly on the diseased parts. Every bottle guaranteed.
For sale at
50c. a bottle by K. II. Moody.
one

Complaint

permanently

Nearly all women have warm hearts, but from
the liest obtainable information on the subject, it is
conjectured that tiie blessing does not extend to
their feet.
Enterprising, Reliable House,
Moody can always lie relied upon, not only
in stock the liest of everything, hut to secarry
cure the Agency for such articles as have wellknown merit, and are popular with the people,
thereby sustaining the reputation of lieing always
enterprising, ami ever reliable. Having secured
the Agency for the celebrated Dr. King’s New’
Discovery for Consumption, will sell it on a positive guarantee. It will surely cure any and
every
affection of Throat, Lungs, and Chest, and to show
An

It. II.

to

our

confidence,

we

Trial Bottle free.

Correspondence of the Journal.
Mexico, March, 1887. We have been improving the pleasant weather before the annual
season of rains, by making several trips into
the tierra calientc
the chief incentive being
to study the contrast (than which none eau be
greater) between rural living in our own country ami this. One of these journeys took us
away down into the state of Jalisco, to the city
of Zapotlan, which on the latest official maps
now figures as La Cuidad Guzman.
It hardly seems possible that this strange
pueblo and its people can belong to the American continent, and that it lies
only four thous—

IXSPltANTE.

*
llupture radically cured, also pile tumors
by short line.0*;
and li'tuke. Pamphlet of particulars 1.5 cents in
tiff: Ni:\\ i.np ou i.aw.
stamps. World’s Dispensary Medical Association,
Si-:r. 1. Governor to appoint a eommission- HuJlalo, N. Y.
'•ifurnish municipal otlicers of towns with
Things one would rather have left unsaid “Well,
pure liquors to be sold for medicinal, mechanhut if
eant’t hear her, what made you proical and manufacturing purposes. Salary $ 1.500. | po'-•?" you
"Well, we had danced three dances, and 1
To
il liquor* at 0 per cent, above cost.
couldn't think of anything else to sav.”
M
2.
Strikes out the five-gallon clause of
Frank F. Swan, Apothecary, Haverhill, Mass.,
old chler law. thus leaving the law so that it I
says: "Wisi Alt's Hai.sam ok Wild < Hiatitv sells
prohibits the sale of eider for tippling purposes. | better than any other cough remedy. 1 can recomami allows its sale in am quantity for all other mend it. 1 have used it and sold it for 3b
years.”
purposes.
“1 .-ay, old fellow, you haven't got a half dollar
>i:<
3. Prohibit* any railroad or express 1
about you that, you don't know what to do with,
employe from removing liquors from anv car I have your" “There’s one.”
“Thanks—hut,hallo,
at any place other than established stations or ! I
say, you know, it’s bad!” “You asked me for
places of business, under a penalty of $bo.
one 1 did not know what to do with.”
Si;r. 4.
Amends the law so as to accord
Derangement of the liver, with constipation, inwith section 2.
the complexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
S:;c. b.
Make* the penalty for first <• mvic- jure
etc.
Ih-move the cause
tion of single illegal sale of intoxicating liquors Liver Pills. One a dose. by using Carter’s Little
a tine of $bb and impris*»nm<*nt for 30
davs, and
Mamma (shopping): “You may cut me oil’a
3u days' additional imprisonment for
non-payment of line.
Kaeii subsequent conviction, sample, ami PL see my dressmaker and write.”
infant terror: ‘Why, ina! That’s just what you
line $200 and six months' imprisonment.
said in all the other simps.”
Sr.r. (J. Makes penalty of a common seller
of intoxicating liquors on first conviction, tine
Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and others whose
$!oo or imprisonment for thirty days, and occupation gives but little exercise, should use
Carters Little Liver Pills for torpid Liver and bilsixty days additional for non-payment of fine. iousness. < hie is a dose.
Kaeii subsequent conviction, line* $200 and im“Chestnuts!” yelled several persons in the galprisonment four month*. Default of payment
of ti:u*. four months’ additional
lery at the minstrel show. “That’s right, gentleimprisonment. men,”
rc>p udcd Hones, “if you don’t get what
Six'. 7.
Makes penalty for keeping drinkinglionse and tippling shop on first conviction. you want, ask for it.”
Sloo and sixty days imprisonment; each subseStatistics show that more people die of consumpquent conviction, line $200 and six months im- tion iban from any other cause, slight colds are
true
seeds of consumption. He ware of the slightprisonment.
Si:c. S. Makes the penalty on search and est cough. Adamson’s Hutaiiic Halsam stands without a peer.
Trial size only 10 cents.
seizure, on first conviction, fine of $100. or six
months* imprisonment, etc.
Kaeii subsequent
A Chicago Jinn advertises: “Our darning slippers
conviction, $100 fine and six months* imprison- for young belies are simply immense.” This is a
ment.
complete vindication for the paragraphers.
It provides as follows:
Scott's Emulsion of Pure
“The payment of the
S. special tax as a
Fold Liver Oil, with
Hypophosphltcs,
liquor seller, or notice of any kind in a public
For Children a ltd J'lthnonuri/ Troubles.
resort, indicating that intoxicating liquors are
there sold, kept or given away unlawfully,
Dr. W. A. Ilov, Point Pleasant, W. Va., says: “1
shall he held to hi; prima faciiievidence that have made a
thorough test with -Scott's Emulsion
the person or persons paying said tax, and the
in Pulmonary Troubles and General Debility, and
party or parties displaying said notices, are have
been astonished at the good results, for ehil
common sellers of
intoxicating liquors, and the
premises so kept by them common nuisances.” dren with Pickets or Marasmus it. is unequalled.”
Six'.O. Liquor*seized and forfeited shall be
“Mere, .Johnnie, what do you mean liy taking
destroyed and vessels sold.
Willie’s cake away from him? Didn't you have a
Skc. 10.
Intoxication punished by fine of piece for yourself!” “Yes, but you told me I al$10 or 30 days’ imprisonment on first, convic- ways ought to take my little brother’s part.
tion, and each subsequent conviction 30 davs’
LKT MK SHOW YOU

Number of miles saved

j

the woods, the horses got down. One of the
men said lie would
get off the sled and aid in
getting them up, and jumped from the off side.
The snow was light and he went out of sight,
l.‘a\ing a hole in the snow where he went in,
hi' head being six or eight inches below the
surface. It happened that a small tree was
standing near, am) by utilizing it he climbed
out of his snowy prison.
[Presque Isle Herald.
A I bingo r school boy was told to apply the
adjective anonymous to some object. After a
moment’.' thought In* decided that the baby
wa> anonymous.
The teaelur came very near
falling ove.i backwards.

■

■

Rural Mexico.
A JAUNT INTO THE STATE OF JALISCO. THE
QUEER (TTY OF ZAFOTLAN, AND THE UN- |
COMFORTABLE PROCLIVITIES OF THE ZAPOTLANIANS. COCK-FIGHTING A LA MODE.
VISITING A PLAZA DE GALLOS BY PROXY.

invite you to call' and get

a

|

and miles from Belfast! The town is one of
the oldest in Mexico, having been settled by the
Spaniards soon after the conquest. It has a
population of 20,000, and being at an altitude of

PRIVATE

brigandage;
and w henever one of the frequent political revolts gives them opportunity, they sally forth
openly on an expedition of plunder,'in the
name of Liberty and with “the exigencies of
war” as an excuse. The Priesthood still retains a more powerful hold here than elsewhere
in Mexico, hut they cannot he very severe in
their dealings w ith criminals since the confessional must make them acquainted with numerous robberies and murders.
Heretics assert
that some of the Priests themselves are in
cahoots with the brigands; hut however that
may he, upon the wall or door of every house
in the most notorious quarters is pasted*a small
pink placard setting forth the fact in .Spanish
print that the residents thereof are under the
especial protection of San Jose. Santa Guadalupe, or some other patron saint.
All the roadsides leading to Zapotian are
lined with wooden crosses, each rude memorial
surrounded by its heap of stones, every pebble
denoting a prayer—thus proving that the pious
creatures who assist the unwary traveler to a
sudden exit from this vale of tears, are yet
obliging enough to do all in their power to rescue his unshriven soul from
purgatory.
It is an old Spanish proverb: “The picture of
a battle is best seen at a distance”—and
beyond
doubt the existence of so many highwaymen is
mainly due to the fact that their demands are
seldom resisted. The sight of a masked brigand. cantering lip with cocked revolver and
the usual command rant ■"n tierra (“put your
face to the ground”). i< liable to so reduce the
courage; of the bravest man that lie prostrates
himself without loss of time and submits tamely to any indignity. Yet in ninety-nine eases
out of a hundred hardy resistance would be infinitely better, and if travelers would show a
proper degree of spirit brigandage would soon
die out—for with all their bluster these people
arc arrant cowards.
Generally no further illtreatment is otic red by tin; rascally “Knights
of the road” than robbery; hut there have been
instances, not a few, where not only the victim's baggage, arms, and money appropriated,
l*ut all his clothes as well and he w as compelled
to resume his journey airily
NEWSPAPER.

To this day it is best, to travel in these parts
w ith considerable escort, and without much of
value to tempt cupidity. Yet one must be sure
to have a few dollars about him, for if so unwise as to l>c caught wholly without coin, lie is
certain to l*c terribly beaten if not killed for his
impertinence in thus disappointing the gentlemen of the highway.
I»ut they arc may siutjmtica. (very sympatic tic) in Zapotian, and when hearing of a wayside murder never fail to remark, l*obraritit!
inn- <bsyraciu!—“Poo: fellow, what a mishap !”
The monotonous streets of the town are narrow.
straight and stony, the low walls of
crumbling adobe overgrown with vines and
green with lichens, and the windows—all without glass—protected by heavy wooden bars.
Its central plaza is rendered picturesque by
groups of line cocoa-palms, whose, feathery
tops, however, allbrd no shade in the glaring
sunshine; and its adobe benches, scattered
about in the hot sand, are not inviting, being
overrun with scorpions, centipedes and
lizzards.
Near the plaza stands the ruins of a once tine
cathedral, which was destroyed by an earthquake nearly eighty years ago, and no attempt
lias over been made to restore or remove it.
Zapotian is chiefly noted for its several soapfactories (a rare industry in Mexico)* and the
manufacture of jutlqm and mescal in its neighboring maguey haciendas. Much sugar, mobiles and tiyiitinli< nte </< ratio (sugar-cane
rum) arc also made in the vicinity. The exceedingly fertile soil of this section is only partially tilled, and that by the most primitive
methods,
probable owing as much to native
lazi ness as to insecurity of life and property
and lack ol transportation for produce.
In this portion of Mexico the favorite pastime and only dissipation is

Literary

and Notes.

Mark Twain has an article entiled “English
She is Taught,” in the April Century. It
gives numerous examples of tin* remarkable
English sometimes found in school exercises,
with running comment by the humorist.
Dr. Edward Eggleston’s papers on Religion
in the Colonics, for The Century, begin in the
April issue with u description of church building and the peculiarities of service and old
church customs. In both matter and illustration this series has been the result of painstaking research.
The Lincoln History by Messrs. Nicolay and
Hay reaches a famous period of Lincoln’s career
with the April number—the campaign against
Trumbull, and the earlier Douglas Debate**.
Border Bull’anism in Kansas, and the Topeka
and
of.

Lecompton

Constitutions

are

also treated

The Texas cattle drive, now commencing,
to be fully as large as usual.

promises

The Canadian government has abandoned the
Hudson Bay route for exportation to Europe.
The Dakota flood is subsiding and through
traffic on the Northern Pacific has been resumed.
The father of (ieu. Sickles left £5,000,000.
Each of the daughters receives £50,000 in
cash.

Henry

Crime” shows what effective aids science is
able to render to tin* legal Nemesis in tracking
the criminal. The other essays bear the titles
of “The Earliest known Life ltelie,” “Skates
and Rays,” “About Kangaroos,” “Leaves,”
“(Hants,” “Tilt* Bolity of a Bond.”

The April Harper’s is peculiarly strong in
fiction. Blackmon.*'* “Springhaven” comes to
tragic end with the murder of Admiral Darling ami Twemlow, and the triumphant death
of Lord Nelson at Trafalgar. Barnard illustrates the two murder scenes. One of Alfred
Ba rsou's drawings, representing the ill-omened
“Corpse-walk l’it,” where Dolly Darling tried
to drown herself, is tiie frontispiece of the
uinnher. The fourth part of Kathleen O'Meara's Russian novel, ''X il'ka," develops a perplexing complication of imperialism, love, and
nihilism.
Howell’s novel, “April Hopes,”
presents four chapters more of skilful delineation of Boston society life, with a rich treat of
the sparkling conversation which characterizes
Howell’s iiest work. 1!. M. Johnson contributes a bright short story of Georgia life a
quarter of a century ago,’ entitled “The Stubblefield Contingents." well illustrated by Kemble. Miss Ellen I,. Dorsey’s brief "sketch,
“Rack from the Frozen Pole,” is a strange
romance savoring of the marvellous.

a

I
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Possibilities, by ltev. Thomas I.. Raily is a
book written witli a distinct purpose, anil with
a
directness and straightforwardness which
cannot hut have effect. A lesson is more casilv
taught in a story than in a lecture, and the aiitlior lias woven his moral so thoroughly into
the web of his narrative as to carry it without
fail into the hearts and minds of his readers,
lie believes that there is no reason wily study
at school or home should he regarded as a burden. It ought to he a source of rest and recreation. Ought not the wasted energies of the
mind and body, he asks, to be revived and renewed by a pleasant study of the great world of
nature as it lies outspread before us? To lie a
source of prulil to the mind ought there not to
he a sprinkling at least of the agreeable in the
portion of mental food given? The story answers
these questions, and shows how a departure
from the old conventional methods and an infusion of common sense ideas into our educational methods would he productive of the
most beneficial results. Price §1.25 1). I.uthrop
Co., Boston.
A beautiful

ZAPOTLAXIAX SOCIETY.

j

etching

of Oliver Wendell Holthe April number of the Atlantic Monthly. The story of a diplomatic
mission to tile South, undertaken with the tacit
consent of Abraham l.ituolti (one of the most
remarkable contributions to the literature of
the war which have yet been given to the public), is told by Edmund Kirke, and in it he
recounts, for the first time, the terms of peace
which Lincoln was willing to offer to the South.
Mr. Whittier lias a poem entitled “On the Rig
Horn,” founded on the incident of the application of one of the Indians, who killed General Custer, for entrance to General Armstrong’s Indian School at Hampton, Va. Other
noticeable features are an amusing negro story,
“Lazarus Mart’ll, de Cullud Lieyer,” hv VV.
W. Archer; “Via Crueis,” a letter written by
a Roman official in Jerusalem at the time of
the Crucifixion, by Edward I. Stevenson; “A
Tory Parson” (Mather Ryles, of Hollis Street
Church, Boston); and last, but not least, Dr.
Oliver Wendell Holmes’s second installment of
“Our Hundred Days in Europe,” in which he
gives accounts of Mr. Gladstone ill the House
of Commons, a visit to Windsor Castle, ami
entertainments at Devonshire House, the Foreign Office, Lady ltothchild’s, and many other
noted places. Mrs. Oliphant’s and Mr. Aldrich's serial and F. Marion Crawford’s “Paul
Patoff” are as interesting as ever, and there are
some other excellent articles and good poetrv.
Houghton, Miffln A Co., Boston.
mes

Ward Beecher’s library, pictures and
arc to be
sold at auction next

bric-a-brac
autumn.

The “poor white trash” of Kentucky convicted of vagrancy are sold at auction for limited

(icriods.
It is reported that Emperor William has declared emphatically that there will be no war
so long as lie lives.
One of lihodc Island’s famous spotters, the
Barnes boj s, has been brought from Canada,
charged with perjury.

Brooklyn

is to open a popular subscription,
raise funds for a statue to the memory of
Ward
Beecher.
Henry

to

A movement has been started to endow a
in memory

professorship at Amherst College
of Henry Ward Beecher.

An explosion by which seventy miners were
killed occurred last week in the Bulli colliery
at Sydney, New South Wales.
An old Mexican veteran in South Carolina
felt the disappointment regarding his pension
so severely that he
hanged himself.
The report that the Northern Cheyennes in
Montana were starving is contradicted by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

I

The Dominion government has added yet another schooner, by charter, to their fleet of
cruisers against Yankee fishermen.
A narrow gauge railroad lias been completed
to the summit of Lookout Mountain, the scene
of Hooker's tight above the clouds.
The largest farm in the world is in LouisiIt comprises 1,500,000 acres and has a
water front of 300 miles.

ana.

navigable

A statue by W. W. Story of Francis Scott
Key, the author of the “Star Spangled Banner,” is to be erected at San Francisco.
It is stated that tile widow of President Polk
keeps ail her husband's private effects in his
old office at Nashville, quite

undisturbed.

A bill prohibiting discrimination against
colored persons by life insurance companies
lias been passed by the Connecticut Senate.
Advices from stock growing centres of the
Southwest are to the effect that a decided revival in tlie cattle business lias commenced.
Tlie proposition to submit to a vote of the
people a prohibition amendment to tlie constitution was defeated in the Illinois Legislature.
A negro who had been sentenced to twenty
years' imprisonment for manslaughter, in Kentucky, was taken out by a mob and hanged to
a tree.

l’cele, llubbell A Co., of Manila, probably
the largest sugar concern in the Philippines,
have failed. A Boston linn are their agents in
this country.
The acting secretary of the treasury lias issued the 148th call for the redemption of bonds.
The call is for £10,000,000 of tlie three per cent
loan of 1883.
Several of tlie German and

Scandinavian

steamship lines have raised their steerage
rates in anticipation of a big business tlie coming summer.
David Clark, of Stratford, Conn., lias presented his farm of 108 acres to the Hartford
Hospital and Old People’s Home as a monument to his sun.
The great ice gorge in the Missouri river near
Bismarck, Dakota, broke March istli and swept
many buildings in tlie city away. The damage
by the Hood was over £30,000.
The Canadian fishermen are trying to buy
enough clam bait in Maine to supply them tlie
entire fishing season, so that retaliation, if
decided on, will not harm them in this particular.
The price list agreed on ubout a year ago between tin: Brockton shoe manufacturers and
tlie lusters expires April 1. It is expected that
tlie factories will run on just as thev have been

doing.
At the Yale commencement this year will be
celebrated tlie scmi-ceniennial anniversary of
the famous class of 1837, and Senator Evarts
and Chief-Justice Waite are expected to lie

present.

Essays by Andrew Wilson F. L. S., are
published in pamphlet form by »J. Fitzgerald,
jus Chambers street. New York, price lf> cents,
postage free. The leading essay, “Science and

(’< M'K-FICIITIXG

There was the well-to-do merchant and the
miserable pack-peddler, colonels with blazing
epaulets and half-naked private soldiers, doctors, lawyers, servants, dignified fathers of
families with ample waistcoats and bald heads,
callow youths in their teens and a liberal
sprinkling of small hoys—all boiling over with
maddt juinjr avidity for tlic sport.
The benches of the primitive theater rise
one above another, forming a
square, within
which—on the moist elav floor, enclosed bv a
wooden
barrier
three
feet
slight
high—is the
fatal arena. In a nook to the right of the
calico curtain, all the deadly equipments of the
gladiators were laid out,—such as the knives
to lie fastened to the legs of the roosters, a
tine-toothed saw for cutting the galls, etc.
n line tin' lists were
being arranged and tlie
armorers busy lacing on tlie gyves ami weapons
of tlie combatants, and many ail ounce of precious metal was staked on tlie chances of life
and death, the pertinacious gladiators kept
crowing with all their might and in glossiest
feathers strolled saucily about the ring as far
as their hempen garters would permit.
It is said that Zapotlanians are
proverbial
for their economy in most affairs of life, never
spending a medio, outside the cock-pit if they
can possibly
avoid it; but once inside this
charmed circle they are the most prodigal of
spendthrifts. The 'betting ran high and brisk
ami gold pieces changed hands with dazzling
rapidity. Our American friends were particularly struck by a sallow-faced youth, who had
neither shoes nor stockings—not so much as a
scrap of ox-hide to the sole of his boot. Hut
had every pimple on his sallow face been a
ruby, (and his complexion was a flourishing
nursery of pimples), he could not have lieen
more lavish with his purse. However, matters
soon came to a crisis with the young
speculator. Taking the bet of another equally infatuated sportsman, (the latter dressed in'broadcloth and embroidered linen), he staked a hand
full of gold on a red and yellow rooster of
most seductive points and irresistible spunk.
It was evidently all he had in the world. There
was a prodigious fluttering of
cropped wings,
a shaking of scarlet crests, a cross-fire of murderous glances, a sudden
spring, a fierce tussle,
fuss and feathers indcscribalilc, a pool of
blood—and the wealth of the pimple-faced
prodigal was gone forever!
A CRUEL, SENSELESS, IGNOBLE 81N)KT,
it is fast going out of fashion among the better
classes. Time wns, not long ago, when the
President and all his Cabinet, daintiest dames
of high degree, nnd all the wealth, beauty aud
elegance of Mexico were to lie seen at the
cock-pit. The Countess Calderon de la Itarea,
wife of an early Spanish Minister, writing
from this country a number of years ago, des-
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wliii-li appears to lie more alluring than hulltight ing a> it affords wider scope fur hutting—but even this divertisement is only indulged in on Sundays and Feasts of Obligation.
Strange to say, though Mexican ladies are liberal patrons of* the plaza de torros, or hull-lighting. arena, and once graced every cock-pit by
their presence and best clothes, they no longer
attend the latter. Therefore, since it would
never do for Betsey and l to fly in the face of
established msUnnbihowever actuated by
the sternest sense of journalistic duty
1 cannot give you an account, lirst hand, of the performances therein. But the cock-pit, as one of
the established institutions of the country, must
by no means be overlooked or shunned; and
we visited it by proxy, so to speak, through
the gentlemen of our party, who
so they assured us—went as martyrs to a love of knowledge, urged by a curiosity as disinterested as
that which might have lured a stranger in ancient Rome to drop into the amphitheatre in the
days of the Thracian prize lights. And this is
what they learned, on a lovely Sunday afternoon—when the balmy air of a tropical March
was like that of Northern mid-summer and the
odor of roses and orange-flowers tilled the air.
There was no difficulty in finding the place,
for all male Zapotlan was moving thitherward
as soon as mass was concluded.
A rude adobe
structure, whose mean walls were hardly
higher than a man’s head, served to screen
the performances from all except those whose
pure zeal for information led to the payment
of twenty-live cents to get inside. Passing a
low doorway screened by a dirty calico curtain, our American martyrs found themselves
within what seemed like a dilapidated cow
shed which had been temporarily converted
into a circus, .lust inside the curtain—in a
rough chair scooped out of a block of solid
mahogany—sat an elderly Mexican, with a
rusty moustache and a pack of small printed
cards. The latter being tickets of admission,
our martyrs exchanged their realms for some
of them, after which the Mexican stroked his
moustache and bowed profoundly with a gracious vntren ustedes, Sonorcs—the literal translation of this open sesame being, “enter yourselves, sirs.”
The place was crowded with all classes of

A remarkable case of cure by faith is,reported from Columbus, Ohio.

THE LADIES IX THEIR BOXES

looked like a parterre of hright-hucd tlowers.
Hut while the Senoras in their boxes did honor
to the fete by their brilliant toilettes, the gentlemen promenaded round the circle in jackets,
high and low being on the same curtailed
footing, certainly in a style of dress more befitting the exhibition. The President and his
suite were already there, also several of the
foreign ministers.
“Meanwhile the cocks crowed valiantly, bets
were adjusted, ami even the women entered
into the spirit of the scene, taking bets with
the gent lenten, sotto voce, upon such ami such
favorite animals. As a small knife is fastened
to the leg of each cock, the battle seldom lasts
long, one or the other soon falling in a pool of
blood. Then a great clapping of hands ensues. mingled with tin; loud crowing of some
unfortunate cock who was giving himself airs
previous to a combat in which he is probably
destined to crow ids last.
“It has a curious effect to European eyes to
see young ladies of a good
family, looking peculiarly feminine and gentle, sanctioning by
their presence the savage diversion. * * *
I'nlikc cock-pits in other countries, attended
only by black-legs and pickpockets, by far the
largest portion of the assembly in the pit was
composed of the first young men in Mexico—
and for that matter of the first old ones too.
There was neither confusion nor noise nor
even loud talking, much less
swearing, even
among the lowest of those assembled in the
it
is
this quiet and orderly behavior
ring,
which throws over all these incongruities a
cloak of decency and decorum, that hides their
impropriety so completely that foreigners who
have lived here a few years and w ho were at
first astonished and disgusted by these things,
are now quite reconciled to them.”
Writing from the same place the following
year—where, the Countess remarks, she went
“for the sake of those who had not seen a
cock-light before”—she adds: “The ladies of
our party wore dresses and bonnets as
simple,
fresh and elegant as could be seen in any part
of the world.
A young and titled heiress,
newly arrived from* her distant estates, wore
pink satin, with white bonnet and feathers;
and we observed that, according to the ancient
San Agustin fashion, she changed her dress
live times a day.”
Fannie H. Ward.

Joseph

Tlic Crown l’rinecss of Portugal has given
birth to a son.

and carratelas. Those who arc not fortunate
enough to possess any wheeled conveyance
come out on horses or mules—single, double
or treble if necessary; and
many hundreds,
with visions of silver'before their eyes and a
few pence hid under their rags, trudge out on
foot. The President himself, in carriage and
six, attended by his aides-de-camp, sanctions
by his presence the amusements of the fete.
Tile Mexican generals and other officers follow
in bis wake, and the gratifying spectacle may
not infrequently be seen of the President leaning from his box in the plaza lie gallon, betting upon a cock with a batless, bootless and
probably worthless rag muffin in the pit.
“We went to the gallon about three o’clock.
The main plaza was crowded and

the vear an endless June. But before this land
of th<* Zapotlanians can become an orthodox
paradise the present population will have to be
banished. The region is considered one of the
most dangerous in Mexico, many of the natives
being addicted to

A

Generalities.

description; carriages, diligencias, hacks, cart’s

nearly live thousand feet, the climate is absolutely perfect. Surely if Paradise is ultimately
to be located on this terrestrial sphere (as many
believe), it will be in some such zone as this—
whether in Mexico, Central America, the West
Indies, the Himalayas—half way up a tropic
mountain, where the skies are always blue and

ATTIRED IX

cribes the annual fete of Pnscua (whit Sunday) on which day the churches aud the gambling houses are thrown open simultaneously,
aud the greatest celebration was held at Sun
Agnstin,—a romantic village nine miles from
the City of Mexico, now generally called Tlalpam. Says she: “Time ill its revolutions,
whirling all things out of their places, has
made no change in the annual fete of San
Agnstin. Fashions alter. The graceful mantilla gradually gives place to the ungraceful
bonnet. The old painted walk, moviug slowly
like a caravan, with Guido’s Aurora painted on
its panels, is dismissed for the London-built
carriage. Old customs have passed away. The
ladies no longer sit on the door-sills,'eating
roast duck with their lingers. Even the Heating gardens have become statiouarv and have
occasionally joined the continent, lint the annual fete of San Agnstin is built on a more
solid foundation than taste or custom or floatin'' soil.” * * * “The country villas are
tilled with all that is gayest and mast distinguished in Mexico, and every house and every
room in the village has been hired for months
in advance. The ladies arc in their most elegant toilettes, and looking forward to a delightful whirl of dancing, cock-lighting, gambling,
dressing and driving out.
“The high road leading from the capital to
San Agustm is covered with vehicles of every
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The “word contest” instituted

by the

X. Y.

Judge in behalf of the Grant Monument Fund
has just closed, and a check for #1000 has been

to the monument committee. Tile winners
of the prizes ottered by Judge in this contest
are M. E. Lyle, Brooklyn, X. Y., Miss II. A.
Andrews, Xew York, H". \V. Wilson, Indiana,
Pa., Mrs. E. R. Andrews, Xew York, Charles
Tarlton, Charleston, III., each of whom receive
#100; I)r. A. E. Beach, Brooklyn, X. Y., Mrs.
A. R. Roesieke, Buffalo, X. Y., and Alfred A.
Post, Mattapan, Mass., who receive #40, #3T>
and #25 respectively. The Judge has started a
new and even more novel eoutest for the same
purpose.
sent

The Illinois Supreme Court has reversed the
finding of the Circuit Appellate Court in the

of the will of the late Wilbur F. Storey, of Chicago. The last will of Mr. Storey,
bequeathing his property, including the Chicago
Times, newspaper, is "thus declared invalid.
The point was raised that at the time of making the will he was not responsible.
matter

Advice

Nothen.
Mus. Winslow's Southing Syhui* for children
teething is the prescription of oneof the best female
nurses ami physicians in the United States, and has
■teen used fur forty years witli never-failing success
by millions of mothers for their children. During
tlic process of teething its value is incalculable. It
relieves the child from pain, cures dysentery anil
dlarrliiea, griping in the bowels, awl wind-colic.
By giving health to tlic chilli It rests the mother.
Price lie, a bottle.
Iy48
to

That several
will grow out of
state Commerce
ality of the law
the day.

large railroad consolidations

the enforcement of the Interlaw and that the constitutionwill be tested are rumors of

It is supposed that Degairff, alias Jabolinski.
the famous Nihilist leader, who was sent to
.Siberia about three years ago and escaped, was
at tlie head of the recent attempt on the life of
tlie Czar.

Dispatches from Manitoba say that the cattle
losses from severe weather on tlie ranges west
of there are estimated at 30 per cent. In some
districts, notably Cypress Hills, the loss is 50
per cent.
Tlie Baptists of the world number 3,143.833
of church members, 34,388 churches and 33,383
ministers. Of these the members in America
include 2,073,504, tlie churches 30,800 and the
ministers 10,780.
A New Yorker who lost his eye by a foul
ball while witnessing a game in that city last
June cannot recover damages which lie sued
for. The spectator must take his chances at a
game of base ball.
Dr. Andrew Jackson Grant, tile matrimonial
adventurer, who married a Cambridge, Mass.,
lady last September and deserted-her soon after, has been arrested on the charge of robbing
the lady of valuables.

A

HEIM)

P. Martin.
MES

Tile citizens of Stockton at their animal town
March 14, appropriated a sum of
money to mark the grave of Joseph 1’. Martin,
a soldier of the
Revolutionary War. The
amount voted is sullicicut to erect a good monument. Sergeant Martin’s grave is in the cemetery at Sandy I’oint, beside that of his wife.
Tlie headstone which marked his grave was
recently blown down and broken. It bore the

meeting,

following inscription:
Joseph 1*. Martin,

May 2,1S30,
Aged 00 yrs. C uios. and 19 ds.
Through much fatigue, and many dangers passed,
braved Ills way at last.
Tile couplet is tlie finale of a hook written
by our hero, bearing the following title: “A
narrative of some of tlie Adventures, Dangers
and Sufferings of a Revolutionary Soldier;
war-worn

soldier’s

Interspersed witli Anecdotes of Incidents that
Occurred within his own Observation. Written
by Himself.” It was printed in 1S30 by Glazier,
Masters A Co., at No. 1 Kennebec Row, Hallowell, and eopy-rigbted by James Sullivan Martin.
The author, whose name nowhere appears in
his work, was born in lterksbirc
County,
Massachusetts, in 1700. His father was a Congrcgationalist minister, :i graduate of Vale College. Martin’s early life was spent with his
maternal grandfather in New Haven County,
Connecticut.

A

desire to enlist

early

took

possession of him. but bis grandparents were
opposed to his joining the army of patriots
without his parents’ consent. His grandparents
had been so kind to him that be was unwilling
to enlist without their
knowledge, so lie seems
to have wished for some affront from them,
which would furnish an excuse. He had not
long to wait. In the fall of ITT) he was
promised, that in return for certain work to he
done, he should attend Commencement at New
Haven in company with several of his playmates. Hut when the day arrived, he was
sent with a young man to rake and pole off the
hay from a marsh. Full of rebellious feelings
he loitered at the work. What happened next
is best told in his own words, which give an

example of his style.
‘He poled one cock of hay off the marsh,
when we saw tlie old gentleman coining, fulldrive, Jehu-like; down he came, when, lo and
behold, we had gotten one cock of hay only, in
a condition to he taken
upon the cart; what
he done—to go on to the marsh was
dangerous in the extreme, to stop then to pole
it off would not do, the time would not allow
to

was

it. O, my grandsire was in a woful passion. 1
stood aloof. Whose fault was it, he inquired;
the Maine was quickly laid to my account, and
justly too, for I was the only culprit. The old

gentleman

came at me, hammer and
tongs,
with his six feet cart whip. Oh, thought I to

myself, good legs, do your duty now, if ever;
I houghed the gravel, or rather the marsh, in
good earnest."
But it was not until June 1770 that he enlisted. when he was hut fifteen and a half years
old. What follows is a rather monotonous tale
of suffering.
Nearly every page has some
account of starving or eating, oftenest the
former.

Each

chapter begins with an original
rhyme. Thus, Chapter 11. has at its head :
At Curie Joe’s 1 lived at ease;
Had eider, and good bread and cheese;
Bui while 1 stay'd at Curie Sam's
I’d nought to eat hut “faith and clams.”

“Cnclc Joe” is presumably his grandsire, for
was named.
The soldiers were left to their own exertions

whom he

to find their rations, and that while performing the hardest services. Hunger, fatigue and
cold were by far more formidable enemies to
the patriots than were the British regulars.
The effect on the soldiers was not always so

good
when, one time, they wished for the
enemy to attack them, because, as Martin says,
“we were sure of giving them a drubbing, being in excellent trim, as we were starved and
as cross and ill-natured as curs.”
The author got well into the light at once.
as

His first services were under (>eiieral Putnam,
in New’ York, being constantly exposed to the
enenn’s tire white

on Long Island and at White
At the end of the campaign his term
of service ended. He spent the winter at home,
but enlisted again in the spring. His “advent-

Plains.

ures and sufferings” were now in the Middle
States until the end of the war. He saw some
of the hardest lighting in that region, hut he
always tinds time to tell of some ludicrous
event which excited what he called his “levity,”
such as a farm house cat in the pot, gnawing at

the beef, enveloped in steam; or a bee sting on
the naturally too prominent lip of a comrade.
He mentions one occasion when shot was lack-

ing, the officers offered

a gill of rum for each
shot the soldiers could procure. Fifty men
stood at a time impatiently waiting the coming
of the enemy’s shot, which would ho seized
before motion fully ceased, and promptly re-

turned.
Ills hardest experience during the war was
at the siege of Mud Island in the
Delaware,
November 1777, where the defending Ameriwere without provisions or clothing. Our
hero had not. as he says, “a scrap of either
shoes or stockings to feet
legs.” He gives,
cans

as

a

reason

why this defence

was not

made

AV. E. Lawton, of the firm of Lawton Brothers, New York dealers in phosphates, has disappeared. It is charged that he absconded to
defraud his creditors. Ilis liabilities are placed at a million of dollars.

plished it in a remote quarter of the army, and
“there was no Washington, Putnam, or Wayne
there.”

The fishermen of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland who have lieeu in the habit of supplying
American fishing vessels with bait are unhappy
over the prospect of being deprived of their
chief occupation again next summer.

With innocent irony he tells of the Thanksgiving dinner of that year. For two or three
days previous they had had nothing furnished
them, but now for a feast. “And what do you

The Uichmond Hotel and St. James Hall
at Buffalo were burned March ISth. It is
believed that three persons were unable to
escape and perished in the flames, while a large
number were injured. The pecuniarv loss is

think it was, reader?—Guess—You cannot
guess, be you as much of a Yankee as you will.
I will tell you: it gave each and
every man
hulj u gill of rice, and a tuhlv sprtnn of vinegar!” Valley Forge and the battle of Monmouth were participated in. Late in 17*0 his
fortunes were improved by a transfer to a

placed at $40) ,000.
Temperance advocates

are flocking to Michigan, to take part in the Prohibitory Constitutional amendment campaign, wbieli will close
on April 4.
Among the latest and ablest to
join the throng is Mrs. J. E. Foster, of Iowa,
who has lately been speaking in the Eastern
and Middle States.

Some sections of the Interstate Commerce
bill are so vaguely worded that nobody could
tell what they mean. It has been discovered
that the Agricultural Experimental Station bill,
although purporting to make au appropriation,
failed to do so. The Trade Dollar hill is so
crude that there is much doubt as to the possibility of its execution. The Anti-Polygamy act
coutaius some inexplicable provisions, and, in
brief, most of the closing acts of the Fortyninth Congress constitute a gigantic jumble, and
the courts will be vailed upon to interpret most
of their provisions before they can be enforced.

Bad for

City Drug

subject
even a

druggist cannot lawfully sell,

and is
fine and imprisonment if he sells,
small quantity of intoxicating liquor of
a

to

any kind, including alcohol, uncompoundcd,
whether as a medicine or a physician’s prescription. Recently Mr. Frank R. Partridge,
the proprietor of the Fuller drug store, wrote
to the office of Internal Revenue, Treasury
Department, Washington, D. 0. and in reply
received the following from Hon. Jos. S. Miller, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, which
explains itself: “Yours of the 17th instant received, in which you ask, as a registered pharmacist: “Have I the legal right to fill a prescription, if honestly prescribed, by a reputable physician, calling for eight ounces of brandv
whiskey or giu, etc., without being compound'ed or mixed with anything else, if I do not
take out a special tax stamp as a “retail Liquor
Dealer?”’ You have not. Special taxis required to be paid under the internal revenue
laws, for the sale by apothecaries of wbiskev,
brandy, gin, etc., uncombined with drugs,
in any quantity whatever, or for any purpose, even as a medicine, and upon ii physician’s prescription.” Now the law just passed
says: “The payment of the United States
special tax, as a liquor seller, or notice of
any kind in any place of resort, indicating
that intoxicating liquors are there sold, kept
or given away unlawfully, shall be held to
be prima facie evidence that the person or |icrsons
paying said tax, andarcthe party or parties
common sellers of
displaying such notices,
intoxicating liquors, and the premises so kept
by them, common nuisances.” Druggists, of
course, will be obliged to post their United
States speeial tax certificates in conspicuous
places in their shops, and if in connection with
this it can lie proved that they have sold even
the smallest quantity of liquor they are liable
tofineand Imprisonment. [Kennebec Journal.

a

few officers and soldiers

accom-

corps of sappers and miners, followed by a
promotion to the rank of sergeant. This was
the year of Arnold’s treachery. Martin had
been acquainted with him from his childhood.
While at Peekskill, being on guard in a barn,
Arnold, who must then have been negotiating
with the British, wished to make his bed there,
and ordered our hero and his men out.
‘There

men,’ says Shakespeare, ‘who in their sleep
mutter all their conceits/ Such an one was
Arnold.”
In 1781
are

“1 saw tiie plundering British bands
1 made tin* fair Virginian lands.
I saw great Washington advance
Witli Americans and troops of France;
1 saw tlie haughty Britons yield,
And stock their muskets on the held."

Stores.

“How arc the druggists affected by the liquor law passed by the last legislature?” is the
question frequently asked. As nearly as can
be learned they are placed in the same category
with all places wliurc intoxicating liquor is
sold and

history, that

While with the French

a month's pay in specie
received, the first of what could bo called
money that they had received since '7b, as it
was also the lust. Joining Lafayette at Williamsburg, the siege of Yorktown soon followed,
and Cornwallis’ surrender was witnessed, October 19, ITS I.
It was not until June 11, ITS.'l, that the author
received a discharge, without pay. To better

was

his finances lie became a substitute for an imcomrade.
In the winter he taught
school in a Dutch settlement, and in the spring
came to Maine.
He was ever modest in his narrative, and un-

patient

like many writers of personal recollections, lie
is not tlie great hero of every tale lie tells.
Though his manner is otten crude, it is impossible to read his book without a thorough respect for the writer, and for his services faith-

fully performed.
poor, old, deerepid soldiers” found
remuneration under President Monroe’s
administration. Even then there were some
who regarded pensioners as paupers, for Martin says: “Many murmur now at tlie apparent
good fortune of the poor soldiers. Many I
have myself seen, vile enough to say, that they
“The

some

deserved such favor from tlie country.”
His home in Stockton was on the Goodhue
place, between Sandy Point and Stockton
villages. It is related that at one time he was
elected a representative to the General Court.
never

Putting

his

account, he

Following his late visit to this country, Mr.
Grant Allen wrote an article for The Fortnightly lievicw, in which he expressed serious
apprehension for the future of our New England landscapes on account of the great invasion which we arc suffering from the “aggressive weeds” of Europe and Asia. “The daisy,
the primrose, the cowslip, and the dafodil have
stopped at home; the weeds have gone to colonize the new world.!' “Noxious and dusty
roadside plants, uf which thistles, nettles, henbane, and nuillien may be taken as fair average
turn the whole world
beginning
in our day into one vast weedbed of universal
sameness.”
A very casual observer of New Kuglaml

types,

A soldier of the Revolution;
died

Tlie

Our

A Great Invasion.

OF THE ltEVOI.UTION WHO
BURIED IN STOCKTON.

Revolutionary experience to good
walked to Boston, thus saving his

mileage.
IVc arc indebted to Mrs. S. I.. Hall for tbc
loan of the above described book.
Chari.ks F. Black.

Judge Cooley will be president of the interstate commerce commission.

to

are

fields and roadsides must have noticed something of this great weed migration. Many a
weary day tiie farm hoys of Maine have spent
in gathering the ox-eye daisies and yellow cornflowers into bundles to burn them; but in the

majority of eases tiie weeds have got tiie better
of human vigilance after a few years of conflict.
One can scarcely walk for half a mile on
any
railroad track without finding some new emigrant weeds which have sown themselves upon
waste spots, but have not
yet had time to colonize tiie neighboring fields. They travel
by
rail or steamer, and by all the best modern
methods; lint they do not stop at stations.
Let one take a text book of Botany, and
glance at the descriptions of some of our most
common weeds, such as
buttercups, may-weed,
shepherds-pursc, hemp-nettle,

and chiekwced,
and lie will he surprised to find under how
many he may read “Nat. from Eu.” Some of

these weeds

we are

told attain

growth, and become

more

a more vigorous
pernicious than be-

fore, after their emigration; so that the eminnaturalist informs us that there is danger
of “tlu: utter extinction of all the beautiful local plant." which to-day give interest ami variety to each fresh quarter of the world we visit.”
ent

Farmers have often shown me plants which
their wives or daughters had cultivated for
years in

their gardens, and which had at
over their tields, and become
serious pests. The introduction of some of
tin* latest comers, such as the species of red

length spread

lmwkweed (Micraeium Aurantiaeum), may
prove as great a curse to an agricultural community in the end as the contagion of small
pox. This utterly useless weed I have found
not only in tields, where it spreads with livefold tin.

rapidity

of almost any other noxious
plant, but far up tiie mountains, a mile or
more from any cultivated land.
The fair hand
of a farmer’s daughter lias often unwittingly
introduced to his domains such an enemy,
which will contest with him every rod of his
broad acres, and never give up tiie struggle as

long

as a

single plant

or

seed remains alive.

It

me that such
gloomy views of the
I have quoted do not make sufficient
account of man’s agency.
In our good State
seems

to

future

as

during the last thirty years, nearly one and a
half millions of acres have been brought under
cultivation. We often see large tields of good
grass

from which the weeds have been almost

entirely banished; but surely it is a pity that
man by simple carelessness should do so much
aid the introduction of one of the worst
foes of his husbandry.
Sucli facts also suggest an unpleasant feato

of the working of the law of natural selection as we see it in operation to-day. l*rof.
ture

John Fiske has expressed the belief that evolution having reached its culmination in man
is now less active in the physical world, and
is chielly to be seen, at present, in intellectual
and moral development. If it is true that the
coarser and more vicious plants are to
triumph
in the end, the working of nature’s laws in
the vegetable world would seem to be toward

degradation.
Surely we must feel that man came upon the
stage none too soon, for, a little later, (a few
million years perhaps,) he might have found
the corn and wheat exterminated, and nothing
better to eat than weeds upon which only a
B. B. Mkkkii.i*.
donkey can liye.
Brewer, March 15, issT.
That Famous Veto.

Following is

the full text of (iov. HodwcU's
the medical registration hill:
To tiik Sknatk of tin: Sixty-Tiiiki> I.f.oisveto of
i. v

i t i:f.

:

Liberty Correspondent “Ain’t” Squelched.

J- (). J. writes
“Prof- Bateman in

from

us

letter

a

Liberty
published

follows:

as

in the Jour-

nal two

weeks ago made several allusions to my-

self and

dictionary. Believing they

in

Pickwickian

were

uttered

shall content myself
with simply putting in a disclaimer and
giving
some authorities for the use of the word ain’t—a
word that has appeared on more than ten million
advertising cards within the past year. It was
supposed that every reader of the Journal above
ten years of age had caught on, nut it
appears
that the Professor lias not. Here are a few specia

1

sense

men verses:

boy will eat, and a boy will drink,
And a boy will play all day.
But a boy won't work, and ai boy won't
Because lie ain’t built that way.

A

think,

[Chicago Ledger.
A

girl will sing, and a girl will dance,
And a girl will work crochet;
But a girl can't throw a stone and bit a
Because she ain’t built that wav.
[Lynn I'uion.

clinch,

A

girl will flirt, and a girl will mash,
And ne’er give herself away,
But she can’t scratch a match on her
pantaloons.
Because she ain’t built that wav.
[Boston Herald.
A Buddensick house looks safe an fair.
But it falls and crumbles away,
Ami the law doesn’t punish tin* murder there,
Because it ain’t built that way.

[Judge.
The nobby boys buy
Tims it is tliev

their spring suits of us,
look gay ;

ever

Garments found else where don’t begin toeompaic
Because they ain’t 1»ui 11 that wav.
J
Bros.

[Bieknell
During
I8tJ2 the

Tribune,

the political campaign
following appeared in

in New York in
the

New

Yoik

the signature of Horace Greeley:
adsworth's a devil,
Seymour's a Saint.
Seymour’s a Democrat,
Wadsworth ain't.
And further-—all through Dickens’ works, especially “Our Mutual Friend,” ain't is used as a
contraction for is not, are not, and am not.
Although I could in no way twist the several
references to myself in the Professor’s letter into
a compliment, yet his
vigorous condemnation of
the veto of the dependent pension hill so
pleased
over

that I will say to him what the late Artemus
\N ard said to his tiger. In the spring of 1HJI this
great moral showman found himself with the
me

“greatest moral show on earth” in an inland town
in South Carolina. It was about the time the “unpleasantness” began. Finding that A. Ward was
from tin; North, the people undertook to confiscate
his show and would have done so if the renowned
showman had not let his pet tiger loose
upon them
and in less than a minute the animal had his
mouth full of seats rtf pantaloons. And as he

chased the last eontiseator out of sight Artemus
sang out: “(io in you little cuss!
for biting oft' my thumb.”
In
To

the

Tin;

Old

“Log Cabin”

Kpitok

possibly interest

I

Joi

forgive

you

Days.

It may
of the young politicians to
boys” used to celebrate, and I
or

Tin;

knal.

some

know how “the

send you the following with the hope of hearing
from others on the same subject. In the year IMo,
after the nomination of President Harrison,
of Moiitvillc and vicinity built a log

soon

the

Whigs

cabin at ( apt. Young's, who kept u tavern where
W ill Paul now lives. There were several con
structed that season, but this one surpassed any I
heard of. It was built on, or rather over a
wagon, as the wheels were entirely inside, and
was about ten feet, wide and sixteen feet long.
It
consisted of a frame work covered with narrow

ever

slabs with the hark

on and sawed for the purpose.
covered with spruce hark. A door
made in the rear end.

Thereof
was

was

I lie builders were

ry .J« y, who

lived

trank

across

Copp, of Liberty, Henthe road from Danforth

Wentworth's, where Capt. Bishop then lived, Ceil.
Ayer, Dudley Cram, who lived where Alden
Black now does, and some others. They had a
very jolly time while building it, and Capt.
'i oung’s bar was well patronized. The cabin was
finished the third day of duly, much to the disgust
of the

Democrats, who had openly threatened to
it. That night a watch was kept, and sure

destroy

enough four men came to fulfill their threats.
They were seen in season to thwart their designs
and

followed well on the road to South Mont
Fear seemed to lend wings to their feet and

were

vide.

they eseapeiI. The pursuers had a long stage
whip, and if the would-be destroyers had been
caught they would have been severely punished.
Kurly the next day, “the Fourth," the people
began to gather for its christening. Four horses
were attached to the cabin and Cyrus Davis, the
>tage driver of those days, mounted to a seat
which had been built in front and started for Belfast, followed by a large number of teams at a
walk.

We bclicvi

that several

men

rode inside

I herewith return with my objections to the the cabin. I.iquor was as free as water is now,
branch in which it originated "An act to reg- and could be had at a dozen or more places on the
road at three cents per glass; yet no one of the
ulate the practice of medicine.”
The objections to the act arc numerous, the party got drunk. We rode through the principal
most serious of which are contained in the
streets and then went out on ( hutch st. somefourteenth section. After providing that phywhere to a political lecture. I ha\c forgotten the
sicians already in practice shall he compelled to
register am! pay a fee of *:> for the privilege, speaker’s name.
There were several other “Log Cahins" in the
the section declares that in default of registration and certification, a physician, regardless of parade, but they were small lien coop a Hairs by
his years of practice or his professional rank, the side of this
one, which was the pride and admay be heavily tilled and sent to prison; and miration of all. It was hauled back to the
top of
even after that ignominious punishment, lie
shall have no right to collect his fees for medi- Wilson's hill, torn down, and given to a man by the
cal services. The meaning of the section is name of Hayward for fuel. I cannot remember
somewhat confused and obscure, but enough is anything about this man, ut do I know why it
plain to show that it is in open eontliet with the was gi\cr, to him.
om; of Till-; Bovs.
ninth section in the declaration of right- in the
Maine constitution, which declares that “all
North port lamp (irout:il.
penalties and punishments shall be proportion|{e\\ c. I?. 1 le-soe has another letter in Zion’s
ed to the o tie nee,” that “excessive tines shall
not be imposed,” that “cruel and unusual punHerald concerning Xorthport Camp <• round in
ishment shall not be indicted.” To require a
which he renews his former suggestions for a
merely perfunctory duty from a phy>ic:an al- change of programme, and the elevation and imready in practice, and then to enact that if he
fails or neglects to perform it he -hall be made provement of -unnner sojourners. lie says:
Will my Ft.-t Maine brethren pan Ion the introthe prey of the informer, ma\ be fined s.Aon.
of thi> subject once more? old Father
imprisoned six months ami actually deprived of duction,
rim* will so*»n bring the seasoi upon u», ami \vc
the emoluments and gains of his profession,
to lie ready for if.
What the lathers did, is
ought
would seem to he repugnant not only to the let- not
enough. The tiling has grown on our hands,
ter, hut to the entire spirit of the organic law and greater tilings are demanded. The
people
of the State. The third seetion of the aet pro- now come, not to
stay a week, hut six weeks dr
vides for a permanent hoard of medical exam- ten. They have nothing to *!<> hut t<» boat ami
ination and registration, to In* composed of live balin' ami -wing in hammocks, etc., or visit the
members with terms of live years each. The howling alley and the rum simps the devil has
planted just outside. The persons who come, w ith
members of the hoard shall meet as often as in
some ex* *‘pti.»ns, are from many of our best famtheir discretion they may choose, and the pay
ilies. To leave them to themselves, or to the tenof each member shall he live dollars a day and der
mercies”, of the devil, is a suicidal ami un
traveling expenses. With all the duties de- Christian police. The church, or conference, «»r
volved upon the hoard by the act they would association sonieboth ;, should provide for their
'luring* their .-lav what will save
probably he ill session a large portion of the entertainment
thein from tin* "roaring lion.” and will elevate
year. Their pay in the aggregate would amount and
Hold the camp meeting week to its
ituprov*
to a large slim, and according to the act the
present line of revival work, if that is be.-t, b it
whole of it is to he taken from the pockets of In* assure* 1 that unless
something more is done
the medical profession of the State by a series during the weeks which precede the
meeting,
of fees, exactions and tines for the levying of Satan w ill have pretty elbctualiy pre-empted the
which there is, in my judgment, no jim itiration I ground by tin* time you arrive. Why may we not
whatever, if there* he an evil in tin* State of I have in tin -c preceding weeks vvjjat Hro.* Frohock
the magnitude which the art presumes and hinted at a < 'ha Ufa lupin week, a temperance week,
and a week fora "million for missions,” etc., and
promises, then it should he extirpated at the thus utiii/.e these gathering-? 1 am convinced
expense of the public treasury, and not made a
that should our brethren of tin* ministry take
charge upon the medical profession. It would pains to -pend a few weeks here previous to the
he
to
exact
fees
and
certainly
unjust
barges (•amp-meeting, Mu v would feel the necessity of
from physicians of established professional some such mu -ment as we propose. Mon*’and
character in order tint the State may he freed m*»re is Satan ei. Touching upon u-, and more and
more are we yielding. Tobacco selling, rumselling,
from improper practitioners.
and Sabi. *tli desecration, once .-*» strenuTin* powers of the hoard of examination and dancing
ously prohibited, arc now quite common. Let us
registration are widely extended and enlarged awake ami be.-tir «». v-elves lest to*, late we liiul
in the seventh seetion of the aet. In effect the our fortress captured
its guns turned against
members of the hoard appear to he authorized us. I nless some bettci thought occurs to some
brother, I vv«ml«l suggest that at the next session
to lay the foundation of a new medical school
in Maine, in which persons who are not gradu- of our conference we not only elect a presiding
"Hirer for Chautauqua week, aiui another for torn-,
ates of an existing institution, and yet aspire
peranee week, ami another lor mission week, but
to the practice of medicine, shall he compelled
make each pre-idingotticer ehairmau of a eommittee
to go before the hoard of registration and he
of arrangements for each meeting. I do not know
examined as to proficiency in “the English that there is anything in the way of such conference
action. If there is, possibly this article will
and
the
.science
of
language
anatomy, physiology, medicine, hygiene, chemistry, taxoeology, bring it to notice. Kv all means let us do some
to utilize the splendid possibilities of Xorlh
thing
surgery, obsteties, and in pathology and asport'
trology."
All examinations shall he either wholly writ.»W Music.
ten, or in part written, or in part oral,* as the
said hoard shall determine. This enlarged proAll musical people should keep well Informed
vision might not improbably, in time, lead to
concerning the new publications that are constant
a school of medicine in Maine which would imfrom our large houses. Noticeable
pose upon the .State a class of practitioners as ly coming
little qualified for their important duties as among the choice new issue- of this mouth are the
those against whom this act is directed. Next following: “Bright was the Dream of Youth,"
t»» the constitutional objection to w hich 1 have
song by Taylor, very pretty and suitable to meet
already adverted, the most seriou- objection to any voice of medium compass,
(.Jo cts.) “Season of
the act is the hasty mode of its passage. If for
Roses,” by the great composer, Counod; a tine new
no other reason than to give the* Legislature
the opportunity to reconsider the measure l composition of this master, which good singers and
would fee! constrained to return it as Ido now. proficient accompanists will admire, (40 cts.) an
If it he urged that there is no time for recon- other charming song
by Behrens, entitled. “For
sideration, I answer that that fact of itself is a < Md Sake’s Sake," very pretty, and of a
high order
reason
for
the
of
good
interposition
my objec- of
The new piano
merit; not diflicult, (.'JO ets.)
tion. An aet involving so many grave consequences to the medical profession, touching at pieces are-—“Highland Lancers,” by Duehemiu, (:J5
so many points the interests, the feelings, ami
ets.); and live easy little piano pieces fur young
even the prejudices of the people, should not
beginners, by Bohr, entitled, “Light Mind,"
he enacted under the pressure of haste dur“Waltz of fame lias," “fluid’s l’lay," “Spring
ing the closing hours of the session.
Morning, and “French Fluid's Song," (25 cts.
Joseph it. Bodwei.i
each.) Any of the above pieces of choice new mole sent to any address on
receipt of price by Oliver
Fifth and Fishing.
Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.
In response to a request of Fish Commissioner
Stilwell, Prof, liaml will send 1,000,000 shad fry
to the Kennebec river, auii also promises some
large carp for the fountain at the Capitol next
summer.
Application has also been made for
1,000,000 shad fry for the Penobscot river at 11angor.

Coder the fish laws passed by the late Legislature black bass
may be caught iu'auv waters which
have been stocked with these fish*for a period of
live years, (^uantebncook falls in the list of such
waters. Fishermen will govern themselves accordingly and prepare for sport two months earlier
than usual.
The report of the commissioner of navigation
for 1886 devotes considerable space to fisheries
statistics which show that the number of vessels
engaged in cod and mackerel fisheries decreased
from 2,24!) in 1883 to 1,7*1!) in 1886, and the number
of whaling vessels from 141 to ltd in the same
period. The total tonnage of fishing vessels which
was 127,452 in 1883 was only 103,843 in 1886.
The work of
the waters of the coast
with fish, as undertaken by the Fish Commission,
will he watched with great interest. It has just
turned loose 35,000,000
young cod, and it now proposes to experiment with halibut. The supply of
this valuable food fish had been depleted in waters
where it was once plentiful, and if the Commission
succeeds in restoring the supply it will score a
notable success. The Fish Commission is also doing good work in providing a liettcr style of fishing craft. It is hoped in this way to save the lives
of many fishermen, not less than 100 of whom are
annually lost from the port of Gloucester alone.

replenishing

Our

Solid

Ranking System.

Tiie st. John 1 nnk failure serves to bring out the
contrast between the banking systems of Canada
and the Cnitcd States. Had it‘been a Bangor or
Calais bank the value of the hills would have been
unaffected and holders would have suffered no
loss. But the hills of the Maritime hank are not
secured by the deposit of securities with the
government, and the consequence is that whoever
is caught holding them loses 25 or 50
per cent, or
possihlv more, according to the degree of the failure.

[Portland Advertiser.

SALVATINE.
Mr. J. M. Littlefield, Foxcroft, Me., is

so well
with his first trial of Salvatine for Khcu*
mutism and Neuralgia, that he has confidence that
it will wholly cure him.
Caldwell Sweet & Kuos.,
Proprietors, Kaugor, Me.
Sold by all Druggists.

pleased

Boggs—“I

see that blind
people are educated by
of raised letters.” Fogg—“That’s nothing.
cashiers are often educated by means
of raised checks.”
means

Why, hank

A neglected cold may not only lead to Consumption, but also result in Catarrh of the worst nature. Keuchen Cura will Cure the Cold, and save
you from an early grave, or from a life made
worse

than death

by

the

sufferings

of Catarrhal

inflammations, secretions ami discharges.
Caldw ell Sweet * Kuos.,
Proprietors, Kaugor, Ac.
Solti everywhere.
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A

Protest.

We must protest against the attempts of the
Prog. Age, in an editorial published last week,
to unload the so-called Taxpayers of Belfast
upon the Republican party. The Age tells
but one side of the story. The men it sets
down as Republicans
worked
and voted
against the Republican ticket in our election
last fall. They are Democrats to all intents
and purposes, and sail under false colors when
they call themselves anything else. The ring
organ says “that 230 staunch representative
Democrats, (including the entire organization
and working force of the party.) voted the
Taxpayer ticket at the recent election in this
city." These so-called Republicans voted the
The truth of the matter is, this
so-called Taxpayer party is controlled by a

same

ticket.

School

License in New York.

High

The New York Assembly March 23d, after a
live hours’ struggle, passed the Crosby high
license bill, fixing liquor licenses in New York
and Brooklyn at §1000. by a vote of TO to 56.
One Democrat voted with the Republicans for
the bill, and four Republicans with the Democrats against it. Tins measure has been opposed,
and vigorously fought, by the saloon keepers,
the Prohibitionists and the Democratic press;
while it has had the support of Republicans
and Republican and Independent newspapers.
The Tribune says: In the final debate the
Democrats tried to earn the thanks of the rumsellers by attempting to introduce all manner
of amendments intended to weaken or kill the
lull. Of course, there was no deception in
these transparent subterfuges. “In vain the
fowler spreads his nets In the sight of any
bird.”
The Democrats were there to obey
orders, and their orders were to vote against
the Iligh-Lieense bill, first, last, and all the
time. Curiously enough, the Prohibitionists,
and especially those of the third-party kind,

occupied the gallery and prayed for the defeat
of the bill; that is, for the success of the rumsellers. The New York Herald, in an editorial
commending the

measure

and urging its pas-

position

Meeting.

K!ff

as

teacher.

At 2 o'clock the meeting was called to order by
tiie clerk, but the High school room was so crowded
that

balloting

impossible ami on
meeting was adjourned

would have been

motion of A. C.

.Sibley

the

ti* meet at the Belfast

Opera House.
assembling at the Opera House the meeting
called to order and Messrs A. K. I*. Moore, A.

On
was

sage, says:

District

Tlie Central School District meeting In this city,
Saturday afternoon, was the second largest school
meeting ever held In Belfast. It is not clear what
brought out such a large number uuless it was to
renew the city election light on a small scale. The
rum element was prominent, aw it was at the city
election. They were told that If the Taxpayer
candidate for school agent was elected he would
discharge Mr. J. \Y. Mitchell, principal of the
Upper Grammar school, while the opposing candidate would retain him. The temperance men were
toid the reverse of this to secure their votes. It
was an illustration of “heads I win, tails you lose.”
< >ne rumseller who held a
Haney ticket was asked
why he intended to vote that way, and ho replied :
“I want to get rid of that d—-d Mitchell.” Another, who is neither a rumseller nor a temperance man, said he intended to vote for
Haney that
Mitchell might be retained. Mr. Mitchell is a
Good Templar, a temperance worker, and lias
been active in several search and seizure cases in
this city. The rum element have threatened him
with personal violence ami with the loss of his

C. Sibley and W. H. Fogler were made a commitprohibition is in New ^ ork impossiring, modeled upon that in New York of ble. We ail know that. The press knows it, tee to receive, sort and count votes fora moderator.
which Boss Tweed was the head, indulging in l)r. Crosby knows it. the liquor dealers know The following is the result of the ballot:
it, all practical men know it. But if we canWhole number of votes
207
the same practices while in power, and using not
W. It. Swan had
150
prohibit we can regulate; and we can reguthe same unscrupulous methods to obtain late in a way to help all classes, save one class,
Geo. K. Johnson
145
C. W. Haney
2
power. Its following is mainly composed of the keepers of the low grogshops. This is
what the High License bill aims to do. This is and W. It. Swan was declared elected. 11. G. Dyer
Democrats, while the ring leaders maintain a
what the High License bill, if it becomes a law, was elected District Clerk for the ensuing year.
nominal allegiance to the Republican or Demo- will do.
Mr. James I’at tee, agent, read his annual report
cratic parties that they may further their own
The moral sentiment all through the State Is w hu h was accepted. The following is an abstract:
Hellish and revengeful ends. They have pros- thoroughly aroused over the bill, and the public
$3072.50
City appropriations.
tituted the law offices of the county and the demand that it shall become a law. Says the District for general school purposes. 1200.00
District for High School. 1000.00
Belfast police court to the rum power for an Herald: “There is not a shallow of doubt For enlarging No. Primary School House.. 450.00
Free High school fund ^rom State.
250.00
equivalent in cash and votes. The disgraceful about this. It is true of the eitv and it is true Tuition
collected.
75.85
scenes which attended our city election were
of the State. The demamt finds expression
uncollected...
0.25
Sale
of
various
articles.
3.G5
wholly their work. Free rum and a corrup- everywhere through the press. You hear of it Assets of District March
25th, 1886. 281.00
tion fund derived in part from liquor dealers on all sides—not in the pulpits
only, but in the
Total assets.
$7,242.85
out of the State, were the means employed in streets and the market
places.”
The following sums have been paid out:
an attempt to secure the city offices and furFor
salaries
to
school
The Boothbay Register reprints from the
teachers.$5205.35
ther opportunities for plunder.
For such
Janitor.
300.00
Journal Fannie B. Wards letter on “Matrimony Fuel.
165.48
practices as these the Republicans of Belfast
Stoves and repairs. 138.04
in
Mexico”
and
asks
“How
would
editorially:
and of Waldo county will decline to be held
Furniture and repairs.
57.38
Maine
the
feel
in
Mexito go courting
the
boy
General repairs, material and labor.
217.30
responsible. The “entire organization and
187.10
Supplies—books, stationary, etc..
can style, and how would the girl feel to be
of
must
the Democratic party
working force”
Miscellaneous..*. 132.07
locked up every night in a room witii grated Repairing No.
shoulder this load, as well as the so-called RePrimary School House. 417.04
windows?” Don't all speak at once, boys and
publicans who long since took up their quarTotal paid out.$0,011.65
girls.
ters in the Democratic camp, and where they
Absolute

Recapitulation—

properly belong.

Rev. E. 0. Wentworth

to

Prof. Gowen.

We of course give Mr. Wentworth a hearing
and opportunity to reply to the questions of
Prof. Gowen, ami we leave the public to judge
of the correctness of his position as a temperreformer. Some of his statements with
regard to the Tax Reducer party and the
present city government are untrue and unjust.
It is a fact that the Taxpayer party was the

The Biddeford Journal aptly says of the
recent election in Belfast: “The question of
tax-reduction lias divided the voters there for
the past few years, and very naturally, the
party opposed to reduction is largely made up
of corruptionists and rmnsellers."
The

ance

rum

party in the

recent contest

and used free

rum to secure votes. The new city
government
has held but one meeting, for organization, and
there has been no opportunity lor action. The

members were asked before election to pledge
themselves to do certain tilings, and properly,

think, declined

do so. It was absurd
to ask such pledges at such a time. We know
that many of the prominent and active suj»porters of tiie Tax Reducer policy believe that
the rum shops should go, and will use their influence in that direction. They are not temas we

is to sail the English crack
British waters. As to the

Arrow in
rules of the contest—tin* English and American
rules (littering widely
our side is willing to
concede “anything fair, honorable and equitable.”

cutter

Base ball is mightier than a dead Vice President. Indianapolis could not raise money for
a monument to Thomas A. Hendricks but the
cash was forthcoming to buy a base ball club.

mobs in

our

streets

on

Sunday

as

result of the Tax Payer campaign methods—
campaign conducted on money derived from
liquor dealers out of the State—and realize that
it is time something was done, for self protec-

The Court of Claims began last week to try
the French spoliation claims. Let us hope it is
the beginning of the end. Justice has been too

long delayed.

improvement
er

the improvement.in

on

Taxpay-

a

orator.

a

a

We

in marine

see

Longshirt. Fancy

reports

such

a

ship named

a

craft reefed

or

scud-

ding under bare poles.

tion at least. "With the law officers of the
county under the control of the rum party,and

Arbor

Day

calendar, and
a police judge who refuses to issue warrants
serve! 1.
to say nothing of the opagainst rumsellers
position of professed friends of temperance—

takes its place in tin* Maine
hope it will be faithfully ob-

now
we

—

it is not easy to sav what can lie done. Hut
are confident that the effort will be made.

ermen are

trusted by bis fellow men.*' It lias simply
given from the city records some details as to
tiie expenditures while he was in office, in
contrast with those of his successor, and suggested that they called for explanation. None
lias yet been forthcoming. When more work
is done in one year than was done the pre-

ceding year, and at some £2,fi00 less cost to
the city, an explanation would seem to be in
order, and when none is made the public can
form Its

own

conclusions.

The growth of temperance sentiment among
politicians i Nova Scotia was illustrated last
week in the legislature of that Province when
a member moved the second reading of a bill

re-establishing saloon licenses and could

not

one to second it until it was done as a
of courtesy. There were but two votes
for the motion. I nder the present law in Nova
Scotia only shop and hotel licenses are issued.
Hotels can sell only to guests, to be drank at

get any
matter

meals or in bedrooms, and shops cannot sell
less than a pint, and then it is not to be drank
on tiie premises under heavy
penalties.
Tlie town of Clinton is usually largely Democratic but at the recent town election it went

Republican by a decisive vote. During tile balloting a boy stood at one end of the hall distributing copies of tlie Kennebec Democrat while
at the other end was a lad distributing trial
boxes of Kurcka pills. A correspondent of the
Fairfield Journal wants to know whether it
was the pills or the Democrat that caused the
change in the politics of the town, and the
I’ittstield Advertiser suggests that this is
subject for a debating society.

a

good

There is a big boom in the lake carrying
trade, due to a sharp advance in vessel property. Sales of shipping have lately been made at
25 per cent advance, which represents the earnings of last season on the capital invested, and

shipyards

that have been practically idle for

years arc now hives of industry. Forty-six
new vessels are in various stages of construction, representing an aggregate carrying capacity of PH,000 tons, and a cost of $0,500,000. Of
these vessels, alt but three arc steamers.
Some people arc

Wild geese

we

The Journal has neither “abused and villified” ex-street commissioner Wilson, nor has
it “called him dishonest and not worthy to be

extremely

hard to please. A
Western paper announced that, “Mr. Maguire
will wash himself before he assumes the office
of sheriff.” This made Maguire mad, and he
demanded a retraction, which the paper made
thus: “Mr. Maguire requests us to deny that
he will wash himself liefore he assumes the
office of sheriff.” It seems incredible, but it is
recorded that the retraction made Maguire
madder than before.
A correspondent of the Boston Record, who
evidently does not know the difference between
a ship and a schooner, referring to the statement that the T. A. Lambert, launched at Bath
last week, is the largest schooner ever built in
Maine, asks if the Frederick Billings was not

larger. Schooners, gentle enquirer, are launched
over the bars, and ships sail the deep blue
water.

are

Ix Bnn:i\
The Bepublicaiis of Eustport
elected all tlie town ollicers Monday without
opposition. The Democrats were unable to

get candidates to stand.Dr. Adolph A. Albrecht, a physician and druggist, located at the

of Harrison avenue and Broadway, Boston, visited the gambling den at 10 Avery
street Monday afternoon and quarreled with
David Lanahan and Edward Flanigan, professional gamblers, whom lie charged with cheating. During the light which ensued he shot
Lanahan dead and fatally woiuided Flanigan
.The English yacht Thistle has challenged
for the America cup and the New York Yacht
Club has accepted the challenge.The petitioners for the removal of the Fish and Game
Wardens were heard before the Governor and
Council at Augusta Tuesday, it is not thought
they will be disturbed.
corner

Waldo

Macon is “the prettiest, healthiest and most
prosperous city in the South.” At least, we
have a circular to that effect certified to by a
committee of the citizens. All we have to say
In reply Is that Belfast is the prettiest, healthiest and will be the most prosperous city in the
North.

Next place.

It Is gratifying to

the saloons and their
much interest in school
meetings. This is really the lion lying down
with the lamb; but we fear it is the revised
version—with the lamb inside.

supporters taking

sec

so

The Prohibitionists of New York In fighting
high license solemnly resolved in favor of “no
rum at all or free rum.” Their efforts were
all In favor of free rum, and they fought side
by side with the saloon keepers.

“Flapjacks and sap molasses” is the appetizing caption of an announcement of a Methodist
supper in Dexter. It concludes “Flapjacks
fried to order.

Come one, come all.”

Ballroad disasters appear to be epidemic.

agent ’s personal account is :
by agent.$401.18
240.55
expended.

Ralanee in agent’s hands.$160.63
Messrs. A. K. P. Moore, W. 11. Fogler, A. C.

Sibley and
tee

W. P.

Thompson were

made

a

receive, sort and count votes for

to

commita

The result—

agent.

Whole number of votes
C. W. Haney had
J.G. Cook had
and

Mr. Haney

was

412
215
107

declared elected.

Mu motion of R. F. Dunton $1000
ated for a free High school.
On motion of W. H.
ated for
it

Fogler $1300
general school purposes.
stated that

was

North

Primary

a

portion

were

were

appropriappropri-

of the scats at the

the rewill be replaced by new.
Pierce,
Sibley and James T. Pottle
made a committee to take into consideration

mainder of the
A. K.
were

school

school house

old

were new

and

ones

A. <J.

feasibility and expense of a better system of
heating the school houses on the common and to
report at a subsequent meeting. The same committee

into the matter of
better drainage and cementing the school housecellars; also the matter of ventilation and improving the school house grounds.
A special meeting is called at 2 o’clock in the af
ternoon four weeks from the present meeting.
It is a remarkable coincidence that at the school
meeting in 1860, when a great interest was manifested, the vote for school agent was 412, the exact
vote of

authorized to look

.Saturday

Coronet

last.

Wins

the

Ocean

Yacht

Itace.

The Coronet arrived off Queenstown at 11.30
o'clock Sunday morning, passing the given line,
Roche’s point. The victorious yacht fired five guns
and the time was at once taken by the secretary
and members of the Royal Cork Yacht Club, who
bad been on the lookout for her arrival. The wind
was blowing hard and the Coronet entered Cork
harbor in spanking style, with all sail set. Her
actual time on the passage computed on the Greenwich basis was 14 days, in hours, 3 minutes, 14 seconds. The whole number of nautical miles sailed
was

2919.

The

made March
on
to

longest day’s run was 291.5 miles,
27th, and the shortest 38.8 miles, made

Tuesday, March
250 miles.

22.

The average

The weather

was

was

from 230

uncommonly

tem-

pestuous, even for this season of the year. No less
than seven heavy gales contrived to keep the sea
in a ferment for 11 days of the trip, and for two

days

the weather

was so

severe as

to make the

question of the yacht’s living through them somew hat doubtful,
she behaved splendidly, however,
in all sorts of

Bill.

Hum

were

weather, and proved herself one of
stanchest, if not one of the fastest, vessels of
her type afloat. No accidents happened to any of
the sailors, despite the great risks they were compelled to run at times. With the exception of three
torn sails and a little broken tackle, everything on
the

News of Belfast and

Til c new liquor law goes into effect April 18, one
day before the sitting of the Supreme Court in this
Six young men from Monroe left Belfast last
city.
week for Minneapolis, Minn.
Mr. Henry L. Kilgore, our new postmaster, has
Strawberries and cream were served to the guests been learning the ropes, and will enter upon the
at the Keverc House, in this city Friday.
duties of the office to-day.
Mr. Samu:;l Donnells, formerly of Belfast, died
Pyems on spring are rcepectful'v declined until

Friday molning, Thomas
Robinson, a young lad In th employ of the Belfast Livery Company, was
passing along Church
street on his way to work. When abreast of the
Journal building he discovered fire In the boot and
bhoirstoic of Cates A Stic*.icy, ,i..d at or.Co ‘s;:.ve
the alarm. Tlie general alarm was given about
fifteen minutes before six o’clock, and was the

furrier notice.

First indications of Spring—wild geese and rob[Damariseotta Herald.
The Bobbins with two it’s we have with us al-

ways.

consequence there was not over seventy-live
people all told at the lire, and many within one or
two blocks of the spot knew nothing of it until all

taking position

High

on

street

near

Jacksonville

engine

the

There

rear.

materially hampered the fire department.

The

and iron gutters, and

Is of brick with slate roof
the
Is

rear

one

door and windows have iron shutters.

It

protected buildings from outside

of the best

fires in the

city, while the Journal has an inside
fire department for its own use. In ten minutes
force pump, abundantly
supplied with water, set to work, with hose that
will reach any portion of the building. <>n this
steam

can

be made and

a

machinery

occasion the

inaccessible by

was

dense smoke that had filled the building
before the tire was discovered.
The tire originated in Cates & Stickney's store,
near a wooden screen on the right hand side and
about two-tldrds the

door.
worked up

front

head.

length

The fire
on

A hole

of the

began

on

room

this

from the

partition and

the side wall into the

ceiling

was

A clock which
found in the cel-

it had

stopped at ten

minutes past three. This goes to show that the
fire, which must have started from a match, cigar
stub, or hot ashes from a pipe, had been smoulder
ing all night. The building, with double windows
in front and shutters in the rear was so nearly air
tight that there was little draught to feed the flames.
Mr.

Haney

who

went home that

in his store about

was

night

o’clock the

he noticed

eleven

wife when he

before told his

Mr.C.B. Hall in

about his

new

house

on

Additional appointments of aids-de-eamp of the
department commander G. A. 11. base
been announced, including the following: 1*. Wiley.
Post 03, Camden; J. O. Johnson, Post 14 Liberty.

staff of the

1

city government ought to pay the police force
adequate salary and turn the lines into the city
treasury. This is suggested by the Mayor and is
The

an

Journal has advocated for many years.

what the

A few years ago a factory in this city was shut
down and all hands turned out at a school meeting
to vote against a certain candidate for school agent.
This year the same
elect the candidate

thing was done, but it was to
voted against on the former

occasion.

Lewiston Gazette -ays of the possibility
that Janauscliek will play in Belfast this season
under the management of Mr. C. J. Burgess: “If
Belfast is big enough for the great tragedienne
Lewiston ought to be too. Here is a suggestion
The

Manager

for

Horburv.”

There has been

less discussion of late

more or

concerning

the studies in the city schools, many
believing that too much is required of the pupils
and that the lessons are too long. In some instan-

ces

pupils

young

keep

obliged

are

rear were broken out to permit
escape, and just in time a stream of
water was put on up stairs. It was handled with
great care, so as not to disturb the type in the
cases and on the imposing stones, and with the

lip with the

study at night to
injuring their eye-

class, thus

liazelline, of tiiis city, last week received a pair of very handsome Kentucky muU> from
Jacksonville, Fla. They are of a liner grade than
^

the mules heretofore

weigh

1200

the other

a

seen in this vicinity, and
pounds each. One is dun color and
bay. Mr. liazelline has also rcc« iwd

and pay his creditors.
Tlu*

Cambridge

Tribune of March 2r> contains

a

portrait and sketch of ]>r. Dudley A. Sargent,
Hcmemvay Gymnasium at Harvard
College, and a cut of the Gymnasium building, in

presented

room

press

a

sorry appearance. The press, a Hoe, and the engine, were as black as smoke and lire can make

u

Vessels

school of

mer

Boston, the representaCompany, while in
Belfast the first of the week, visited the studio of
Mr. II. K. Woodcock and bought several oil paint

physical

culture.

this school is to

The

the demand for

gave orders for others.

Gray, a workman at Hall's stone
yard in this city, was injured on Saturday. A largo
Mock of granite fell over and crushed one of his
Mr. Wallei

badly_Leon Yeaton while at work at the
factory Saturday had two lingers badly

feet
shoe

jammed in
Mr. C.
month

that tow

store

luKtll time of the
State, by enactment of the Legislature at it> recent
session. The city government at its next meeting
should pass an order to put the city clock on standard time
think it

on

the

was

lit)

filled with dense smoke and Mr. II. in
attempting to save his valuables remained until he
fell to the floor unconscious, when he was found and

time Mould

dragged out

while

was

more dead than alive. Mr. Haney is
Grand Master of the Grand Council of Masons
and had valuable records and material belonging
to the order in his
his books.

desk.

These lie

got out,

as

A

done.
Cates
was

& Stiekney’s store where the lire originated

completely gutted,

and their stock is

nearly

a

total loss.
There is

$10,500 insurance

Stiekney are
nearly total.

contents. Cates &
000, their loss being

building

and

insured for

$2,-

the

on

II

Legislature.
that

so

day the law goes into ellect. We
days after the adjournment ot the
ilf an hour earlier by standard

give

keep

could

Me

doing

nearly

us

the

the

same

same

time

hours

as uom*.

as

before

away M'ith the inconvenience oi

two

has

take the

to

gone to Dexter, for

has had much experience
our Dexter friends will

Crosby

Mr.

a

of Mr. J. N. Cur
Exchange Hotel, of

place

pleasant gentleman.

a

Augustas H.

lows:

granted as folKnight, original, Camden;

Pensions have been

Pensions.

Belfast ; Hiram Ellis,
ncrease, Bi lfa-t; Edward U. Packman, increase,
I'nity; Henry Braddock, reissue, East Knox;.John

.Joseph 15. Varnum, increase,

B. Alden, increase, Dixmont; Wayiand F. .Jacobs, increase, Brooks; ('has 15. Hathaway, original. I'nity.
Boron

o.x

A year

Geouoe.

hi i:

ago
the latter's

or more

Ouimby visited
sister, Mrs. T. N. Winslow, in \tlanta, Georgia
Then as now a colored woman did the family
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A.

and when informed the other day that
Mrs. (Juimby had a baby, the sable washerwoman
promptly ejaculated: ‘do’ God sake, Miss Wins-

washing,

low, 1 hopes she doan favor her ladder.*’
county correspondent drops into

A

Wedding

at

J*oou\s Mills.

Mr. V. R. Neal of

The marriage of
China, Me., and Mrs. Margaret

Jackson took place at Poor's Mills at the residence of her son, A. K. Jackson, Wednesday evening March *23d. A large number of relatives were
present. Refreshments were served at s o'clock.
Some of the gifts were for use, and ot hers f,.r ornament. Mrs. Neal is a member of the Belfast Baptist church, and an cllicient teacher in the Sunday
School at Poor’s Mills, where she will be much
S.

C. W.

lows

fol-

:

My pen is poor, my ink’s not black,
If you can't read this send it back.
The

is

laugh

two active members of

on

Why

are

the Belfast rumscllers entitled to

consideration?

special

actually adding twenty percent

to your taxes
army of paupers

order that they may train up an
swarm your poor-houses, till
your
Jails and drain your purses in the future. Will
you patiently endure these things? Will you again
in

and criminals to

vote for

u man

for sheriff who allows this

thing

that he may grow rich at your expense? Yet all
this is but a grain in the scale. Whether a better
order of things exists now you may judge from the

there are sixty men now in jail. “How
J. W. Mitchei.l.
long! o how long!”
Belfast, March, 28, 1887.
fact that

Bro.
after

to

Prof.

tioweu:

Bowen's “Open
C. Wentworth."
Please allow

me

Letter to B.
to

say briefly,

having caught

my breath, “There are a few
Sardis, which have not defiled

their garments” by voting cither the Taxpayer or
Tax Reducer ticket. In your appeal to me to
answer for the 24 Prohibition votes of
Belfast, and
your quotation from the “Digressive” Age, it is
plain that you infer that the leading issue of our
last city election was not the railroad question,
but temperance, and also that Editor Rust had become the champion of
reform and that his heart
was breaking over the moral
contest, and that
“rum

or no

rum”

depended

upon the

defeat of Ids

victory

or

party. Then coupling with this,
Journal’s statement, (after the Iteduccrs had
won the field) that “rum must
go,” gave the finishing touch to your conviction. But please take
notice that the above statement of the Journal is
very ambiguous, and as there is not a county or
city ofncer making tlic faintest attempt to prevent
rum from going (ilown the throats of our
citizens)
it will probably continue to “go," as the same
parties are in power in county and city, who held
tlie reins of government last year, when rum had
the

such excessive freedom in

going.

Hint it cost the

county of Waldo over *3,000 to arreBt and board
tlic men made drunk through the Belfast saloon
lsts.
The facts

we have had a bitter, distlic old It. it. issue, money
and rum, without doubt, being used by both parties, and on tlic day of election a few men in fcktit.
or Bust's party concluded that the
opposing side
was getting more than its share of nun
votes, and
began to cry out We arc the temperance party
and if ire win, In three mouths there wou’t be a ruin
shop in Belfast.” Many of these same men have
never been known to
express a sincere wish that
such a state of tilings might lie, much less to make
an effort to bring It nliout. Now if the
party in
power were sincere in their cry “the saloons must
let them demonstrate It prnctlcallv, by elean.
? out these sinks of corruption anil boarding
these m outlawed vampires on the hill for tlic year
to come, and with uncovered head we will confess
our wrong, and humbly Implore
forgiveness at the
hand of our City Government, and should I remain
a citizen of Belfast, for the next year, I will
pledge
myself to use pulpit, platform, tongue, pen and
Tote for the re-election of the present hoard of City
officers. Yours for Prohibition,
are

Sandy

The Mrgantlc Fish tad Vane Club.

Not only are you allowing the twenty privileged
law breakers in Belfast to grow rich and thrive at
the individual cost of members of
society, but you
are

defeat are said to reach $40,000. K. K. Fox has offered a cup of the value of $5,000 for a return race
from Fastnct, Ireland, to
Hook.

these,

graceful city light

on

K”

Belfast Mar. 30th, 1887.

B. C. Wentworth.

Dr. Heber

Bishop,

of

Boston, secretary of the
Megantic Fish and Game Club, in which Belfast
parties are interested, recently returned from a
visit to the club grounds in the Megantic and Dead
Kiver region. He arranged for a Hue clubhouse
to be built on the shore of Spider Lake and completed by the middle of July. He has also received
a lease from Canada conveying to the club
31,382
acres of land in the center of one of the flucst fish
and large game resorts in the country, containing
the Spider river, one of the most prolific trout
streams in the province, Arnold bog aud Arnold
river (named after Gen. Benedict Arnold, who
passed through this region on his memorable expedition against Quebec.) Arnold Bog is noted
for its land-locked salmon and the abundance of
moose and caribou in its vieiuity.
The necessary
steps were also taken In Quebec for securing the
charter in the province, the club having
already
been incorporated under the law's of Maine. Private leases were also executed conveying to the
club the exclusive hunting and fishing privileges
of over 2,000 acres of land fronting on Megantic,

Spider lakes, the Low’er Spider and Arnold rivers. These leases give the club complete
control of the best fishing waters on the Canadian
Kush and

boundary, while other leases
hunting and fishing privileges

side of the
clusive

of the

ex-

executed
with the landholders in Maine w ill make the total
tract of land leased over 70,000 acres, taking in
a large number of lakes iu the Dead river
region
of Maine, ami including some of the Seven ponds.
The club has a capital stock of $25,000, divided
into 500 shares of $50 each, and a
membership of
loo, 300 being the limit of inemliers that will be received for the first year or tw'o of Its operations.

II.

Havener, ct als., Boston, to Charles F. Havener.
Searsport. Horace Kellock, Belfast, to Nahum s.
Piper, same town. A. E. Lovett, California, to
John B. Davis, same State. Allen F. Leonard,
Knox, to Elisha Douglass, same town. John M.

Lafolley, Stockton,

markedly

merely

distinguished

Importance

examine this horse.

&

On the lf»th

Boston, will
grand carpet opening at Burkett’s store,
which should not in* overlooked by those who want

give
to

a

buy carpets

one

The firm represented is
or rugs.
of the best and most reliable in the country.

Personal. F. E. Richards, Es<p, of Camden,
Bank Examiner, was in Belfast last week... The
Commercial reports that Miss Dora Wiley is meeting with fine success in forming classes in vocal
music in Bangor-Mr. O. G. Critehett returned
last week from his

trip

to

Chicago_The engage

liieut of Mr. A. IL

lire

turned up missing last Friday
department
so seldom they get left we give
morning; but it
no names.
It was such an economical alarm that
who

it is

anybody

wonder

a

turned out.

Messrs. Berry and Cook, of Montana, w ho have
passed the w inter at their former home in I'nity,
lea\e next Monday for the west; Mr. Berry says
the winter has been the hardest in Montana known
since its settlement by w hite men. His loss on

slice|> is about

boys

go west

seven

ith the

w

Several

per cent.

I'nity

gentlemen.

Attention is called to the annual statements—
on the third page—of the .Etna Insur-

published

the l'lnenix

company, of Hartford, Conn.,
Insurance company, same place, and the

ance

Holyoke

Mutual Fire Insurance company of Salem, Mass.
These companies are sale and reliable and their

hich it would appear that matters are not
satisfactory as represented. f:i fact, the meth-

from
so

ods

w

of

Belfast

Taxpayers

seem

to

have been
Want of

to the detriment of the town.

compels

to defer the

us

publication

of the

Base

Ball.

The Bangor Commercial says: “The Salcms are
after Pliiuncy, the left handed pitcher who made a
good record at Belfast last year. They have also
signed Sweeney who played first base and captained that down river team.” Sweeney wrote tins
Colburn that he would like to'come to Belfast, and

To l’ori.Til

Baiseks.

frequent mention of the French Bros, poultry
yards, at Sandy Point, Me., the most elaborate
establishment of ils kind in Eastern Maine.

The

proprietors are now ready to dispose of eggs foi
hatching and for the sale of chicks. The stock
consists of W yandott.es. Eight Brahmas, and Plymouth Bocks, and Pekin ducks. Bead the advertisement in another column.

Murphy,

urday, aged
years and live months. She had
been long alllicted with cancer in tin breast. Mrs.

Murphy

daughter of ltev. Theodore Sc,.tt,
character, lino intelligence and business ability, she leaves a hus-

audit

was

woman

a

of much force of

1

hy, of Machias, and Mrs. lb L. \\ liito.
lamed Tuesday afternoon.

Mrs. M.

w;ts

The Penobscot steam

Navigation Company have
bought the -P amor M. A M., of Thoniaston. She
is To feet long, 11 feet wide, draws "> feet of witter,
and

is

engi

u

licensed
s

miles

to

At

meeting of Colby’s Base Bail Association
March i!3d Larrabee resigned the captaincy of the
team and Forest Goodwin, Colby’s famous
pitcher,
was elected to fill the
vacancy.
a

or

the

Granges.

Waldo County Grange will meet with Union
Harvest Grange, Center Montville, Tuesday April
5. As the travelling will no doubt be bad not
many arc expected from a distance and it has
been deemed advisable to liave a public
meeting
In the afternoon and invite all
good farmers to
come in and take part In the discussion, which is
to be opened by Hon. It. W. Ellis, of Belfast. The
subject will be: ltesolved, That it is cheaper to
raise corn than to buy It.

Saturday night
| porter
found the

Kennebec Rewe
inside pages blank. Writing
on the margin, “Fill her
up and return to the Belfast Journal," we returned the paper to Gardiner.
the
Monday night
complete paper came, w ith the
following touching obituary penciled on the first
page: “Mailing clerk promptly killed this day,
C." Mailing clerks take warning.
on

o|>enlng

the

squalls, and Capt. Gilmore concluded lie
would go inside, through New Yorjc harbor, Hell
and
on down the Sound, and tacked in shore.
Gate,
Just before night the spanker was hauled down
and reefed. After the snow squalls the weather
lighting up Capt. Gilmore decided to keep on outside, and tacked ship, set the reefed spanker and
headed east before a stiff northwest breeze. It
snow

was

warm

just."

Capt. Gilmore stepped below to
himself, leaving the second mate in charge.

The

captain heard the second mate tell the man at
the wheel to keep off and subsequently to hard up
the wheel, and going on deck saw the steamer under his bow. it was then too late to avoid a collision and the schooner struck the steamer a glancing blow. The second mate when be ordered the
at the wheel to keep off saw the red light of
steamer. The captain of the steamer admits
that he changed Ills course. He says in the libel
which be placed upon the schooner that he first
saw the St. Johns' red
light and ported his helm.
He next claims that he saw the vessel’s starboard
man

the

green

light,

au error.

put his helm to starboard and
the schooner’s bow. This was

when he

attempted to

cross

Had he

kept

Ills

course

there would

been no collision. When the
ed at Vineyard Haven a United States Marshal
lioarded the schooner and libelled her In the sum
have

The Blddeford Journal fought a good fight
against rum and corruption, and having fonght a
similar light here we can appreciate the difficulties
It had to contend with and the heavy odds against
it, but “Tl»rice is he armed that hath Ids quarrel

then dark.

of

St. Johns arriv-

$10,000. Capt. Gilmore was ready to tow to Belfast, blit was obliged to go to Boston to arrange
the difficulty. The schooner has been bonded and
Is probably now on her way to this i>ort, in tow.

girl baby, born
It Is a great year for babies.

a

pounds.

Lodge

of Waldo

composed

and is

be

here next Sunday.

services for
It is

—

dieted

>

quite sickly in this vicinity, but those
mainly the ol der citizens.

j pneumonia,aged

a

and

daughters,

t\\

all married ami

carry
passengers.
00 horse p >wer and she runs tlfteen
hour without dillieulty. Ilcr mime will

changed and -lie will run between P.iingor,
Hampden, Wintcrport and liueksport. She will
la' a splendid iiddition to the numerous line steam
\ essels on the Penobscot.
he

Belfast, have a word to say to those about to buy
clothing, furnishinggoods, huts, caps, etc., as they
do not intend

They

city.

vite the

to

have

be undersold

just received

a

by any
new

one

in the

stock and in-

public, to examine these goods. No. 7s
a girl to do

Main street-V iirst class cook and

table and chamber work are wanted at the Brooks
House, in this city-Mrs. Ford Hay lias an excellent farm for sale two and a half miles from
Belfast-Vienna

Hour, by .Swift Sc Caul, Masonic

Temple, Belfast.
Haim* Timks Daxck. The hard times dance at
the Belfast Opera House in this city last week was
well

music.

The dance

was a success

linancially

to the

gentlemen who got it up.

Pavim; Contract

Awarded.

The

Oak Hill

< iranitc

company, of this city, lias been awarded
to furnish i'10,000 granite
paving
blocks to the Paving Department of Boston, for
$•12 per thosand. The paving are to be used on
one of ti»e parks. There were seven
competitors
and the Oak Hill company was $1
per thousand
lower than any other bidder. The blocks are to be
delivered on the spot where they are to be used.
The company now lias a large number of
paving
blocks ready for shipment and the work of delivwill
soon begin.
The Oak Hill
ering
company
will resume work at their quarry the lirst of
April
the

contract

ami

one gang of men is now at work in the sheds
at the Point. Tills company no doubt will do a
large amount of work the coming summer.

The

!

private school opens next MonShe prepares pupils for the Intermediate* nr

Miss K.l

Fr\e‘-

(irammar

she i-

hools.

si

ll^e

article in last week’s paper

old violins
has attracted much attention among musicians In
this vicinity. Mr. C. H. Crosby has given us a history of liis violin so far as lie knows it. Ills instrument is a Maggini and was brought to this country by an Italian who frequently played with Mr.
Ilanford Crosby, the fattier of Charles II. Crosby,
who was a violinist of note, knew the value of the
Italian instrument, and exacted a promise from
him that when he parted with tlic violin tlmt he,
(Mr. Crosby,; should have a chance to buy it.
Forty-three.years ago Mr. Crosby received a letter
from the Italian to come to Bangor. Mv.C., found
Ids friend sick and poor and bought the violin for
$(•« and his own instrument. Mr. Charles II. Crosby, the present owner, values the violin at *500,
but is not anxious to sell. Recently lie had a letter from a Mr. Perry, of Portland, who agreed to
pay the price provided the instrument was what
it purported to lie. Mr. Crosby packed the violin
and took it to the express office, but his heurt failed him and lie carried the instrument home with
him.
on

following otlieers

teaching.

Lodge of hood Templars was treated to
oyster stew at its last meeting through the
generosity of ( apt. Bratnliall. who has lately
“vanquished the goat.” The lodge i- holding very
interesting sessions and adding members weekiv.
nice

At the Matriarchs Militant fair in Biddeford
which closed Saturday night Bcv. Theodore het
rish, formerly of thi- city, was the winner of the

include the

not

popular clergyman in
Me received a majority

valued at sdiooo.... 1 he Cortland

either Biddeford

have contracted

or >aeo.

Mr.

to

,|.

c.

Burgess

the B di'ast

at

an a-stired
Opera Mouse, tins evening,
A large number of tickets have been -old and the

i-

-uiert-s.

company will be a line one. sanborn's oivhe-tra
w ill give a concert 1 efoiv dancing. whirl; a I me will
be worth the price of admission.

C
the

Dr. and Mrs. M

M. .Jolm-on, ol this city, lea\e
Monday for Montreal. Canada, where they g
to place their 'laughter, Mila May, in thceonyent
of Villa Maria, for a lour year- our-o of in-true
absent

irpri -ed

hand.-oine J•*-ok

"t

F.>rt

Ft

Tuesday

k.

ui'Utbng

j

a

mtani.ta ami

wa.-a

Church and
had warn the

in the floor of the

Blm-nix

city. While Mr. Fleming
of the

o\en

t,

•:

I'-11

-care,

vvu.-

<*\

k tiled.
As ii.-ual much matter of local internet

ill h<

y.

'"uai

ami Am i.

vasion"

(of weeds
something b» -ay

tlie.Boys"

pmident h.v
Liberty
I’rof. Bateman, ami -in,. <-|

,n,;r
t>>

rites of the old L

w

ahin <ia\.

g

ihe(..

|

si< k with

Thurlov

lie I-

attendants.Revival meetinga

oei.ig held

uv

".-ted

I

<

at

sledding

holds much
on

f«

'i

d in

Mr. Wm.

Andrew

(

of real
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Particulars of tiik Accident to Scii. St.
Mr. W. E. Dilworth, of this
city, professional Johns. Last week the Journal reported the colbase ball pitcher, will leave next week for Penn- lision of sell. St.
Johns, of this city, with the Engsylvania state where he will join his team, the Bir- glish iron steamship Fern Holme, off Sandy Hook,
mlnghams, of New York. The club will play a March 17tli. The St. Johns was coal laden, hound
scries of games before the opening of the Inter- from Norfolk,
Va., to Belfast. On the afternoon in
national league.
question the weather was rough with frequent
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patronized by spectators, but the dancers In
costume were few. After the hard times garbs
were laid aside many joined in the dance,
making
a goodly number of couples.
Some of the costumes were very unique. A committee from the
audience, consisting of NY. C. Tuttle, Arthur Wyman and l>. T. (iuptil!, was selected to award the
premiums. The barrel of Hour was given to .James
Know lion and the worsted dress pattern to Mrs.
tJeorge Davis, »a the wearers of the hardest looking costumes. The Mudgctt Bros, furnished the

would not

past four weeks

the

of Labor, of this city, had a supper ! lies of revival
meetings have been lie 1 at the
clams, etc. last Saturday evening. North Church under the charge of Kcv. James
Three barrels of clams were served.
| Washburn, and more than forty sinners and wan
It is reported that the Salvation Army have hired ! derers have seen the need of a Saviour and called

Knights

The

ox

The .Journal has made

Hanseome, the popular purser
Penobscot, to Miss Havener, of Winter
port, is announced, and it is said the marriage hells
will ring soon-“Our George’’and Mrs. Quimby
have received many congratulations from distant
friends on the advent of Miss Kate Chase Quimby.
Mrs. F. A. Gilmore and daughters of this city,
went to Boston last week and will return home in
sell. St. Johns ...I)r. S. W. Johnson, of this
city,
who has been for a season in the New York hospi
tal returned home oil Saturday....Col. W. IL Fogler, of this city, is in Boston on law business....
Mayor Burgess, who Is in Boston, will return

of steamer

—

News

Whose advertisement appears In this Issue Is
beautiful bay standard bred stallion, 5 years old,
It: hands high, weighs 1100 lbs. anti Is a striking
example of wliat lias been aecomplislied within
the past few years In the State of Maine in the
improvement of our horses. An analysis of his
pedigree shows most fashionable breeding, being
twice “in" to llainbletonian and both times,
urefatant lines twice “in” also,
through
to Mumbrino Chief—one cress
being that through
the great Almont, than which no better horse ever
lived, an<l the other cross Is the same that produced the fast and game trotter, Edwin Thorne, 4.16}*.
Hu also has a cross to l'llot, Jr., and with Maud S,
Jay Kve Sec and others of like Ilk as examples of
the value of the blood of Pilot, Jr.—ami all this
built upon the rugged and speed.producing blood
of Maine’s greatest horse, Gen. Knox. All who
have seen this young horse fully realize that he is
not
a liorse of pedigree, but one of marked
Individual merit, and worthy of his
breeding. Ills line size and good bone development, coupled as It is with much style and flnlsn,
together with liis perfect trotting gait are the ad
miration of all who see him and leave no reason
to doubt of bis success, both as a trotter and a
sire of trotters as he has a magnificent
array of
s|iccd-prodiirers In all back crosses, and It Is a
law lu breeding that like produces like, or like
same ancestors, hence the
of breeding
to fashionable well bred stallions. Waldo
county
breeders wishing to breed to one of the best bred
stallions In New England will do well to call and

Uengulcy

als.,
Boston. Albert II. Maddocks, Oldtown, to Minnie
It. Lurrabce, Jackson. Phebc A.
Perry, Burnham, to Oscar E. Perry, same town. Annie E.
Perry, Burnham, to Isaac B. Perry A als., same
town. Catharine Robinson,
Wlnterport, to David
H. Smith, same town. George R. stover, Belfast,
to Will. 15. Conant. L. Freeman Sliutc,
Biddcforti,
to George II. Smith, Minn. Elias
Skidmore, Liberty, to Amorctt L. Porter, same town. Nellie A.
Skinner, by guardian, St. George, to Nancy C. Colby, Liberty. Charles E. Staples, Monroe, to Betsey J. Colson, same town.
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outside and the type in the cases were coated
with a black sticky substance, and the walls and
ceiling blackened. Not more than a stickful of
type was knocked into pi, the foreman of the
Journal having directed the lircmcn where t«play and thus saved much damage. The editorial
rooms escaped both lire and water, but the smoke
penetrated everywhere and left its mark upon
books and papers.
The lire did not extend to Mr. Haney’s store,
but he is damaged by smoke and removal. During
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new house will be of wood and will cost about $2,

a new sum-

connection with the announcement of

The

complete

at the

Bateman in reply to the Prog. Age next

Prof.

week.

of

agents Messrs. Keating & Field, of this city, are
pleasant gentlemen to do business w ith.
A Montville correspondent iscuds us some criti

director of the

away beneath the lire was soon
under control and by scvmi o’clock was extin-

playing

the line

on

The

Mr. Ben

the smoke to

streams

the

Smith, boss carpenter on the Maine Central,
arrived Monday with his gang of workmen and

to

from the south a handsome Kentucky saddle
did not resemble that of smoke.
horse.
The floor in the press room of the Journal oftiee
The assignee for Harvey I>. lladlock, formerly
immediately over the lire is sheathed with sheet of Bucksport and who is well known here, says
which
Acted
as a check on the flames, and
iron,
that lladlock owes $S,000 in Portland. The first
really was the salvation of the building. When National Bank has a
mortgage of $1,200 on his lithe flames got beyond the limits of the sheet iron
and the Falmouth Hotel has an unpaid
floor they burned through Into the composing brary,
board bill for $1,400. lladlock told his assignee be
room,
llefore this attempts had been made to
would get $300,000 out of the Kiiills valve suit in
enter the second story, but the dense heat and
New York, and that he should come to Portland
smoke drove back all who tried it. Finally the
windows front and

supplying

is

Mr.

sight.

peculiar odor, but it

a

digging

Church street unearthed an iron square that was
no doubt buried when the old Wethcrbee house
was built.
The square is in good condition.

over-

burned through the floor and

was

material in the cellar took lire.

city

of a postal clerk, who is ill,
between Bangor ami Boston.

Mr. .las. II.

The Bowdoin Athletic Association gave ane\hibition in Lament Hall, Brunswick, last Thursday evening. Mr. ,J. B. Pendleton of Belfast is
one of the directors of this association.

rea-

of the

son

year.”

every

crews

prevailing and the rain fell heavily.
The ground iloor of the Journal building is occupied by Messrs. Cates & Stickney, boot ami shoe
dealers, and Charles \V. Haney, clothing and furnishing goods, the Republican Journal Publishing
Company occupying the remainder of the building. The composing and press room is over the
store of Cates & Stickney, and the editorial
rooms over the store of Mr. Haney.
The bui Ming

side.

A

worked with a will, however, and
among those at the brakes to whom we feel indebted for good service in protecting our property
were Messrs. R. H. Moody, Frank W. Patterson
and Thos. B. Dinsmore. A northeast storm was
small

When In

repairs. Sell. Haven, of Islcsboro, is in Dyer’s
Providence, U. 1., subscriber in renewing bis dork where she will receive extensive repairs.
“I
should
not
know
to
how
subscription says:
get Sell. Kiln, of Bangor, arrived Monday and will be
along without the Journal. 1 think it grows better repaired by Carter .'c Co.

dance of water, but the brakes were poorly manned and there was no material to draw upon when
the men became exhausted. Had it been necessary to work the engines much longer this would
have

cast

place

fast.

abun-

an

was

the

on

Mr. F. W. Patterson of this

cargo of ice shipped south this season from Bel-

house, the former playing in frout of the building
and the latter in the

McKeeu sailed last Thursday for
with a cargo of ice. it was the first

Sell. Annie L.

Square, and No.

in Custom House

2 at the reservoir

swanville, aged 1)1 years.

at

Belfast he lived

will

The Brooklyn sardine factory steamer Stella
Pickett, which lias been on the Merchants Marine
railway in this city all winter, lias been launched.

No. 5

Sunday

on

bing.

a

department responded,

have the iloor.

of Palermo

whistle thought It was the regular morning whistle which blows at fifteen minutes before six. As

The fire

waves now

Governor liodwell has appointed Fred E. Spratt
a justice of the peace and quorum, and
John P. Wellman of Camden a trial justice.

poorest fire'alarm of which we have any recollection. A few blasts were sounded from the whistle
at Mathews Bros, sash and blind factory, but not
a bell was sounded, and many who heard the

was over.

Polar

Vicinity.

missed by her many friends.
llancy is
insured for $1,000, and as his damage is from
We have received another letter from “A memCm mu Notes. |{ev.d. lb Adams, of iiangor,
smoke it is hard to estimate the loss. The Repubber of Sayward Lodge,'’ in reply to one from Mr.
The following facts cannot fail to he of much inwill preach at the North church next Sunday
lican Journal Publishing Company is insured for Benj. Ames, but as it has became a mere personal
terest to all those who feel the burden of taxation board the boat was in as good shape when the anmorning and evening. In the afternoon the Sacchor was
off Queenstown as when it was $4,000. Loss probably $300. The building owned controversy between two members of the
Lodge,
heavily upon them, it lias been no small tiling to raised off dropped
Tompkinsvillc, L. I.
the Misses Simpson is insured for $3,500. Loss both of whom, we trust, have the good of the rament of the Lord's Supper will he administerby
draw these, tacts together from the mass of papers,
I lie Coronet was built lor her
present owner in
ed-In ab-enee of the regular choiratlhc I'nivcrorder at heart, we think they inu.-t realize that it
(bills of cost, mittimuses, Ac.) in the Clerk’s oiliee, 1>85, and is larger than the Dauntless and should about $500.
outsail her. she measures 133 feet over all, 123
Some petty thieving was done from Cates & would not he prolitable to continue it further salisi church, a children’s choir was formed, conbut they can be relied upon, clerical errors except
IVol water line, 27 feet beam, 12 feet 4 inches depth
Stiekney’s stock of boots and shoes, and the offi- through the columns of the press. We will simply sisting of twelve lads and misses led hy Miss b\ L.
ed. After carefully looking over the papers J com- and 12 feet 0 inches draught.
Comparing her with
Davis, ami the congregation have appreciated their
the Dauntless, she is 10 feet longer overall and is cers took a pair of shoes from one person, but in- say that the first letter was published without
the
well
as
as
I
pared
result,
could, with the Com- a lso o feet 5 inches
longer on the water line. She stead of arresting him gave him a parting kick.
the knowledge of Mr. Rich, and that Mr. Ames has excellent singing the past two Sundays. They will
missioners docket, and found a substantial agree- has 1 foot 5 inches more
beam than the Dauntless,
continue
to sing until the regular choir is reorganA former lire in the Journal office occurred on not visited or written thisollieeto learn the identity
I fe6l sure that the results stated ran be but is 3 feet 1 inch deeper, and her draught is the same
ment.
a> the Dauntless. The Dauntless was built in 180G
the 22d of January, 1KJ4, and is thus recorded in of “A Member,’’ etc. The latter writer we know ized.
a few dollars out of the way at most,
though the and is a keel schooner of 120.40 tons, new measureWilliamson’s History: “At ten o’clock in the to he a devoted friend of the temperance cause,
cold facts appear so astounding.
Mr. Gilkev, the American l-.xpress agent in this
ment. She measures 123 feet II inches over all, 110
in what she has written we are sure she was
I have carefully separated drunkenness from feet 7 inches water line, 25 feet 7 inches beam, 0 forenoon a lire broke out in a wooden building on and
city, has had some exciting cat and dog experiences
feet 3 inches deep, and 12 feet 0 inches draught.
Main street, which stood upon the ground now actuated by tiie best of motives.
other crime, and the cost below is that simply of
of late. Iiecently a box addressed to Boston and conShe is built of wood. The race was for $10,000 a
covered by store No. 21, opposite the American
cases where the mittimus alleges drunkenness.
We have before made mention of the handsome taining a large black “coon” cat was brought in.
side.
The betting generally was In favor of the Daunt- House, occupied by John Dorr, publisher of the
There is food here for thought.
model steam tug made by Mr. Frank Wiley of this Mr. < iilkey thought the eat did not have air enough
or rather in favor of her veteran
skipper, Workingmen’s Advocate. The lire originated from
COST OF IdJI'NKKNMISS is WAl.lHl (OI XTV 1*1 K- less,
city, but the receipt from Tuttle, our skilful Bel and took oil' the cover. When he undertook to catch
apt. Samuels. Capt. C. 1*. Crosby ot the Coronet a defective
I NO 1886.
and
the
was
chimney,
upper
portion
fast photographer, <f a line picture of the littie that eat she hit and scratched until Frank was
although a thorough seaman, has hail no
Board of prisoners.$1858.75 ence in yachting. It is said, however, thatexperiin his soon in flames, which communicated to the con- craft
suggests a few lines additional. Mr. Wiley blcedingand mad., but in the end he got her caged.
< Miiiers’ fees for
arresting, Ac.
mameuvering at the start he displayed more judg- tiguous building, containing the Republican Jour**
utilized his spare time during the past two years Tuesday la1 received a
committing. lsi.(>o ment and tact than is usually seen in races near
dog which he look out of
Fees of police judge and trial justices.
New York, and having then taken the lean he kept nal office, and the leather store of Nathaniel Frost. in building the steamer, which is live feet long, the box and before the
44
owner came the animal was
witnesses. 238.75 it in the finish. Capt. Crosby is a native of East- The contents of both buildings were saved in a one foot wide and five inches
deep. The woods much attached to the agent.
port amt Maine people will rejoice over the ictorv damaged condition. In its removal, the
Total cost.£;i748.41
printing used in her construction were pine, Spanish cedar,
he has won.
of
Mr. II. Uidor I laggard, the Knglisli author whose
the
Journal
was
press
and
the
The
Dauntless
broken,
crossed the finishing line at
\ otcrs, cut out this table, paste it in your hats
types mahogany, black walnut and red cedar. The boat
0 45 p. m., March 28, thirty hours behind the of both establishments were knocked into
is complete in all its details and appointments. books many of our people are now reading, has
pi.”
and keep it there, that when you remove them to Coronet.
Her actual time on the passage was 10
The engine has a
wipe your sweaty brows, you may see this and re- days, I hour, 48 minutes and 13 seconds. All on
by ‘2 inch cylinder, and the been called upon by the Ball Mall Hazetre for an
Transfers In Ural Estate.
flect that a portion of your toil at least is your just board arc well and the yacht Is in as good shape
little steamer will make about three miles an hour. explanation of an alleged striking resemblance
as when she left Owl’s Head, nothing having been
The following arc the transfers in real estate, in She will have a trial trip in the harbor as soon as between “She” and Moore’s “Kpieurean,” and
penalty for electing a sheriff who trill not and de- carried away. She experienced about
the sai ic
even more for an explanation of dess’ song in his
Waldo county, for the week ending March 2!lth : the weather permits.
clares he trill not enforce the prohibitory law. Re- weather as the Coronet. A comparison of the logs
of the two racers indicates that they followed
last hook, which appeared in the New York
Sarah Cottrell, Belfast, to George W. Cottrell,
flect that almost onc-flfth of your
is
tax
Mr.
J.
county
Albert
Com Ion, now in the West, traveled
about the same course. Caldwell Colt, owner of
hristiau Fnion in Iv71. and was copied into several
caused by drunkenness; that if your sheriff did his tin* 1 burnt less, says he encountered more wind than same town. Geo. W. Colhy, St. George, to Nancy for
Ml*. Geo. \\ Burkett, dry goods dealer of this
Knglisli papers and magazine- at the time. Mr.
duty, the duty he was elected to do, paid to do and lie bargained for. For sixteen hours his boat was C. Colhy, Liberty. Sewell I*. Colhy, Searsmont, city, during the past year and had built
up a large
obliged to lay to. Once she scudded before the to
is travelling in <J\prus and Mrs. II. ha>
sworn to do, you would be relieved of a
large gale under bare poles. < >n the 25th of March a rui
Nancy C. Colby, Liberty. Abner Douglass, jobbing trade. His territory included a circuit o. Haggard
written a reph who h is not accepted by the critics
portion of this galling load. It is really hard heart- of 328 miles was made, which is said to lie the best Scarsport, to George 1.. Closson, same town.
forty miles from Belfast. Last week Mr. Burkett as
ed to ask your sheriff to enforce the law when $1,- ever made bv a yacht on the Atlantic. On the 24th
meeting the rase.
Ainos Dennis, California, to A. E. Lovett, same
went on the road himself, making his lirst trip to
the
rolled so badly that the water tank burst
958.75 is his yearly receipt for not doing it. ilis and yacht
State.
Samuel
A.
to
Douglass,
Amarctt
the crew were served with ale, claret and
Hudson,
the eastward and meeting w ith fine success. He i;
Mr. A.(i. limit, of this city, otters for sale his
Jail would be but poorly patronized were the law champagne.
I. l’orter, Liberty. Nancy A. Eastman,
Warren, now having a carpet, curtain, wall paper and dra- handsome hn;.-e on Cedar street, as he intends to
It is thought the race was an advertising dodge
enforced, but remember the poorer the patronage
to Nancy C. Colhy, Liberty. Winfield S.
Greeley, pery sale at his store in this city, of which an- move away. The house is in good condition and
on the part of Mr. Bush, as he now oilers the Corothere the less the drain upon your purses. Would
net for sale at $150,000. Mr. Colt’s losses bv Ills Palermo, to Manic E. Greeley, same town. Clifton
nouncement would have been made in the Journal one of the best in this city..K. I’. Frost A Co.,

names, even in

well. of Boston) In the United States

County's

All the citizens of Waldo County arc not ‘/Taxpayers” though all pan taxes; neither are all “Reducers” though all favor redaction of taxes.

setts Liquor Dealers Association in sending
money to Belfast to carry our city election in
the interest of free mm also made a losing investment.

who at the time of his decease was the oldest
ship owner and captain In Maine and probably
(with the exception of Captain Noble Max-

flying North, ami Maine fDh-

sailing South in quest of mackerel.

Reply

The Marine Journal, of New York, has published an excellent portrait and biographical
sketch of the late Captain John Fatten of Bath,

The

Amount received

The

York liquor dealers sent $50,000 to
Albany to defeat the high license bill, and now
charge that their agents pocketed the cash and
allowed the measure to pass. The Massachu-

New

$ 331.20

BiVIlir.

five

on the wooden screen
oprint ions.$7,242.85 hung
Expenditures. 6,011.65 lar, the hands indicating that

the

The Scientific American illustrates an Improved Grate Blower. Belfast can furnish an

lhr Jt 'jrnal

A pi n

—

to

perance reformers and have not been active in
the temperance cause, but they have seen howl-

ing drunken

Mayflower

la

half-past

About

his team did

..

7 «j s
Sq le V eal b'
12 g 14 Wool, wasiied b' ll», .TJrj.aa
14 Wool, unwashed, jl.rj.'i
12gI I Wood, hard,
4.tMt35.no
I2g 14 Wood, soft,
tt.OUgii.AO

He tail Market.

Heef, corned, t.r/ tt.,
7g!
Hutter Salt, tf box,
l>
.V
Corn t*1 bush.,
(‘racked Corn If bush., ;V
.*>•*
Corn Meal fe' hush.,
Cheesed lt»,
h‘*glv

lit tail Market.
Mine If hhl.,
Hat Meal by It
( hiions p tl.,

1.00g 1.05

5

34
til,kerosene,b“ jral.,log la
Polloeklft?
,|i, q |
Pork If tt*.
Ogltt
Cotton Seed %* cwt., I..'l; Plaster lr hill., l.tMtn I.in
a
Cod list:, dry,
tk,
5gi live Meal b» It,
(Iranberrles if «|t1*31: shorts b" e\vt
1.1.5
11 &1» smrar tiy iti,
< 'lover Seed V tt>,
n
Flour •if bid
45
a.OOgli.2.' •Stilt, T. I b* Imsh.,
II. C. Seed V bu.,2.:’,Og2.4i sweet Potatoes |f il»,:p9« |
12 Wheat Meal If lb, .P.gt
it>,
1»it
Lar.yf
1

Newspaper Notes.
The La-tern
:it<- seems to haw returned to tae
fourth estate.
In other words, to now have an experienced hand at the helm.

Hello! Hello!

HOOD’S,

We did adopt a
|uit> from th Kennebec Porno■ra; to llr t lit ease of a tramp manufacturer in
llelfr.-t : 1 »nt we are •'iirprised to learn that it was
poetry. \N c promise m»t to do so any Moore.

greater bargins than ever in

For Sunn Wear

«»eea*ionaliy some laborineman stops hi- paper
and jrive*- its as a reason that he d<>e- not have time
to read ii. We have taken thelrotilde t" enquire in
t"the habits ot some of these terribly busy men.
i liiitl that they too often spend their cv'enin»
■!:;11k 1 •»ur ho- w ash and loulin" around billiard
:■«•«>ii.-. \\ Jiii« their Sumlays are occupied in readme’dime novel'. What a pity i‘i- that -neb peo.
pi-- art allowed the use <■! the ballot, when they
arc as ignorant
of how to use it as an African
Labor Advocate, Lewiston.
sava.ee.
a

Just received. Ages li to Hi years.
All Prices from $1.7R to $S.OO.

■

FURNITURE!

New

Styles

R. H. COOMBS’ & SON.
Having made large additions to our former
salesrooms, we are in better condition than ever
to show our many

POUT <»F BKI.l\\<T.
AKUIVK1*.

>Hi. \. W. Fiil*. liv.ler, Blue Hill;
i lllM -ton. Bn -toll.
***<-I I. -•. l*oinler. if.. Bullock. Boston.
J>
_’7
Penobscot. (after. Bo.-ton ; Flla,
i.

:•

Mar

Match

liax

The importance of purifying the Mood eanl>e overestimated, for without pure
blood you cannot enjoy good health.
At this season nearly every one needs a
good medicine to purify, vitalize, and enrich
the blood, and Hood’s Sarsaparilla is worthy
It is peculiar in that it
your confidence.
strengthens and builds lip the system, creates
an appetite, and tones the
digestion, while
it eradicates disease.
Clive it a trial.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla i" sold by all druggists.
Prepared by C. 1. Ilood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

j
I

1 Vn.lli ton, lslesboro.
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Honest

BOYS'

WE A It.

w

it!i

t 'a

t.irrii lump. \ear-. I have r <• ;*., .l yrcat henellt
Iv an tiie IK* i-f Ih’ll’.->a; sap.*'! ill
.»» el-. |
bottle.

luthi-cliy. March 2J, b\ Kuv. Cm. hi. Tufts, Mr.
V. li. Nea
t « hitia ami Mrs. Margaret s. JaekItelfas;.
i.i i' li <loin. by Non. J. I>. Lam-ou. Mr. ‘-tcphcii
A 1 > uyia.--ami Mi--F.mma A. I d, c m -th o| l 'nit \.
In Samly Point. March 2J, by I*' IP Hayyrlt. Mi
«te.*ry
<*U! y
i Mis> Mar\ I. \
i
-m.. both
of -aid'. P 11;t.
In IP** kia'i'l, March 21. < baric-; >. Coomb-, of
Pock lame aid Liiclla M. Jenm -. of Moimoc.
11! In Kiah'i. March 20. Milhnru M. Halil,aye ami
l.i//.ic Tra-k, !»ot!i of Poeklaml.
In H;<
kiyn Center. Minn., March lb. Jo-cph W.
V>ni-. of HmnkL n < enter. ami Mr- Ailelahle W.
Keatiny, of li ickiaml.
In \Val«|oI'.»ro March 12, John \V. >, hwart/ aid
Ai !clh* Vose. both of Wahlohoro.
In Peer l-!c. March li. (heoryc W.
Colby ami
Mi-. ( onlelia Petce. both of ,»eer l-le.
In Pnion. Mar li a, William *». ( umminys ami
I. da t
Hal!, both of Appleton.
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I -lull cniitinm’ t.1 make
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YOUNG

TASSELS

THE

sporially

LOOK US OVER
will give yoK. MORE for your money

1

we

call

you

GRADES-'-

IN

IlltANCilKS

ALL ITS

A

•".mi! will show

an

fifieii’s Stylish 4-Buttan

5th—1That we handle the W. L. DOUGLAS
♦3.00 shoe in Button, Lace and Congress.

0th—That

we have GENUINE Kangaroo
Shoes in wide and narrow toes—very
soft and easy to the feet.
7th—That we have a SURE CURE FOR
CORNS.

HATS.

8th—That

we shall allow the discount of 10
per cent, only on CASH sales.
IRb -That our Spring Goods are. not sub
ject to the discount.
lyrlo

an

FRENCH BROTHERS,

than

about APRIL 15th, JOHN H. PRAY,
CARRIAGES! On
SONS & CO of Boston, propose to give

Proprietors.

!

Saclt

>

<

v

Suits

For Sjtriiir/ anil Slimmer

Hear!

«■

Made in New York city by .Journeymen Tailors
and c«|ual ill all respects to ( I S'i'OM WORK,
at Mi
II LESS than vou can have them made.
1 will also keep my l Si'A K LINE of

■

e

1

|

Tailor

<

my

twenty

■

^iade

or

Designs

<

Son,

AM) TO TIMS KM) SHALL

Undersell Every Reliable Dealer

Belfast, Feb. 1ft, 1S<7.—*2uiC
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CURE

Vienna]
They dn say that VIENNA FLO I'll is
the VEIIY HE ST that they hare, eeer

Swift cfc

s

HEAD

^clie tin y would be almost pt ireleso to those who
autb fr in this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, nnd those
who once try them will find these little lulls valuable in so many ways that they will not no willing
to do without them. Hut after all sick head

Is the bane of so mu;.
make our great boats.
others do not.
Carter's Little
very easy to take.

I id rant, March

nor

tonished at the

one

and SILVIilt WATCIIK3. Mr. II. Isjust opening a very
large assortment of the best American makers. In

a

Now Is the lime to get

a

little money.

—than

are
or two

pills

T SIIAI.L BE AT THE HIGH HCIIOOI, ROOM
1 In t'nion District, Hears port, Saturday, April
nth, at U o'clock A. M., for the mirposc of examining any who intent] teaching in town the present
year.
A. F. SWEETSER, Supervisor of Schools.
Sow-sport, March 81, 18S7.—2wl3

Wanted.;
A FIRST-CLASS COOK.
And a Girl lo do table aad ekaariker work.
Kminirait the

£BOOK8 HOUSE.
Itelfast March 24,I8H7—2wl2

ASSORTMENT

before,

as

tcell

as-

We hare
smoke

some

I MKAN IT.

|-

hrj")'r thrlf <!)'< }K(iiltcd <Hill

trhich

on

tee

Also all tne NEW ami

DESIRABLE shades In

RIBBONS FOR MILLINERY!
And those in want of

am

tdliny the truth.

we

a

LOWEST PRICES

THAYER &

SETTING, $2.00;

HIGH STREET,
Feb. 23,1S87.—lyrMis

BE LEAST.

In. Sill, Ferry & Go.,
Searsport Steal Faint Manufactory,
full supply of stock on hand and arc
prepared to furnish Taints of all colors ground
to order, for inside or outside work.
They also
keep on hand a full line of

one member off our jinn is in the.
Y>>rk market all the time, tee yet the

NE WEST STYLES.and buy iny to the best
can sell to our customers at Hr iny

adranfuyr
prices.

CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

J (-.

VARNISHES.
HARD OIL,
Isiwest market

STAINING.
PIANO POLISH.
price*. ..-Kni-miragc home

industries....
Scars|ioH, March 29,1887.—2ml»

MIST-CLASS

plan.

and

B.

F.

any

Como jiml

CEO.

It’nllK.

81 & 83 Main St.,

S«‘«‘ 31c.

BELFAST,

awirs

STOP

WELLS' !

II ith all the latest improvements, warranted in

every

PRICE

—

SELLING

THAN

LESS

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.
Belfast, March *24, 1887.—12

Chance !

us a

soil you

wo can

just

as

FLOUR,
everything usually kept

B.

F*.

AS.

-grocery store

T.ow

as

lirst-class

as-

be bout/hf elsewhere.

can

SWIFT & PAUL,
MASONIC TEMPLE.

*

bragging about—
FKKSII Cltol’XD.
all

*

Clocks,

Water Works Bonds.
PUCE PAR AND INTEREST,
First Mortyaye anil ynarantecd by
the Water Works anil Guarantee

Cap-

ttWCTini
$1050 worth of Hood's Sarsaparilla!
$800 worth of Brown’s Sarsaparilla!

Jewelry

T E M1’ L E

BETTEHTHAN EVEU,
we

by

the past year, an<l all other PATENT
MEDICINES in proportion.

us

A. A.

HOWES At CO.

House for Sale.
| WttBM

The subscriber offers for sale
his dwelling house on Cedar St.
The house is In excellent condition and needs no repairs,
lias
lieen newly painted.
It is lilted
with all modern
hot and cold water,
bath room, brick cistern holding forty hogsheads.
The French roof is sluted and the cellar l>ottoin
cemented. A good well of water. The house is
only two minutes walk from Postoflice. I am talking business, for 1 am going West. Terms $1,000
down, balance in one, two or three years. Come
and examine the premises.
A. G. HUNT.

improvements,

Belfast, March 29,1887.—13

COMPANY

HARTFORD, CONN.,

on Mac 31st Uav of December, 1886, made to the
STATE of MAINE.

AItK AS FOLLOWS :

United

States and state Stocks and

Bonds.

OCAllANTEK it better than any Hour
in Ilclfast.

Hartford Hank Stocks.
Miscellaneous Hank Stocks.
Corporation and Railroad Stocks and

Bonds.
and Water Bonds.
Real Estate.
Loans on Collateral.
Loans on Real Estate.
Assets

Loans on Collaterals.
Accrued Interest.
Total Assets.

$9,5<i8,839.56

711,050.00 Railroad Co’s Stock ami Itomls.
19,491.09 Ijoans on Real Estate.

Accumulated Interest and Rents..

.$4,700,928.01

LI A11ILITIE8.

Cash Capital.$2,000,000.00
Reserve for Outstanding Losses.
203,f»lM).30
Reserve for Re-Insurance.
1,4S3,!K*2.fi4
Net Surplus. l,022,34f>.(>7

Assets.$4,700,02S.GI
II. KELLOGG, President.
1>. W. C. SK1LTON, Secretary.

State of Connecticut,
Countv of Hautforo.

(

\

Hartford, Jan. f»th, 1887.
Personally appeared, II. Kellogg, President,
and I). W. C. Ski I ton, Secretary, »»f said Ph<enix
Insurance Company, and made oath to the truth
of the foregoing Statement, by them subscribed,
according to their best knowledge and belief.
Before me,
M. N. CLARK, Notary Public.
3wl3
KKATING & FIELD, Agents,

H.

HOWES &

A.

E.

CO.

MCDONALD

Losses adjusted and not due.
Losses unadjusted.
Re insurance Fund
Return Premiums, Agency Commission, etc.

$46,023.81
204,974.51
1,808,187.21

Total.

$2,118,618.19

Total Income of 1886.

$3,059,277.64

Trial Expenditures for 1886.

$2,947,455.93

KEATING A FIELD, Agents,

HAS THE FINEST

STOCK OF

R0C0MEC0!
Bay llorse, foaled June 20, 1SS2 ; 10 hands high,
weighs 1100 pounds.

and EYE GLASSES

Sired bv GEN. WITHERS. 1st dam.Katy Boone,
by DANfEL BOONE; 2d dam, Lady DcMerrctt,
by Gen. Knox; 3d dam by old Eatou.
Gen. Withers (public trial 2.3030, bv* Alinont,
(sire of thirty-two in 2.30 list), dam by Hitchcock's

city.

Particular attention paid to
-eye.-

Masonic Temple,

When

*

fitting the

Belfast, Me.

You

*

Want

CANNED GOODS,
^Pickles, Catsup, Sauces,^
COOKING EXTRACTS, 4c.,
-GO TO-

Paul,

Masonic

Temple

FARM FOR SALE.
A farm 2M miles from the Belfast PostofHce, on Waldo avenue,
85 acres of land, about
one-half under cultivation, cuts35
|
tons of
raises about 100 bushels of jipples, grafted fruit, good well of water,
small wood lot, house, shed and barn connected and
in good repair, is offered for sale. Terms easy to
suit the purchaser. Apply on the premises to
MRS. FORD GAY.
Belfast, March 31,1887.—3w 13*

MAKE

THE

SEASON OF

1887

Bra. STODDARD &

regards Policy Holders....$534,*246.04
Capital (Cash). 100,000.00

as

over

Guarantee

SUMMARY

Capital.$434,246.04

Masonic Temple,
I>R. Q. IV.

STODDARD.

DR. A. O.

light

i

KRATIN0 A FIKLI), Agents,
RAZORS. SCISSORS

!
FOIt SALK LOW MV

db Go.

AMI SIIKARS.

Mr. limey at his Jewelry sure Is laAlag a
large sale Ur three celehratei electric goeAe.
Castoaers orAerlag thea Urea loag Alslaaces, If
yoa waat a real gooA thlag Aea’t All to try thea.

Belfast,

Mau
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ANDREWS.

Haring recently made

The cow is lookinp line as silk,
And pives a splendid mess of milk.
A better cow is seldom seen,
She is fed and milked by Lenny Lean.

'urge purchase of fine

a

#/} Don't forget that we keep as good a stock of
goods as is kept in Waldo county, and we mean
business every time. Thanking the public for
their very liberal patronage in the past, we hope
for

a

continuation of the

same.

UKSPEUTFl

l.l. Y,

E. L. BEAN & Co.,

I

am

prepared

to

offer

soon

Searsmont, March 1, |R<7.—4*2tf

ASTONISHING BARGAINS.
My goods

Wholesale

& Retail

are

all bought and selected with great

Dollar

Made to Order.

or

this season, and

my strict VERSOXAU attention to the retail trade.

$3 PANTS,
In Stock

care

every (Jarmcnt is GUARANTEED as represented or money refunded.
I guarantee my prices on the ,N\I ME guiltily of goods to be ‘Hi to 30 per
Shall give
cent, less than -an be bought of any other store in llelfast.

stamps at once and by return mail
receive circulars, samples of cloth, direcself-measurement, the very unique progressive labor picture card representing labor in
76, ’86, ’96, and a fine linen tape measure. The

Don't

spend

a

for

&

Clothing, Hats, Caps

Furnishing Goods,

Send 3 2-eent

you will
tion for

pants we offer at $3, arc wonderfully cheap, only a
manufacturer buying goods direct from the mills,
would

pretend

to

give

goods

such line

at

so

low

a

Pocket the middlemen’s profits yourself

figure.

by sending your orders

CLARK, BcRiiMt,
Frank S. Sherman, of Camden,
.—ANl

•—

lllaekington, of Rockland,

have the

Until you hare

New

my stock and

seen

Boston

VALISES,
prices.

Clothing Store,

to

A.

O. K.

TRUNKS &

$3.00 Pants

on

sale at their stores.

Belfast, March 10, 1S87.—6m4(»

II Phoenix Row, MARK ANDREWS,

Prop., Belfast,

When You Want Good

TOBACCO, CIGARS,
NUTS,

Confectionery, F rnit,&c.
-gallon-

Imve a large lot of Sea Fowl (iuano put up In
Imgs of KH) pounds each whieli we guarantee*
as good or better than any (iuano on the
market, and we are; selling It 1A >W.

We

SWifT £ S AUL,

Belfast, Me.

STODDARD.

April 49,1880.—17tf

Howes

This camipany insures the safer classes of
prnperty only, anal pays alnnmge occasiamcal bv
3wl3
1 nlug, though mt marks of lire he visible.

j

Belfast, Me.

■ <

COATS, UMBRELLAS, TRUCKS, &c.,

RUBBER

MARK

If you want poods come buy them now,
And pet a puess on weipht of cow.
Now look and sec what you’re about,
For the 12th of April the cow is out.

\V.

OF ASSETS.

AT

DENTISTS,

-BUY YOURthe Jlnest in the world, every pair warranted, at
H. E. MCDONALD'S,
Masonic Temple.

Surplus

STODDARD,

STOPM

—SCISSORS and SHEARS!—

$24,996,005.73

Risk,

Real Estate.$*25,000.00
Bank Stock.
Ncvouh II oii mo Stublc, Mortgages and Deeds of Trust. 97,668.00
77,200.00
United States Bonds.
.51,400.00
SEARS MONT, MAINE.
State, County, City, anal other Ilonals_ 196,3*27.50
Kail road Bonds and Stocks. *241,076.50
3,000.00
TERMS, *20.00, TO WARRANT. All mures ills- N<»tcs Receivable.
Interest Accrueal, etc.
6,961.25
posed of before foaling will be considered with Sundries,
Clash on Hand.
0,974.49
foal. AH accidents and escapes at owner’s risk.
2*20.04
Balance in Agents’ Hands, net.
P. R. NEVENS, Searamont. Me.
$710,827.78
March 31, 1887 —13
Dividends on Polhdcs for one year.*20 per au?nt.
three years..40
I
**
'•
five years....60
I

comprising
hay,

STOP!

Surplus

Guarantee

Daniel Boone (record 2.31), by Hamhletonian
(sire of forty In 2.30 list); dam, famous Old Kate,
by Be Hair.
WILL

STATEMENT

Cash Assets.$710,8*27.78
Reserve for Reinsurance....$174,*27*2.13
All other Liabilities.
‘2,309.01—$176,581.74

Ashland.

Hats, Caps,

ami in fact all kinds of merchandise usually
kept in a country store, and sell as low as any
one, if not lower, quality considered.

Belfast, Me.

MASS.
JANUARY 1, 1887.

Amount at

We have

59,432.66

Fire Insorance Co.,
Holyoke Mutual
BALRM,

STANDARD BRED, No. 2407.

Goli, Steel, & Celtirii Spectacles,
In the

ANNUAL

Also

a/l /. iiiils in prims <(ni/ i/ii'iftfii In suit

Surcingles, Halters, &c.,

YOU US

Risks written during the year.$288,693,417.00
Risks outstanding.
295,887,914.00
Risks written iu Maine during the
year.
5,836,458.00
Premiums received in Maine in 1886.
79,582.56
Losses paid in Maine in 1886.
78,961.92

Belfast, Me.

Still4 and Soft

WHIPS,

I.IAHILITIE8:

..

T»)TA L

.v/:ir sto< k

& Lap Robes, Horse Blankets,

$358,336.70
036,516.64
374,380.20
349,850.00
1,822,440.00
1,486,836.00
4,184,360.00
43,595.00
H.lso.tNl
1,345.02

Rank ami Trust Co’s Stock.

52,120.00

1-4, 3. 4 I -2 and 5 dollars each.

3wl3

A.

of

$4,000,000.00

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS :
183,025.32
Ols.ooo.no lteal Estate unincumbered.
354,095.00 Cash on hand and in Rank.
Cash in Agents’ hands.
2,099,185.00 Vnited States Securities.
110,750.00 State, City and Town Stocks and
Ronds..
210,321.98

.\.

i

Shirts, Neckwear & Furnishing Goods

Buys—

dollars

Men & Boys’ Suits and Odd Pants

Jap

THE-

Mk INSURANCE COMPANY,

...

Good Luck Flour

$200 worth of Ayer's Sarsaparilla! Swift &
SoM

ANNUA L STATE MIC XT
-OF

Co.

left that we can sell lower than can he boupht
elsewhere in New Fnpland. We also have

THE

on

T«»tal Cash

In the city, at the LOWKST PRICKS. Call and get
prices. Hn trouble to show goods.

ami

ASSETS OF THE

OF

Hand, in Rank, and with
Agents. $350,381.22 Capital Stock all Paid up,

Cash

County, City,

And SILVER WARE

M A SONIC

Fa.

AU STB ACT

CO.,

<fe

Street. 3 BUFFALO ROBES 3

Main

THE

OF

HARTFORD, CONN.,
On the 31st day or December, ISM.

Carries (he lines! assortment ol

More of that Best

Company of Fit.tsburyh,
ful $500,000.

WELLS,

Itclfust, Feb. 3, ls<7.—Itf

OF

a

3-4,

13 Men’s Reefers!

PIKE NIX INSURANCE

in

I

each.

prices.

i dou.m::

to \.ir/

ir<-j»si,■r,; ir,,i, i.mhh:

at thr fiilloulni; prices—Men's 3 3-4,
5 1-2, 7,1. II. Ill anil 12 dollars each.
2, 2 1-2, 2 3-4, 3. 3 1-4. 4.4 1-2 and 7

at low

ir.i.v/

COST.-

57 Men and Bars' Overcoats Spring Clothing,

2

MOMENT!

WILL >OT UK IM>KI5^0LI)

4. 5, •"> 1*2, 0 and 7 1-2 dollars cadi.

All marked down. Our dteapest One Dollar Switches marked down to
02c. tl e have a large stock of NEW GOODS, including many
GllAY SWITCHES, which arc about HALF PRICE.

A

E. P. FROST

15 Men’s Ulsters!

-oil :||o-

TIIH
Ami

Watches,

women are

and varied assortment

of llamburgs
before taking stock, we have marked doten every piece at prices that
will ensure a guide sale. Flense give us a call.

STATEMENT

Thompson & Son, h. e. McDonald

A

large

HAMB'JRCS!!

MAINE.

OP-

CLOTHING!

respect, for

Biock,

City
•

this if ynr

,\xi>

THE

-IN

Misses $1.00.

HAMBURG^ ?

W. BURKETT,

3 SETTINGS, $5.00.

intend to sell CHEAP FOR CASH.

:*1> Main Street.
lU'll'ast, .Ian. i:t, ]ss7.—linri

ivc a

BRUSHES.

SETTINGS, $3.50;

than

man.-

iro.vr /»’/•; ju:.\t <>\ vitiri: rot:

STOCK!

NEW SPRING HAT

flCij'As
Netty

Belfast, March 10,1SS7.—4wl0

^JEWELERS>

2

The Capital Stock of the Company,
which is all paid in, is.$2,000,000.00

./. W. FREDERICK «{ CO.

ADAMS,

YOUR

before purchasing, as
keep the LARGEST ASSORTMENT and

-IS PKOVINC.-

KINDS ARE SELLISO AT THE

IMPROVE

LKSS MOM-1 V

-other

on us

will make a

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Jewelry!

TO

$1,25.

MG REDUCTION.

whirh the

-

for CONSIDKUARLK

Avenue.

FROM PRIZE MATINGS of above varieties for sale.

In order to close out our

articles damaged by

COFFEE

Clocks

II

>

[HATSX&IBONNETS)

To ouiivino.o you that

PBOPBIKTOBS OP

ivotloe.

erer

:--

watches,

Doi’cIh'mIc'I'

I

TIME

-OF-

Give

1 vrHhirm

I* as-

great reduction In prices of GOLD

rich pattern of canes.

Liver Pills

-AT-

ill, lss7.—llteovvu

A!l5is [furniture!]

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

VERY

Paul,

Calling at llrrveyN Jewelry More

ea tbai here is where wc
Our pills cure it while

very small nnd
One
innkea dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle* action please all who
use them.
In vials at 12."> cents; five for $1. Sold
l»y druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

hy

MASONIC TEMPLE.

thrill

your goods on the CASH system, and
do not be misled by traveling quacks, who
charge you 200 per cent, on the installment

b,j I am now sending in orders for “C'l'sTO.M
WORK” such as I furnished last year. If you
want anv style built I will guarantee to supply you

LADIES’ PURE RUBBER CIRCULARS!

-and ot prices trhich defy comjn tit ion.--

Headache,yet ( nr;< ~! ::1 l.iver Pills arc equally
valuable in <tousiip.ition, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaint, whim they also correct
alldisorti. :* of the stomach. stimulate the liver
an 1 regulate the bowels,
lb. in if tiny only cured

or ALL

Said

GOOD

‘-good-

Philadelphia

tine Watch for

neither burned out, smoked out,
-dmmned out in-

H'ck licadnrho ami relieve all the troubles Incident. to a bilious Mate of the eystrtn, each an Di*ziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating,
Pain in the Side, Ac.
While their moat remarkable success has b»*en shown in curing

--*

used.

-

will do well to call

o

exhibition, including

Buy

-Wl. NOW offki:-

Tie Fire of Dec. 16,1886,

at t•

THE

IS

>»

AT

but still Her. and are offering a llI(i(iE/l
-o nd It ETTElt stork
off-

■

.\vv?

thru you iritt know I

S'ALL.

AND

all Information given.
WYAXDOTTKS selected regardless of cost, d yar«ls—come and see them.

WATER!

.•

I ;.*■ Idr.-e-iiia-ti d e.*i.tre-hoard
o.i
L <
French, owned by Frank VV. B*-nc.
o," other-, oi
\.
llavei. ( 'Mm and to be
-i
,l,i.
: ie:ieh. of boi-kinnd. was
ii.
VIa:*-.i J■ Mt t in-yard of I. M. Hogan
it d
H'-r d; men.-inn- are. length US.2, breadth
•b
-e |-|
At Wi- asset March
•I M tuepe-ter M.-ivne-, a line four masted
oi
; toil-, •i.-oiieii tin- Andrew Adam-.
She.
11\ ( apt. \ndrevv Adam-of
nm: tided
till.
fm W lioni -he is named.
-i
u
\-->
1*7diiti Melntvre, Hodgai ,•!•• :
If* ?n charleston to ISaraeoa
>. n.
*"* -’I
a a 1-.
Daisy I., barklinr.-t,
Hooper. -.!.!•"! irom Baltimore March t» ami
ii A-I-*., w ail g tsi. making the run in 16
!.. \ iiiiie I-. * "1,1 n. < apt. seaward, sailed
N
o; i'
li. a: no* u March > for Ualtia
.arm : ig ttu-n- d
irgeil jihm* barrels of
d witti •.i-j.'i ton- of coal,
p■!
'•!■ e.day the -J!-t, tor Forts
on;
n- on
o'
rived t e■!■■ on Friday, tin* -2.7tli.at
F ns
ia! ing the round trip in *17 days.
•> del int !:•
W ecklv
i ui.l i!
a
Freight ( ir"a.
!-.i
A I»«;r:r* —. New V »rk. for the week
V!.
-I.
Lumber tonnage to the biver
F.
id :..;ii
in m- derate demand, but as own
o!
ii. medium -tz<- w—el- aia: endeavoring t"
iin better rate-, -hiuper- are disposal to take
'mage oi
n-ger
apa-ny at old figures, liat".al i-.,: go ik nee are v\ itlnmt special eliange.
a!
!*«r.-'/:I trade more interest in l.nmlier ship
1
to oi :a south i- shown, with charters emu
"
t o tie :, e to b o. tiie pe.rtienhir- of whiehtsiv
.'i:
thoagii umler.-tood on basis ofSIa for
< art ier.-,
bate- lor general cargoes hence
"dig •I'ill-.'V. ha! better.
Sugitl* and Molasses
t" mago from Cuba p
t- is in better request, with
: Lit
improM mi nt in rates noted. Outward
ire yet -paring!v "tiered; from Pliiladeb
qiioted mi I.ii,pt\ Hhds.,again-t 70 cents
Dthi-i' W'e-t India trades quiet. Windward
d'-igdit- are slow, hut a- suitable vessels are
i". foi!
pm v ion- rat*-.- are demanded. In coast
u
Lumber freight- there* i- less doing, ami
,V"igh L, market is easi'*r in tone, no positi\ e dehi." ha
euri .-d. shippers for the moment arc
■I.
oal freights remain quiet.
p '-.-il t'i hold of.
\
i- have be* :, wanted to load stone to Sabine
Fa- am! baiin»ad It on to (falvestoii, and business
reported it .-s-j.'i t on the former and £4 on the
liter, the la-t showing quite an improvement.
I.oial ('harti'i-s.*—!i.
Beiij. Fal»**ns (»H7 tons,
N'-u V o: k t<* ( ardena-. -hooks, is rents, ami lumber -1. ami b.
to a port north of II:itt«*ra.-. not
ea-t of New 7
-tigar, .-'.F2.7; option of bags, 1.7
"«*nt-.
Brig 11. (
'»ihlev, lroin Boston to J*ort
‘■pain. I'-*-and genertil cargo, private terms. Sell.
Hattie MeU. Bark I om -an Domingo to New* York,
Sugar, r'4,.7n-. Schr. li. (.. Moseley, from
Portland to ( aili.irien, Cooperage, private terms.
-nr- W> t-ste-.- Barnard, and Sarah k. Davis, from
port d dinson to Salem. ( oal, K7 cents and dis* barge,
-eh. A. Ilayford, from
to
Wareham. ( oru, deeiit-. schr. Stella M. Kenyon,
at New York, from Darien to New Yolk, Lumber,
si;
five wharfage. Sell. Lester A. Lewis, New
7 "t k to Key West and Pensacola, general cargo,
"*o and
loaded. N-hr. Maggie. Andrews from
Belfast, Me., to Charleston, Hay. private terms,
and back to Baltimore, Phosphate |{nck, £*2.
n*

*

1

WE HAVE .JlsT RECEIVED A

Ab olutely Ps;ro.
This i>uw<h'r nou r vario-. A man*-! of purity,
i;«.!<
Mini
i•;i■ i~.
M.nv oronomu al
>tn*njjrth
than tin* onlinary kin«i», ami c/mnot linsohl inmnipetition with t;..'' n.ultit n<!r of tho low lost, short
wa luht. a''i■ i! or |iho-|ihati:
|iow«iot>. S,,hl mil,/ in

j

<Hl(l

( 'uni‘‘

FOR SALE IN THE SEASON.
CHICKS FOR SALE IN THE SPRING

■

rorrcNpondence solicited

•.

-*

vi

YOU

Kalish,

STItEET, HE I, FAST.

Ml IX

—

■

GROCERY,

-|VOF KVKR SAW.

/

SMOKE!

«

on

a

Or Portland Wagon,

PKKIX DUCKS—ltankin Strain.

Sntll

v

ti

PLYMOUTH HOCKS— Ilntrkinn Strain.

represent

FIRE!

the bark Abide
ug Aug

Ib-ng K-

aLtta. of boeklaml. in e.dliof the tifteentii witli -ehot.ncr
V..-I. Ml
Bail;, in Mi:-- I liidif- • lianmd,
-ei 11 -d Lv
t'ft i-ee< ih lav Ml'of -ehoolier ( oi a
a!i'.\v
g her actual damage-.
ill!
OI.
Via--.. ’U:- -old T’lr-dav lor £127 to
o.
!!••!• .-ai go
-teel rail- ami pig
p.-r-i'a•.!'■•! c •!o.i;i*i* v' ill probably be -aved thiW;-'-- kei : a\. a eoniraei to deliver what
1(1 pel rent.
1 »i
t ut etvu o! toe White Head life
-iinday m
i•
'. *n i1
n11 the
homier Leaping Water. Hop.
"1 '.nalhivt-r, :• -bore on old Cilley Ledge,
mile- !>"!ou W hite !b-ad.
\II her sail* were
and the boats and n vv gone, evidently hav ing
Tii.- -'-homier was fa-t
mped in a burn
ktiig up. '-a.- is r,l ton-. The life —h \ ing crew
Port < ';■!•• wreck"!- -aved a portion of the
•_o •■!
ii-reaa niii-e.
The schooner probably
0
mi,
t■ a• ledge ear!;. '■dinday morning iti the
I

as

the LOWEST.

i".

*'.*

■

guaranteed

Sidney

1

1

our goods are
as Low as

prices

at

a

-a

.|• j .-sed
i’.i

t,

1

-Lite- that the natives
<-o:i-; mJ that i-land.
i lie

--.

he

-'

•-k
« a:

I

HATCHING

ItoNlou

-.

a*

finishing nut

am now

wil be

j

-you the-

YARDS AT SANDY POINT, MAINE.
Goods

Furnishing

I

1

I

FOR

-AND-

bockl;
1, M<
'\|'\V
:%•••. at Vi Ilf .* a I'd J la Mil. M ireli
W.1- Hai w it!i earuo *-i 1:m mi lire. The
he*
M-alfo p t, -un>;her Hie lire.
la -\ \ni>
from borkland. before report
I -i;iii
With !•.■*• go on lire, lias been
a ed
-ani;. tinha\ing burst out fore
:■ ..da
: ta I
dt.
Deck load and

\

EGGS

Clothing!

STIFF stud SOFT HATS

ling, of ami i

1

I

room.

BEST
11’ V-1XI) O T TE S—Uovdirtte Strain.
l.ltillT JiIIAIIM. tS—Dakv of York Strain.
1 *
nsurpasseu for perfeet markings, great size
ami superior laying qualities.)

All the

j

i-Mi -I; damage d
a
Mar\. •! IF ! a -1. iron: boekland ft. r New
V i... 1'at 1***1 the .-el*-. < has. 1 i Sear- and Lav inia
I- Had., at Vii.e;. ard-H.-.v- n r.i. lit *1 24th. and had
-cuea rigginu
n
p;-:-; -ei". and dav it. cnrrhd

..

and Children’s

12,000 Square Feet

over

The most ELEGANT and COSTLY Carpets,
both in Foreign and Domestic Manufactures,

1

>

A i.uoii LINE OF-

vv

■

Boys

j

a

a-

an«l I want every person who intends to buy
carriage to call and see them. I ran show

WYANDOTTES—Houdletto Strain.

OVERCOATS:’

be excelled in the ( itv.
LATEST STYLES in

rent to pa\,

no

Carpet Opening.

70 TOP & OPEN CARRIAGES!

Suits!

■

-<

I shall have

-have built

manufacture, which for the past
years have given such good satisfaction
to my trade.
< >ur line of

annot

Grand

short notice and at prices LOWER than the LOWEST.

own

SPRING-

-.

us a

,

IS TIIK Nl AIIiKli OF CARKIAOKS

■■

....

Handsome Designs selected with a view to
blend in colors with Carpet, Draperies, &c.

YARDS, --300 !--

BAY VIEW POULTRY

in the State.

a

ROLLS)

Howes' Block, Main St., Belfast.

f>Hayford Block, Church St., Belfast.1^

70 MA1X STREET.

Cutaway

marked

Goods

our

we have GENUINE Alligator
Shoes in Congress and Lace, and it is
the REST WEARING SHOE made.

-AND-

v

have all

on

R. H. Coombs &

EXTENSIVE link <>f

we

plain figures.

4th—That

SPKCIALTV.

Cut Flowers & Floral
Procured

in

COODS.

SOFT

20 Rolls Beautiful Carpets at
25c.
“
5
Ex. Double Warp Carpets at
37‘>c.
“
20
All Wool Carpets at
(12'c.
30 “
All Wool Art Carpets from 75c. to 87lc.
10 “ Handsome Tapestries at
02ic.
“
10
Brussels Carpeting at
$1.00

WATERMAN’S WALDO CLOTHING HOUSE. F. H. Francis & Co.,

get elsewhere.

Undertaliins

1st—That

THE VERY LATEST STYLES OF

and.

the month of

2d —That our Goods have NOT been marked up.
3d —That we. have a L ARGE and desirable
stock of LA DIES’ Roots that must be
sold.

OF

STOCK

during

than made it upon our largely increased sales.
If you will call and see us we will convince you

early inspection, heiny well convinced that we can and will sure you
II'c are the leadin'/ Clothiers in the State, and our motto is SMALL PROFITS
money.
A Alt QUICK SALKS AT
lyrl2

Fresh, Xt’ir and Stylish !
Onr Assortment is Larue and Complete !

of the

ASSORTED

discount

same

more

of

FURNISHING
ALL

in sizes suitable for elmirs ami other small

an
a

BEST

DRAPERIES, k,

December, ami the result was far beyond our expectations, as we sold nearly double the amount of
goods, and although our profits were small we

Overcoat© !

©prinGr

ASSORTMENT OF

j

MEN’S DRESS SUITS!
display

J

DAYS !

30

SUITS!

-.

■

Spring Style

Tuesday, March 8th,

AM* CONTINUING-

We offered the

FINE

pieces of furniture which we will sell WAY BKLOW COST, ( all at once and secure the bargains before the assortment is broken. In

-OF-

...

-•

of

Immense Stock

an

RUBBERS,

Commencing

Line of-

STYLISH ASSORTMENT OF

beautiful

-OUR STOCK IS-

Announcement.

AND

A few

Household Decorations !

oTEu

■

customers.

-ANI)-

■<

•.

our

ARTISTIC FURNITURE

«
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MARRIED.

!"IMS.

Announces the arrival of

Boots, Shoes

of CHILDREN’S SUITS!

Nobby Styles

STIFF

DWIGHT P. PALMER

—c——■ana—BMPgraag— warns ——

.x

giving

wc are

ALSO A LARUE

•.

I'oKUi.N

For Cash!

here and want you all to come and see our-

Qnality and Lowest Prices! BOYS’ SCHOOL and DRESS

as..

Hosiery, Gloves, &c.

always Invites 'a«.«inna, Me. makes iho iVi

*■! have been troubled

we are

VERY CHEAP.

UNDERWEAR,

;an bo Cured.

)ain*. (

-Now

and Summer FRINGES,aSILKaCORDS,

Spring

Co,, Belfast. Me.

>M weather in thi- all.unit?

1

N

Every-

is the only sguare way of doing business
Il'e are the only Clothiers icho PARE
TO MAKE'CHICKS IS PLAIN FIGURES!

-WC ARE CLOSIN'!! Ol'T OCR-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

a

and stock !

ON ALL OUR PRESENT STOCK OF

^1 Second Hand Parlor Saits

SHIRTS

I

! \t:»o

^

ELECAST

.SARSAPARILLA
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--.
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are carrying a larger stock than ever before, and at prices that cannot Ihj beat.

LI VE or

Doses One Dollar
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Va.
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Her
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"Money Saving Bargains!^

not

SAll.Mr

iia!

smiling faces admiring our store
body left with the impression that the

-AT-

-IN-

!

The store crammed full with

-o-

SHIR NEWS.

Nlai.ii

BELFAST ABLAZE! Another 10 Per Cent.
Our Opening a Grand Success! DISCOUNT

A. A. HOWES & Co.
Hold On!
-If

Hold On!!
want

n

line—-

you
fluid Ring, Pin, Ear Jewels, Cuff Huttons,
anil Watch Chains,
-at bottom prices, call atMasonic TempleH. E. MCDONALD’S,

To

i-

ascnic -empte

X_.ot l

I have a Blacksmith shop anil a Carriage
simp that 1 wish to let, together or separatcly, for a term of years. Locateil on
Vir Heaver street, on the s‘ite of the old stand
where 1 carried on the business for forty-five years.
The l>cst and most central stand in the city for
horse shoeing and carriage jobbing. One set of
tools goes with the blacksmith shop.
N. MANSFIELD.
Or enquire of A. 1*. M ANSFIKI.D, Masonic. Temlltf
Belfast.
ple

•fevAj#

13wl3

CLOCKS!
If you want

a

CLOCKS I

good clock

very

cheap call

at

H. E. MCDONALD’S, MASONIC TEMFLE.

FROM LIFE TO DEATH

is but

moment

:i

Would We Return ?

neuralThese diseases are

it rheumatism

gia strikes the heart.
the most painful and

1»V i:« >i;i;ki i»u it ns wn.soN.

They Hy from one part to another without
a moment’s warning, and liniments and
other outward applications are in themselves dangerous because they are liable to

drive the disease to some vital organ and
Rheumatism and
cause instant death.
neuralgia are diseases of the blood andean
only be reached by a remedy which will
drive from flic blood the dangerous adds.
Such a remedy is Athlophoros. It has been
thoroughly tested and is a safe, sure cure.
Mousan House, Kennebunk, Me..
March 25, 18SG.
I derived great benefit from the use « f

For lour months I was confined to the house a helpless sufierer with
I have been troubled
acute rheumatism.
for seven years, hut my last siege was more
than ordinarily severe and painful. 1 had
three different physicians treat me, but all
they «1 i< 1 was to impress on my mind that
1 would always he troubled with rheumatism, a!s >, to charge me two hundred and
twenty-livcdollars for their worthless medicines ami advice.
1 them about that time,
heard of Athlophoros and determined to

Athlophoros.

try it, so my druggi-t got me one bottle,
••!' that single bottle gave
and tin* o uit
me so much r.diof and <-o, that 1 felt 1
was at last on the pud to m-overy. I used
i:i ail, and 1 was
two and one half h >til<
completely cored. Had l usul Athlophoros in the firs’
place, I would have been
much better in pocket.
\V. F. Ft WKElt.

Ellsworth, Me., April 25, 1SS6.
1 can, from personal use, recommend
[
I Athlophoros to the public as being all it is
I recommended. 8. 1 ). WnaiiN, Pruggist.
I Every druggistshould keep Athlophoros
and Athlophoros Fills,* at where they canf tiie druggist the Athlonot be bought
phoros i'o., 112 Wall St.. New York, will
send either (carriage paid on receipt of
regular price, which is 81.00 per bottle
for Athlophoros ami 50c. fur Fills.
>

HAS ANT To Til::
c

CCbLATE AND EAST*
ING IN ITS EFFECT*

1 !Qtni>, 1 ill on

SLozenge form,
FOR

<g

lJTin n

or Tin; latter

jScvr.E

t:

Mrs. IT

m

or.s:::;\

KJLvM'S

(J'. IDE To

tlal circular ma:ixt» t
and star:* t

i.tn::.

»

■£t*. SEXTBY MATL si>
erupt of piu- n.

a:ox

>

::a

HEALTH”

AND CoNF.'DKN-

any lady send:no address
.Wr;;, n f.'
I'njtcr.

Ladies* Weaknesses.
Mr. T. II. <hi fiord. of ( lu rch Hill, Md.. is so
thankful for tin- restoration ot his wife to complete
health, that he is willing to <• rtifv to the fact and
manner of her cure,
hi Mr-. I.\ iia !.. rinkham
This is to certify to the jrrand « fleets of yourVi^etable < ompound. My wife wa- sii florin# from a
terrible disease which seemed to halllethe skill of
tiie best medical men
She wa- in a poor languid,
depressed, nervous condition. We Dually concluded To try your Vegetable Compound, and to our
#reat surprise tin* half of one bottle had not been
taken before there seemed t be it thnnunjh rlitnioi
in hi t- u hi.1i
:inu now to day -he is in
#ood health and entire!;. relieved trom’all former
depressed feeiinjrs. T 11. i. AFF< dtl) and wife.

PHYSICAL

MLVATHtt.

“Blessed Art Tliou above all Others.”
*‘>»»e <»f the expressions of gratitud
for the
nh\sieal regeneration wrought hy Mis. Lydia jy
f’inkham’s Vegetable Compound read like the rejoicing of converts after a religions re\ival. It
brings Salvation to the body. A ladv in Franklin
Parish, La., writes: “I tried one bottle of your
Compound for Prolapsus I tori and Leueorrhea. I
never bad anything in my life that did me as much
good. 1 was hardly abb* io walk al»out without .tifliculty. I could not -top upoi anything withoutpain. When I think liow much good that one bot-

tle did me, 1 tool as if 1 could fall on my knees to
Blessed art thou above all 'others, for
you and say
thou artoneof tin* greatest benefactors that woman
ever had."
fim40

Coughs

WEAK LUNGS, SPITTING of
SLOOD, and the early stage of
CONSUMPTION should

use

Adamson s
Botanic
Balsam.

It has astonished most of the
skilled, Physicians.
iChile it
cures the Cough it strengthens the
system and purifies the blood.
Sold by Drnjrpsts and Oealers.
Price 10 c., 35 e., and 75 e.
!yr6

lmio

SONG OF TIIE HAPPY THOronT.
I’m tho “Happy Thought**

Tohaoro,

■v
<

Ami milhuly can deny
That when you've got mo
in your to..th
There's laughter In vour
eye.
I’m tho “nappy Thought”
T< 'hare..,
Ami without mo you
v. ill lose
One half your life; so take
Ilio,

Flow or
chars.

quickly, as y«»u

-With cheek

lingo!

xor

^

I

l>y jowl, by

W e’ll 1>.) Happy,” you
an-11;
wn<'n von’VO rot me m
your tooth,
’a music in your eye.

am

children, wife, and sweetheart,

I am all you want t<» see:
I’m the Happy Thought”
You had better bet 1 be.
••

Tobacco,

•“HAPPY TnorfJHT” Wave lino Pine
Tobacco.
Sold everywhere in Ten Cent

pieces. A single trial proves it far superior to any
other brand in the market. TliY it oxce amd see.

If you don’t smme in this world
—

you may in the next.”

If you do Bmoke

try S. S. SLEEPER & CO.’S

Sold by all dealers and
smoked by nearly everybody

10c. each.

|

Seek tirst perfect physical development, and
all other things shall* he added unto that.
I'ientv of exercise and an open-air
ist«-n*
will pve the des’nal strength. An intense vitality, the quickening j>ower of a sunu'esiiw
imagination, the breezy influences of nature,
the study of art. habits of accurate thought
and self-discipline, a thorough knoxvledjre of a
subject a> far as the stud} lias been pushed, a
fcelim; that conrano, truth, and a liiirli sense of
honor arc the pillars of character-—all that
tends to a more thorough physical, intellectual
and moral culture—will bi-ini' the soul to its

$7.50 per Etalred.

8. S. SLEKrKK ft eu., Factory, Boston.

x

COCKLE’S
ANTI-BILIOUS

PILLS,

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
For Liver, Rile, Indigestion, ete. Free from Mercury; contains only Pure Vegetable Ingredient*.
Agent: C. N. CK1TTKNTON, New York.

Iy40

Eggs! Eggs!!
I
breeding
WYANDOTTES.
popular breed of fowls, noted
and

pen of this
for beauty,
and Conant strains.
at Rl for 13 eras.
one

eggs
poultry. Hawkins
A limited number of settings
FUANKLIN CHASE.
1 Monroe, March 17,1887.—twill

C.

P. LOMBARD

DENTIST,
Carser Cfeareh and
Rprlag Streets,
BELFAST. MAXES.
tfl

process

“Bitters;”

strength-giving phosphates

And I am perfectly cured. I
“All the time!”
B. F. Booth,

re-

Sc
requires less shortening than
It is

recoinnien

led

any other

Of Portland and Boston,

powder.

Would respectfully call your attention to the
fad that, they have adopted a new method,
w here their customers live so far
away
from their great store, by showing
their

hy eminent physicians.

$3,000

It contains

no cream

“A tour t-»

by

any adulteration whatever

Hahy

receive

are

Italy,

\\ oman has won by her work and faith what
to men w ithout their
winning—a riirht to
the ballot. Is there anything that cun suffer bv
sl,eh a concession? Would the press break
dow n while it printed the ballots that a w oman's
hand might cast? Would the ballot when
dropped into the box explode like a eharire of dynamite/ Some things-—such as the nomination of
intemperate and incompetent men—would bo
exploded as though a mine of nitro-glvrerinc
had been ignited, [bishop Hurst.
came

n Oman neons the ballot to
protect thatw hi.h
men opposed to universal
suffrage are so
anxious to emphasize as her especial sphere, the
home. She needs to protect her husband, and
her brothers, and sons, against the assaults of
the drink-mania, she needs to guard her ■ liildren against the
temptations of vice in literature
and art. Never tell me that women do not
need the ballot because they are so well cherished and protected already. I vorv much fear
there never will be a time when all the
good
people in this world candispense w ith anv effective weapon against wrong. [Prof. W. II. Carruth.

most

a

young

man

at

the

mind you of
In i- hugging his

girl before the foot lights.

'VOTIi’K.

To the Ladies. A w< man who suffered
for several years from female troubles ami
was Cured will be glad to let the Ladies know
the remedy winch is simple and inexpensive, every
lady can treat herself. A free package sent by
addressing Mrs. F. L. 1L, with stamp, Itox :to,
3m4*
Auburn, Me.

‘Hut, Marie. I thought you despised Mr. Simp-

Dhromc

»ory,

Kidney
Troubles, and
Spinal Diseases.
We will send free,
postpaid, to all
who send their
names, an Illus-

rrimorcir the medium of one of vour hooks re1 reived through Mr. Frank T. \Vray, Druggist,
Apollo, l'a., I became acquainted with'your Cijtir it v I!i.mi.i*n:s, and take this
opportunity to testily to you that their use lias perniaiientlv cured me

Animals of tile same species vary in tlicir
musical gift, as they do in other points. .Some
animals are very fond of music and
greatly
affected by it, while others are insensible or
Unite averse to it; of the former the horse lias
already in remote antiquity been mentioned
for its joy at the sound of tile
as we

We have obtained
results from the
of the Cutieurn Remedies in our own
family,
ami recommend them beyond any other remedies
for diseases of the skin and blood. The demand
for them grows as their merits become known.
MACMILLAN & CO., Druggists, Latrohe, Pa.

satisfactory

use

CUTICURA REMEDIES
sold everywhere. Price: CUTK.XRA, the Great
skin Cure. ”*o cts.; Cl.'TirrRA Soar, an
Exquisite
Remititier, Jo cts.; Cuticuha Resolvent, the New
Blood Purilicr, $1.00. Potter Dill i; ami ClIEMICALCo., Boston.
DIMPLES, Blackheads, Skin Blemishes, and
rim Baby Humors, use Cl TirniA Soar.
arc

Choking Catarrh.

Have you awakened from a disturbed sleep with
horrible sensations of an assassin clutching

Of the nightingale it is said that in spring
the males perch on a tree opposite the hens
and sing their best one after another; whereupon the hens select their mates and tlv off
with them. [From “Melody in Speech,”
by
F. Welier, in Popular Science Monthly for

HOW MY 8IDE ACHES.

the most respectable ami reliable references.
Kadi package contains one liottle of the Radical Cckk, one box of catarrhal
Solvent, and
an Improved Inhaler, with treatise and directions, and is sold by all druggists for $1.00.

Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.

ment.

April.

_

Mr. Frank K. Smi liof Bangor is lithographing the bonds for the extension of the Monson
railroad.

r rom the liencli anil the counter, from
the loom nml sewing machine
goes up
the cry of pain anil weakness.
Aching
silica anil Back, Kiilncy anil Uterine
Tains, Strains anil Weakness, Coughs,
mins ami client rains, ami
every Pain ami Ache
of dally toil relieved In nne mlaate by the t'ntlearn Anti-Plan rlaater. -New, elegant and Infallible. At druggists,
five for $1.00; or of Potter

Drug and Chemical Co., Iloston.
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SOLUBLE PACIFIC GUANO
^

I

I

At

For Ssil»- 1 >y 1^,. A. KhowHois

Wanted!
,-v/\ lloNKSTaml KXKI.’CKTIC MKN to self fruit
*J\J trees and other nursery stock, Cood wages
and steady eni|doynient to successful men. Outfit
free. Only those over 21 years of age who can
furnish good reference
Address, Mating age, previous occupation ami’references. We
several line nurseries in Maine, Massachusetts and the Provinces—one in Troy with a few
thousand choice apple trees ami small fruits ready
for transplating. Those wanting trees to set this
spring will do well to call and see the stock or
write us for prices which are low.
J. !.. MKIJIMI K & CO..
lh\vI2
Troy, Waldo County, Maine.

At

Annual

F.

FRYE &

CO.,

General Commission Merchants

At

Hancock Mouse,

and

Thursday,

CONDITION

Report

Correspondence

and

At Mute!,

dard,
Surplus, N. Y.
dard,

DC FOltD begs leave to inform the
ladies of Belfast and vicinitv that slu.* is prepared to teach her

MADAM

System

of Dress

Cutting

TlIKoDom; M. 15 A NT A.
D. O’I

Packages

New

HOTEL BOWDOIN

Notice.

Boston,
BEN. S.
H.

_AfiKMT,
j

BAKER'S

Jrsa’ifast Cocoa.

V%yarranted absolutely jut
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more ecouomil cal, costing less than one rent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
Strengthening, easily digested, and
for invalids as
gi admirably adapted in health.
well as for persons
**
re.

g

wanting

Trained Nurse
—and—

MASSAGE GIVER !
Would like a few engagements. BEST of REFERENCES given. Address
Bex 4T6 Brlfa*t, or Box 21 Searsport, Me.
Belfast, March 21, 1887.—3m 12*

GEORGE C. HORN, M. D.,
Physician and Suryeon,

Offlc Main

:i»-j

|\

Terms and Outfit Free
2ins*
Address, f. w. CHASE 4 Co., Augusta, Me.

MAINE.

Street, formerly occupied l.y Dr.
Steuensou Office hcuri:, 2 to 4 and 7 U) II I\ M.,
and oilier hours in the day when not otherwise pro
UKO. (J. 1IOICN.
fCHRi.imilly engaged.
Scai-sport, March K, M7.-tflO

U14-. ill
I'l
1

v,

Sold by ilrocers everywhere.

BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.
llteowl

^^•3MITvr^P'
EXPECTORANT.

This Invaluable Medicine is acknowledged by thousands to be The 1Jest Cough Medi-

cine in

tho world. For Coughs, Colds, Sore

Throat, Hoarseness, Inflammation of the Throat
and Mouth,
Whooping Cough, Canker, Hash,
&C-. there is no medicine

performed more

now

in

use

that ha*

cures.

It is Warranted not to contain any mineral
substance; it is also free from laudanum or
squills; it may bo taken at anv time with perfect safety. Sold by n 11 D’g’sts. 35c. & $1. bottles.
E, MORGAN £ SONS, Prop., Providence, IL I.
Dr, Haynes’Arabian Katenin isnnequallCd for Croup. Try it. 25c. and $1. at Druggists.
Om44

pills
Pennyroyal
"CHICHESTER’S
ENGLISH.”

The Original anil Only Genuine.
always Reliable. Beware of worthlcM Imitations,
'''dispensable to LADIES. At»k your Drsfglit for
‘t'hlehestrr’n Fagiltlr and take no other, »r fuclo.se 4c.
.stamps) to us for particulars in letter by return nulL
NAME PAPER. Chichester Chemical Co..
8818 MuiIInoii Square, I’hiludu., l’s.
f°r “Chloae**
^^.^.®ruggl*t«
evcrywlierrter s EngUih" Pennyroyal Pllln. Take uo other.
Safe and

•■to. C. (looiwia S Co., Boston, Wholesale Aarts.
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Kampfe Bras.,:
Xcir

Yuri*.

|

Sets, Ear lor Sets, All
II ool Carpets, Cotton and Cotton
<tn<l Wool Carpets,
Tapestry Ilrttsletl Carpets, llady llrassells Cardels, I elvet Carpets, Wilton Cardels, SI rair
Mattinys and Oil

Cloths, Shades anil Drapery Curtains, Dinner Sets, Tea Sets,

tml everything necessary to the
furnishing of
homes, sea-side cottages, hotels or others. The
goods can lie selected tIntro and shipped from
■idler our Portland or Boston stores, freight
prepaid to your depot. The store at Bar llarhor is in charge of Mr. I.. I-'. DYKIt (so long
iml favorably known with Walter t orev A t o.)
who thoroughly understands the house furnishc have marked our
ing business.
goods there
at remarkably low prices for
good goods, and
etui insure honest terms and
prompt delivery.
\\ e would also respectfully announce that we
have a store oil Main St., Rockland, where we
also keep a nice line of die above goods, including STOVES and llAXCKS. When in
diese vicinities, it will cost you nothing to look
at die goods, get die prices, and in instances
where greater variety is desired to select from,
we
respectfully request a call to our store in
Portland or Boston.
owl I
the public’s obedient servants.

a. M. ATKINSON & CO.
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Saturday,

Burton Hotel, Tuesday, Aprii I2,

ANDERSON,

First National Bank

WHOSE in want of eggs for the purpose of rear
1 ing valuable hens for laying, as well as for the
market, will, I think, do well to give me a call as I
have taken extra pains in securing a pair of Pure
Blooded Brahma Cockerel* which will he crossed
with Plymouth Rock*.
Any one wishing, mav
leave orders with A. A. IIowks & Co.
Price 25 cent* per dozen.
C. E. PERKINS.
Belfast, Feb. 28, 1887.—Gw9

a large force of Smart and
Intelligent Men to travel and solicit orders for
Trees, Shrubs, Vines, Ac.
2iu9*

ELYS CREAM HAIM
Is not O. hqucl, su'/jj (,/* pmrdt r. j\ pp'lt 0
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>KI.L, Supt. of Agencies.

BUILDING,
Cor. Milk and Devonshire Streets,

Cor. of Bowdoin St. & Bowdoin Sq.,

are

asliicr.

RIALTO

has tlie best rooms and the best table lop $2 peri
day of any centrally located bouse in Boston. Be I
member the place—corner Bowdoin street and BowJoin .Square, live minutes’ walk from Eastern ami
Northern depots and three from the Common.
4iiill

We

<

Ac

At Hotel,

11,000.010.00

A. Ill NT1.NDTON. M. D., Medical Director.

K. II. MOODY, Druggist,
€or. Main and High Sis., Belfast, Me.

ana

Searsmont,

I

WILLIAM H. BEERS, President.
HENRY TUCK, Vice-President.
ARCHIBALD H. WELCH, 2d Vice-Pres.
RUFUS W. WEEKS, Actuary.

DYES.
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| At
$0i>5,400.27

Written.(0,050,s 1*2.00

Increase in Insurance in Korce.

Tiny will Dye everything. Thev are sold everywhere.
Price lOf. t package—lo colors. Thev
liav no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount iii
or for fastness of Color, or
Non-fading
(Qualities. They do not crook or smut. For sale l»v

Ci.kkk's offick s. j. Coi nr,
Belfast, Feb. 10, 1887.
\
accordance with the provisions of See. -it,
Chap. 79, of the Revised statutes, notice is here
by given of the intended application of W.M. F.
Rl'XNELLS, of Searsport. to lie admitted to practice as an attorney at law in all the Courts of this
State, at the Supreme Judicial Court, next to be
liolden at Belfast, ou the third Tuesdav of April,
A. D. 1887.
aw 10
TILESTON WADL1X, Clerk,
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Thursday, April

3,100,235.51
in Surplus,
2,331,272.50
Increase in Assets. S,557,132.05
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Wednesday

March 30

Friday

At

15,549,319,53

increase in Income

in all its branches at 08 Mgb street. she will lit
linings free to test its merits. Also has the AD
H STABLi; SKIKT FoKM for sale.
Belfast, March 24, lSST.—l\vl2
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$19,230,408.28

Flour, Butter, Cheese,Eggs, Beans, Cash
Assets,
IIAY, POTATOES, FISH, (iAME, POILTKY, Ac.
9 John and 5 Barrett Streets, Boston
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Since IS(>o this fertilizer lias proved like Farm-yard manure, good for any crop. on any soil, in any climate.
Try it. alongside of brands which advertise attractive “valuations/'and see if the latter even equal it in their ell'cct on
the soil. Any farmer may thus learn to his own satisfaction
the doubtful value of “commercial valuations,” as against
the agricultural value of a good fertilizer.
|
Apply for Pamphlets, etc., to
^
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FAMILY REMEDY

< WINING
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uje for
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Fa
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b"approved and

Celebrated

"My little sickly, puny baby was clumped :i,t• a
■< k
.urcat !k,un<-in_ir boy and I vva- rai-ed fi,M,i a
bed by tisin”- Hop Hitters a short time."
A Y‘.iM, Mmiii.j

LpY

fc!c?

Compounded of i'ke*
A

mo 5

>nn.

__% U

D^i(KandRemedy

(pudh|

nor

aea-c
neuralain. <>r : \
that
II
kidney

ev

nerv. at-tie

di-case of the stomach. liver
Hitters will not eure?

Lodges.

Thursday. Friday, Saturday and
Monday, March i7, IB. 19. A 2i.

will

MOST WONDERFUL

your throat and pressing the life-breath from your
Salary and Expenses to Start On.
tightened chest? Have you noticed the languor S, T. CANNON A CO.,
trumpet,
Augusta, Maine
read in the book of Job (xxxtx, 25). Shakes- and debility that succeed the effort to clear your
and
head
of
this
throat
catarrhal
matter?
What
a
peare also says in his “Merchant of Venice”:
depressing influence itexerts upon the mind,cloud“For do but note a wild and wanton
herd,
ing the memory and tilling the head with pains and
Or race of youthful and unbundled
colts,
-TO SELLFetching mad bounds, bellowing, and neigh- strange noises! How diflicult it is to rid the nasal
passages, throat and lungs of this poisonous mucus
Fruit Trees, Ornamentals, &c.
ing loud,
all
can testify who are afflicted with catarrh, flow
Which is the hot condition of tlicir
blood;
diflicult to protect the system against its further
If they but hear perchance a trumpet sound,
SALARY and EXPENSES PAID.
progress towards the lungs, liver and kidneys, all

physicians will admit. It is a terrible disease, and
cries out for relief and cure.
The remarkable curative powers, when all other
remedies utterly fail, of Sanford's Radical
Cure, are attested by thousand who grateful! v
recommend it to fellow-sufferers. No statement is
made regarding it that cannot lie substantiated
by

Public,

Aiorican

over after thank
Pamphlet
their lucky stars.
All who bu5- or order direct from us, and
request it, shall receive a certificate that the money shall
bo refunded if not abundantly satisfied. Retail
price, 35cts.; G bottles. $2 00. Express prepaid to
any part of tko United States or Canada. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., P. O. Box 2113, Boston, Maas.
I ML

all the

Or any air of music touch their ears,
You shall perceive them make a mutual stand,
Tlicir savage eyes turned to a modest gaze.
By the sweet power of music.”
A touching proof of this old truth was
given in the late Franco-German War, when? in
the evening after the battle of Gravelotte, on
the trumpet-signal for the roll-call of the LifeGuards, more than three hundred riderless
horses, some of them wounded and hobbling
on three legs, answered the well-known sounds
and mustered with the remnant of their regi-

1. o

i.i

i ..,j■■‘vi
I •unioniii

!

trated

poisoning,

of one of the worst eases of blood
in
connection with erysipelas, that I have ever seen,
and tiii< after having been pronounced incurable
by some of the best physicians in our county. I
take great pleasure in forwarding to you this testimonial, unsolicited as it is by von, in order that
“tlicrs sutiering from similar maladies may be enoutraged to give vourCi TH I KA ltiiMKiUKs a trial.
1*. S. WIIITLINGEK, Leechburg, l'a.
Reference: Frank T. Wrav,Druggist, Apollo,l'a.

SCROFULOUS l LEERS.
dames JO. Richardson, Custom House, New Orin a recent numlicr of Ids paon
oath
leans,
the
says: “In 1S70 Scrofulous l'leers
per.
Standard, says, in reply to a mail who broke out on mv
body until I was a mass of corobjected to the w oman's rights plank in the
ruption.
Every
thing known to the medical faculty
platform of tin? United Labor party:
was tried in vain.
1 became a mere wreck. At
The natural right of a woman to’vote is
just ’imos could not lift my hands to my head, could
as clear as that of a
man, and rests on the same not turn in bed; was in constant pain, and looked
ground. Since she is called on to obey the upon life as a curse. No relief or cure in ten
laws, she ought to have a voice in making t hem: years. In isso I heard of the C'UTU I RA Rkmk
and the assumption that she is not lit to vote, i»ii:s, used them, and was perfectly cured.”
Sworn to before r. s. Com. J. D. Ckawkokii.
is no hotter reason for
denying her that right
Ilian was the similar assumption which has
ONE OF TIIK WORST CASES.
been urged against every extension of tile franWe have been selling vour CincniA Remedies
chise to unfrunrliiscd men. And whether men
for years, and have the* first complaint yet to relike or do not like the imputation that
they are ceive from a purchaser. One of the worst cases of
incapable of framing proper laws w ithout the Scrofula lever saw was cured by the use of live
aid of women, their success in making laws lets bottles of Ct Tict uA Resolvent, Ci-tici ra, and
n
ra Soar.
The Soap takes the “cake” here
certainly not been so great as to give them a (
reason for
disdaining women’s aid. In fact as a medicinal soap.
the botch that men have made of the business TAYLOR & TAYLOR, Druggist, Frankfort, Kan.
of making laws ought, it seems to
us, to lead
SCROFULOUS, INHERITED,
them to ask them w hether the liner and
quick- And Contagious Humors, with Loss of Hair, and
er intuitions and more delicate sensibilities of
of
the skin, are positively cured by Crwomen are not as much needed in the niamc'c- Eruptions
ib ira and Ci;tici;ra Soar
externally, ami Curluient of public affairs as
are in the affairs
er ra Resolvent
they
internally, when alfother mediof the family. Not
only are women superior cines fail. Send for Pamphlet.
to men in what our
correspondent considers
woman’s sphere, but they often bring to affairs
DRUGGISTS USE THEM.
valuable counsellors of men. The man who
the advice of w omen is aiivtliim' hut a
W ise Ilian.
And seeing that mankind is composed of men and women, and that the two
sexes are the natural
complements of each other. is not t he leaving of what eoneerns both ontiroly to one sex, very much like the attempt of
an imlividual to use
only one leg in walking?

send

Ladies Attention!
Scrofulous, Inherited and Contagious Humors Cured by Outicura.

or

hurdles. Halls,

-WILL P»K AT

containing information of very
great value.
Everybody should
have this book,’
and those who

arrhoea,

Henry (ieorge,

regarded as peculiarly belonging to men all insight and a judgment which render them most

Di-
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Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Pneumonia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at tho
Lungs. Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Lvsen-

son." *->o I do.” “Then what did you marry liim
to: ?
tiiat he would stay down town evenings
and not hang around me all the time.”

To all who are sulTering from the errors and
Indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early
decay, lossof manhood, kc.t I will send a rocipo
that will euro you,FREE OF CHARGE.
Thisgroat
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a sclf-addressod cnvclopo to the
ItEV. Joseph T. Inman, Station D, New York
City.
Iyr:t7
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".My Mother sav- Hop Hitter- is the only th
that w ill keep her from >cvciv attack
paYai;

EXTERNALD3E.

Cures

Muffed

embracing his girl

<

a

and Jieadache.—/.’</. Osirri/o

Medical

as the old man approaches, rea io\e scene at the theatre?
Ileeausc

Office.

-AND-

hu<hlcn> Arnica Naive.
-t >;il\c in tin* world for Cuts, Ilruises,
Tin
■'i,iV'l I
i*-. >alt Uln-urn, l ever Sores, Tetter,
< 'implied Hands, chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
eruption-, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
opim d. It i-guaranteed to give perfect satisfaccents per box.
tion, or nionex ivtumied. Price
For saie by Un-hard II. Moody.
Wi>\ does

1
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Is there

FOE INTERNAL

II- w dni
u bi-trin lib
the voting man asked
tli«- gr'-nt in.:u
-I didn't begin it,” truthfully replied tii* .• at mm. “it wa> here when 1 got
IK'IV."

garden gate just

I

r

■>•

Anything for the Home

from bed- ot flowers is the breath that has been
rendered agreeably odorous with SO/ODONT,
which communicate- t<» tin* teeth a marble whiteCse it, and
ness, and to the gums a roseate tint.
lint)
beautify your mouth.

The Wahicnsiuus, ;»t the (General Conference
at Morence,
have decreed that hereafter
women members shall he allowed to vote, hut
not to speak at church niectimrs.

"There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is
neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor
female, for ye are all one in < hrist Jesus."
Our children w ill he as much astonished that
we coil hi hold to the divine subordination of
women in the face of this last clause, as wv are
now
astonished that slaveholders and Jews
could hold to tin* divinely-ordained suhordination of the African and other race's in the face
of the first two clauses,
[liev. J. W. Hashfor*!.

|

-weet your breath—if maid or wife.
old or young, or large or small,
If you have any hope in life,—
if you have any friends at all
Keep -weet your breath—and heed the warning,
Cse so/oDONT each night and morning!

Perfume

1

Can Yoo Answer This'/

«M

Ihc

am
r;

a
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Your Hop P.itiers have been of uvaf
value to me. 1 was laid up with typhoid lew
i..r
over two month-, and eotihi m-t i:„ ivlict unit! I
tried your Hop Hitters.
l'«, tin-ml
r-.i
;n_debility, or any -me in feeble health, I cordially
recommend them.
.J. < >nu.i/.i.i
fibs Pulton street, < hiea'ro, lib
(i bn

lyr.38

copy free.

Like

or

■

Tub CB.TTAi.-a Coiitast, 1SS Fultou Street, N. T.

Keep

A half-century ago in Turk.
it was considered n shame for a woman to read. To-dav
two schools in < 'oiistantinople have be* n < stablislied hy the Sultan himself.

\\ e need the participation of woman in the
ballot-box. It is idle to tear that she w ill meet
with disrespect or insult at the polls. Let her
walk up firmly and modestly to deposit her
vole, and if anyone ventures to molest her. the
crowd will swallow him up as tin; a hale swallowed Jonah. [Henry Ward Herein r.

111 So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

,\ Milwaukee girl fell from a roof ami lit in a
-mm bank.
“Are you hurt?” asked a gentleman
who hurried to her relief. “Not a hit!” was the
cheerful reply. “Do you suppose I have been tobogganing all winter for nothing?”

(Jo,000 women farmers in Ireland.

L« t u> he liom -i and admit what we all know,
that the real reason why the riirht of suffrage
is denied to woim ii is because there is
ju>t trace
enough ot an- it it harharism lingering in our
civilization to bar them out. [Hon. John 1>.
Lon*:.

a
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m

C&storta euros Colie, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Iharrhnea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes digestion.
Without injurious medication.

M.D.,

elegant illustrations, .send three Trent
-tamps to A. P. Ordwny & Co.. Boston, Mass.,and

The Woman’s Column.
Tin re

great

|

Mv Wife, pome three or fe ir y
ri£?o. was troubled "iMi an ul<vr on 11v pi le
; t, -. t.-r-iue near
'•
t:.• thr it
nre*
sg
t,
<‘f s|.*«-|j and |u-uliieie.'/ area! t;< rv-.
jo. -lint.on.
Ae< iin|>:iliv:h;' it:;- •: i;Mi v
•.
ah-:.
It
bad | v- d tv.,.,, t):
*
M.-r
i. p d in the
wrist of oi
nd.pl
Between tin
jr< wi
bard ••! •:
{:n.
i.a
1
small
P;'- d
1».>ri'•
..t S- if;>?
v.; ntir> 1 -•
if..*
b
r« liev.-d and
re-tore*! to b< -dtli.
This v. as three
and there ha.- 1>< e
> return of the dig.
>ears
oase
it. j,. Middleii rooks.
is-f.
Sparta, (5a., June
Treati.-e on Blood nod Skin Diseases mailed free.
Tn:: >wikt Si*Kj.: Co., Drawer y, Atlanta, (Ja.
107 W. &d St.,
V.

-•

“Castoria is so well adapted to children that
1 recommend it as
superior to any prescription
known to me."
IL A. Aacnsit,

NEW IDEAS
of diseases, aecidents, and how
Dr. Kaufmaun's

M.

r.

,,

them, ami many hints of value to the sick
in

M
>!.r|l l;.!a|.l'_

Manila}.

On si lid si I" c P
a-. tinir at
lie.
U at« r\ i!•
follow.-;

Cancer of fho Tongue.

Sored.

“Monro.
Midi..
I —V
"it;i pi(Vl.
-pi.
been taking Hop Hitt,
;..t iiiilanimaii. il
kid
s
and
Madder.
It
lias
dime
for in “wliat four
y
J
oil, -d
physicians failed to d<> -cured mthe Hitters
•.mu d like mad
to mm
W
H. ( 'ain I K.

Children.
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at

‘viiunlavs

rrniM-frA hlk.

^\$e& %$ om

i

and
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Lost.

“i.uddinc-ton. Mieii.. Feb.
II have sold
no mod;
H"P Hitti rs for ti u ; ;.i ;,mi there"
fine that eipials them for bilious attacks, kidney
and
all
di.-ca-e.to
thi'- nia
incident
complaints,
larial climate.
II T. \ i.i.xanomic.
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Hint \\. POTK. Axrnt
CALVIN AIM!'. \«rnt
VYII.LIA W H. HILL, Jr (iPR.

UUtvs,
&X\

-.

French newspaper:
“Fritz
\-, an experienced accountant, desires a place
In the interest of the securing of patas cashier.
ron- he would state that he is afflicted with two
wooden leg.-.”

will be
Work:

\. M

inactive kidney.-' cause yravd,
“Hright'sdi.-ca.-e, rheumatism and a horde •,t oil,,
serious and fatal di-ei-<
w hich ran he prevented
with Hop- Hitter-,” it taben in time.

Infants

■

From 11

We are so thankful to p\ that our ntir-in<r halo
was permanently euro.I of a da imeroi..- ;,nd pi,',
tracted constipation and irre^ulatity oi the how elit- intrsin^ m .tin v.
by the use of Hop Hitters
w hich at the same time restored her to
periee:
health and strength. The Parent-. Uociu -t« ,. \

it/;,

for

I•
Tii.
i.’ <'k la ml, \N

I
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jyriS

I ••:!;
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Advertisement in

to treat
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i»y

try Carter’s Little Liver Pills?
They
positive cure for sick headache, and all
the ills produced by disordered Liver. Only one
pill a dose.

cure

"iiiir tin iVm.bsrot iiiv n i < 1«.
i In ire. weath-tranirrs v\ ;H 1,»_• IW lfa-; f«.i* ( amprnuini
«len. Iio( klaiui ai’.i I»««-t *n. M..mla\s ami Tliur.-'lav- at ali.iui 12.J" r. M.. <>r upon arrival o| -tram
it from I»urk>p
:.
For "I av-jiiu t. park-;.. 11 rim W ii.ter-port if in*
ami >a tun lav- at :il.- uf a
i prrn.it-. \v mint uav
A.M..01 up..n a! rival «.
-t.-ann r Horn I;..-i.»i..
IiFI I l!MM. i«> HM.I A-T.

one
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Kumford Chemical Works, Providence, I*. 1.

Arrangement.

er

cost mo
one, done loss
hollle of Hop Hitter--. tl,<
also
“eurod my wife of lifleen year- umvi:.- v. cakness.
“sha ples'iH ss ami dy spep-in- Mr. K. .M
An
burn, N. Y

Immense Spring Stock

all dealers.

Cook Hook free.

don't you

the home

Winter

Hiiropc that

“ifood than

warranted.

Every package
For sale

tartar, alum,

or

Co.

Saulsburv, Tenn.,

Ashiu umiam, M vss., Jan. 1.'*, Ism;.
I have been sick over two years. They all gave
up as past cure. I tried the most skillful physicians, but they did not reach the worse part. The
lungs and heart would till up every night and distress me, and my throat was very bad. I told my
children I should never die in peace till I had tried
Hop Bitters. When I had taken two bottles they
helped me very much indeed. When I had tnkeii
two more bottles 1 was well. There was a lot of
sick folks here who have seen how they cured me.
and they used them and wen* cured and feel as
thankful as I do that there i-so valuable a medicine made.
Yours truly,
.Miss .It i.i a
ft'sit ini;.

CO.,

Bangor

Wli'iiiti.sliip

Bkabkokd, Fa., Mays, lss;».
It has cured me of several diseases, such as
nervousness, sickness at tin.* stomach, monthlytroubles, etc. I have not seen a sick day :n years,
since 1 took Hop Bitters. All my neighbors use
them.
Miss. Fan mi: Uulkn.

—

are a
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Boston and

keep it

Respectfully,
May, 4, 1SKI.

KeepYonrEyeou Dar& Date.

AGENTS WANTED
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oeate.

The Musical Gifts of Animals.

Pp.vdilynmlpomniOTrtlTriirPdbj’mlnBWUtarVi

and

Postal Card.

a

me

Chambermaid—“Wait, Mary, it isn’t time t** lock
up the lions*' yet. Miss Ktlud’s young man is in the
parlor." Kitchen Girl—“lie's gone, sarah.” “Did
you hear the front door shut?” “No, but the parlor
gas is turned up again.”

The moral impulse that, first of all. lessened the consumption of alcohoi by all classes;
that then enlisted tin ure.it and constantly
sxvellinjr army of total ab'tainers; that tlioii
passed increasingly restrictive laxvs until at
Icinrth prohibitory constitutional aim ndnicnts
have horn secured* in >< veral statr- tbi' nreat
moral force will ‘Test not, neither xveary."
until America's deep disgrace i- wiped out,
ami, by a permanent elianne of tin* national
constitution, our escutcheon is made a> free
trom defilement of the liquor trailic as it
now i' from that of
slavery. [Christian Ad-

scorns

Kaluui«rWII«€hmy. There are counterfeits. (Jet the centime, which issicned “1. Ill'ITS”
on the w rapper.
Prepared by Sktu W. igWit &
Sons, Boston. Sold by ail dealers.

supplies the nutritious

“Can’t eat a thing.” Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a
wonderful medicine for creating an appetite, regulating digestion, and giving strength.

highest development.

Women constitute two-thirds of our « luu !i
members and only oiic-liftli of our erimiiials.
^''t lin n- are still people who
say that woman
suffrage would strengthen the political power
of vice and crime.

Severe

a

_

1

FROM

Preparation, made by the only
baking powder of any nutritive value.

quired by the s/stein.

The headquarters of the Knights of Labor
in Philadelphia are described as a palace where
the officers “wade up to their knees in velvet
carpets." This is hardly in keeping with the
unpainted floors of many of the men and
women toilers whose contributions purchased
and fitted up this mansion. [Hiddeford Journal.

Mrs. M. S. Ihireli, wife of Judge K. II. lim’d, and Miss A. I,. Gehliard ha\e heen awarded a medal from the American Institute for a |
patented attachment for water-heatimr to steam
radiators.

Sufferers

Story of

I was a lice ted with kidney and urinary
Trouble—
“For t\\elve years!”
After trying all the doctors and patent medicines
1 could hear of, 1 used two bottles of flop

Tin* stale press, we notice, very generally
disapprove the abolition of capital punishment.
In our \iew the deterrent effect of the death
penalty was never fairly tested owing to its
loose and dilatory enforcement. Punishment,
to be effective as a warning, must be swift as
well as sharp. [Lewiston Gazette.

John Wannamakor, tlie Philadelphia merturns.
carries a life insurance of £000,000. J.
j! chant,
JL Stetson of the same city has £515,000, and
Never he discouraged because nood things
Hamilton Di-ston £500,000.
There are six
pTo on sloxvly here: and never fail daily to do
other Philadelphians who have £200,000 and
that jxood which lies next t«) your hand. Do
over,
but less than £300.000 ; 21 who have
not be in a hurry, hut he diligent.
Muter into
£100.000 and over, and 30 who have £35,000 and
the sublime view of it. (Jo I can at lord to
over.
wait; why cannot we. since xvc have him to
fall back upon? Met patience have her perfect
An illicit distillery has been captured on the
work, and brim: forth her celestial fruits.
ii.
historic height of Kings Mountain, in South
Mael >oiiald.
; Carolina.

ALL of those Painful
Delica'e Complaints and
Complicated troubles and
Weaknesses a common
among our V- ivcs, Mothers,
end Daughters.

Is

produces

It

Democracy

Mirth is heaven's medicine.
Mvcry one
otidit to bathe in it. Critn care, moroseness,
anxiety, all this rust of life oueht to he 'toured oil’ by the oil of mirth. It is better than
emery. Kvery man ouirlit t<» rub himself with
it.
A man without mirtli is like a vehicle
without 'prints, in which one i> cause! di<a^reeahlx to jolt by every stone over whit h it

VEGETABLE

^2

Thursday afternoon, the 3d inst. On account
the pledge entered into last summer by the

motherhood is a dowry for a daughter, and a portion for a son. more priceless
than a legacy of millions.
1 o have a -rood
mother i> to ho lull-armed to life's sternest
and
to
battle,
stand well equipped before its
harshest brunt. To have a bad mother is to
stand unsheltered under the black sky, unscreened beneath the pelting hail.

LYDIA E.,
PEMKHAM’S

y

that

of

A true

V
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BAKING POWDER IN THE WORLD.

Clippings.

Yours for Health

^

BEST

Prof. Horstord’s Bread

j

Gm44

y

THE

of the llangor
Commercial says: The largest and most enthusiastic Democratic caucus held in this town
for fifteen years assembled at Lyceum Hall.

>

For liver and kidney di.-vases, dyspepsia. indigestion. weakness, nervous debility, diseases
won. til.
eonsti nation, headaelie. impure
blood, •Ac., Athlophoros 1’ilLs are uneoualvd. 1

sir.

Democrats.

IUicksport correspondent

of this town and Verona, not to
vote the Democratic ticket at any future elec
lion as long as Joseph L. Swazev remains in
glassed;
the Custom House, no nominations for municiDid these lost dreams which wake the soui's
pal ollicers to he elected at the annual meeting,
sad yearning
Monday, the Ttli inst., were made. T. II.
Rut live once more and waited our returning,
Smith. Philo Ivalisb, and C. C. lloiner were
Would we return?
chosen on the town committee for the ensuing
year, with authority to add one persou from
Would we return
If love’s enchantment held the heart no more each school district in town to said committee
And we had come to count the wild sweet pain. if necessary. The following resolutions drafted by Hon. Alonzo Colby, were submitted and
The foml distress, the lavish tears—but vain;
Had cooled the heart's hot wounds amidst adopted without a dissenting vote:
Uesolved, That the Democrats of Itucksport
the roar
Of mountain yales, or, on some alien shore
I and Verona can never forgive nor forget the
dastardly outrage indicted upon them by
W <»rn out the soul's long amruish and had slain
At last the dragon of despair -if then tin; train I Charles A. SpolVord and his coadjutors, in
< >f vanished
violating every principle of Democracy by the
years came back, and. as of yore. i
The same voice called, and with soft eyes be- appointment of Joseph L. Swazev to the custom bouse.
guiling,
Uesolved, That we feel perfectly justified in
Our lost love beckoned, through time's gray
to our pledge by withholding our
veil smiling,
I adhering
ballots at the last State election, and feel in
Would we return?
I duty bound to continue to withhold our ballots
until our rights are recognized by the powers
Would we return
Once we had crossed to death's unlovely land | that be, and justice accorded us.
And trod the bloomless ways among the dead
Uesolved, That we still cherish the principles
Done and unhappy; after years had lied
of tlie Democratic- party, and no amount of
R ith twilight v ing.s along that glimmering injustice perpetrated by its enemies within will
|
strand,
] ever cause us to abjure the true faith and vote
If then—an angel came with outstretched tin* licpul lican ticket.
Uesolved. That the document of Thomas II.
hand
To lead u> hack, and we recalled in dread
Swazev, which be tried hard to circulate at the
j
last state election, was too mean and silly to
How soon the tears that once for us are shed
May flow for others—how like words in sand merit a replj the apology for Joseph L.
Our memory fades away—how oft our waking
Swazev. as well as for himself, was like the
Might vex the living with the dead heart's old man’s rum, too weak to run down hill.
At our annual March meeting not one Demobreaking.
cratic ballot was cast, something that has not
Would we return.
occurred before within the memory of the oldWould we return?
est Democrat in town, which shows conclusively that they mean to adhere to their pledge,
Gems of Thought.
and it also shows that they have a little of the
••11 Jackson Democracy left to ask for nothing
No eloquence i' •“> cllieient ns tint mildness bul what is right, and'submit to
nothing outof a kind heart. The drops that fall p ntly
rageously wrong.
: upon the corn ripen and till the ear; hut violent |
storms heat down the irrowim; crop and desolate the field.

of

ilecord.

A

Would we return
If once the gates which close upon the past
Were opened wide for us, and it the dear
Remembered pathway stretched before us clear
To lead us hack to youth’s lost land at last,
W hereon life's April shadows lightly cast
Recalled the old sweet days of ehiidish fear
With all their faded hopes and brought anear
The far-off streams in which our skit s were

the most dangerous
of any to which human kind is liable.

20 Yen rs

Disgruntled

or

Coasting.

JOHN g. ItANLKTT,
B. H. Shipping Commissioner,
KocklanO, Me.
•Tilly 2n, ISSIj_30tf

subscriber hereby
rjlHK
X concerned, that sin-

trives puidic notice to all
lias been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust oi Administra
trix of the estate of
It K IS l-:ct

A

CIIIP.M A N, late of

Winterport,

in the l.'oimty of Waldo, dec, a-ed. bv ui\ injr hoinl
as the law duvets; she therefore re«jnests all
pci
sons w ho are Indelited to said deceased's estate to
make immediate pa\ nieiit, and those u ho hax e an\
demands thereon, t" exhibit the same for settle
nient to her.
.II I.I.A K. CA MPIlliM,.
fFHK subscriber hereby irivcs public notice to all I
1
concerned, that la- has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of
JI'UA A. KNIGHT, late of lielfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by jri\ in” bond
as the law directs; lie therefore
requests adl per
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to hln*.
A hKIJlKHT KNIGHT.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman and Silk Curtnina,

Window Shades, Curtain Fixtures,
UPHOLSTERY HARDWARE.
\TK MAKE THE ONLY

GENUINE
and our Klop ICollrr i» Klamlanl.
r»"As:. your Dealer for them, false no other

[WHOLESALE.!
lyric

